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Abstract
Vowel Production in Down Syndrome –
An Ultrasound Study
By
Micalle Carl
Advisor: Douglas H. Whalen

The present study investigated the articulatory and acoustic characteristics of vowel
production in individuals with Down syndrome (DS). Speech production deficits and reduced
intelligibility are consistently noted in this population, attributed to any combination of
phonological, structural, and/or motor control deficits. Speakers with DS have demonstrated
impaired vowel production, as indicated by perceptual, acoustic, and articulatory data, with
emerging evidence of vowel centralization. Participants in the study included eight young adults
with DS, as well as eight age- and gender-matched controls. Ultrasound imaging was utilized to
obtain midsagittal tongue contours during single-word productions, specifically targeting the
corner vowels /ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, and /u/. Measurements of tongue shape, as related to its curvature and
vowel differentiation, were calculated and contrasted between the participant groups. Acoustic
measures of vowel centralization and variability of production were applied to concurrent vowel
data. Single-word intelligibility testing was also conducted for speakers with DS, to obtain
intelligibility scores and for analysis of error patterns.
Results of the analyses demonstrated consistent differentiation for low vowel production
between the two speaker groups, across both articulatory and acoustic measures. Speakers with
DS exhibited reduced tongue shape curvature and/or complexity of low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/, and
high-vowel /u/, than did TD speakers, as well as some evidence of reduced differentiation between
iv

tongue shapes of all four corner vowels. Acoustic analysis revealed a lack of group differentiation
across some metrics of vowel centralization, while a reduction in acoustic space dispersion from a
centroid was demonstrated for the low vowels in speakers with DS. Increased variability of
acoustic data was also noted among speakers in the DS group in comparison to TD controls.
Single-word intelligibility scores correlated strongly with measures of acoustic variability among
speakers with DS, and moderately with measures of articulatory differentiation.

Clinical

implications, as related to understanding the nature of the impairment in DS and effective treatment
planning, are discussed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Down syndrome (DS) is a congenital, chromosomal disorder, occurring at an approximate
incidence of one per 700 live births in the United States (Mai et al., 2013), and is associated with
cognitive, physiological, and speech-language deficits (e.g., Kent & Vorperian, 2013). Many
individuals with DS exhibit speech production impairment and reduced intelligibility throughout
the lifespan, attributed to any number of possible contributing factors, including phonological,
anatomical, and motor control differences, or any combination thereof. These deficits, to the
degree that they are present in the individual, can impact interactions within social, academic, and
vocational settings (Kent & Vorperian, 2013). As such, exploration of the speech production skills
and intelligibility in this population plays a critical role in understanding the nature of the disorder
and ultimately facilitating improved communication.
Vowel production is a commonly chosen area of study within speech production studies of
individuals with neuromuscular speech disorders, in both children (e.g., Hustad, Gorton, & Lee,
2010; Levy et al., 2016; Moura et al., 2008) and adults (e.g., Kent & Kim, 2003; Lansford & Liss,
2014b; Skodda, Visser, & Schlegel, 2011). The reason for this is two-fold: First, many motorspeech disorders include vowel impairment, and the study of this speech-sound category allows
for investigation of a factor contributing to the speech deficit.

Second, analysis of vowel

production can occur on both the acoustic and articulatory levels, as well as with potential
comparison between these two domains; this can facilitate a deeper understanding of the
underlying physiological impairment. In light of the reported speech impairment among many
individuals with DS, the current study investigated both acoustic and articulatory characteristics
of vowel production in this population, with a focus on obtaining tongue shape data from
ultrasound images. Analysis of speech intelligibility was also conducted, in order to describe the
1

features impacting upon any reduced intelligibility, as well as to relate these deficits to acoustic
and articulatory findings of vowel production.
Chapter 2 provides an in-depth review of the speech production impairment in individuals
with DS, with a focus on acoustic and instrumental findings. This chapter also reviews the
concepts and methods associated with the measurement of speech intelligibility, as well as studies
detailing the acoustic correlates of intelligibility deficits. It then details procedures for analyzing
vowel acoustics and centralization, as well as instrumental techniques for the measurement of
articulatory characteristics of speech production. Chapter 3 describes the general methods of the
current study, including a description of the participants, pre-experimental screenings, stimuli, and
general procedures. Chapter 4 presents the acoustic analysis of vowel production in speakers with
DS and typically developing controls, as well as a short discussion of the findings. In Chapter 5,
the articulatory analysis of ultrasound tongue shape data is presented, with a brief discussion of
results in relation to previous articulatory studies. A synthesis of both acoustic and articulatory
findings is subsequently presented in Chapter 6, with a detailed discussion of acoustic-toarticulatory relations for each of the studied vowels. Chapter 7 features the intelligibility testing
and error analysis of speakers with DS, as well as the correlation of intelligibility scores with both
acoustic and articulatory results. A final synthesis of all findings from the current study is detailed
in Chapter 8, along with a discussion of clinical implications and directions for future research.

2

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1

Down Syndrome
Down syndrome (DS) is one of the most commonly occurring chromosomal disorders (Mai

et al., 2013), and is associated with impairment to many areas of development (Kent & Vorperian,
2013; Roberts, Price, & Malkin, 2007; Silverman, 2007). Although individuals with DS exhibit
great phenotypic variation across all physiological and developmental domains (Kent &
Vorperian, 2013), many exhibit various craniofacial anomalies and muscular differences, at least
to some degree. These include a reduced jaw size (Moura et al., 2008), a resulting smaller oral
cavity, an average tongue size (which may seem large in relation to the smaller oral cavity), a higharched palate, and dental anomalies (Desai, 1997).

Individuals with DS also frequently

demonstrate impairment to auditory structures and functioning (Venail, Gardiner, & Mondain,
2004), and placement of pressure equalization tubes is significantly more likely in children with
DS than typically developing (TD) peers (Bernardi, Pires, Oliveira, & Nisihara, 2017). Muscular
hypotonia to the general body and to oral/facial structures (e.g., Desai, 1997) is common in this
population, which can subsequently cause difficulties with sucking, swallowing, and chewing
(Hennequin, Faulks, Veyrune, & Bourdiol, 1999). Differences in oral (non-speech) function are
also evident for lip and velopharyngeal structures (Barnes, Roberts, Mirrett, Sideris, &
Misenheimer, 2006).

2.1.1

Speech in DS
Most individuals with DS demonstrate at least some degree of reduced speech

intelligibility, across the lifespan (Kumin, 1994; Wild, Vorperian, Kent, Bolt, & Austin, 2018),
although it is poorly correlated with language or cognitive functioning (Cleland, Wood,
3

Hardcastle, Wishart, & Timmins, 2010). In fact, speech production and intelligibility deficits in
DS are more severe than those observed in typically developing (TD) children matched for nonverbal mental age (Barnes et al., 2009), as well as those in individuals with similar cognitive
deficits without DS (e.g., Rupela & Manjula, 2007). Patterns of speech production impairment in
individuals with DS have been noted in the literature, affecting various speech subsystems, as
described in the following paragraphs.
In interactions with individuals with DS, many listeners have perceptually judged the
source of the speech output, namely the vocal quality, to be irregular and characterized as having
increased breathiness, roughness, and strain, among other qualities (Mahler & Jones, 2012; Moura
et al., 2008). However, acoustic correlates of vocal characteristics have demonstrated somewhat
contradictory findings. Children with DS exhibit lower and more variable F0 values for sustained
production of most vowels, as well as higher values of frequency perturbation (jitter) and
amplitude perturbation (shimmer), according to some (Moura et al., 2008), while others have found
only minimal differentiation between children and age-matched controls on these measures
(Albertini et al., 2010). Adults with DS demonstrate, on average, higher F0 values, comparable or
lower values of jitter and shimmer, and similar performance on measures of maximum phonation
time, when compared to age-matched controls (Albertini et al., 2010; M. Lee, Thorpe, &
Verhoeven, 2009). Measures of intonation are noted to differ between adult DS and TD groups in
organic pitch range (total pitch range) and declination (sloping pitch at end of utterance), with
smaller values in the DS group for both, but not for linguistic pitch range (pitch range within
speech). These findings indicate that for at least some individuals with DS, the source of
perceptual differences may not be attributed to laryngeal functioning deficits, but rather to
supralaryngeal features, such as articulatory patterns that contribute towards resonance changes
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along the vocal tract (M. Lee et al., 2009).
Articulation and phonology are particular areas of deficit in individuals with DS, in both
children and adults (e.g., Barnes et al., 2009; Van Borsel, 1996). Some level of impairment has
been noted as early as infancy, characterized by delayed and more variable babbling, although
obvious differentiation between children with DS and TD peers in this domain is only evident by
3 to 6 years of age (Kent & Vorperian, 2013). Children with DS typically exhibit accurate
production of stop consonants and nasals, while fricatives, affricates, and liquids are often
produced in error (e.g., Roberts et al., 2005; Stoel-Gammon, 1980). They also demonstrate
increased accuracy of early developing sounds, in contrast to greater difficulty with middle- and
then late-developing sounds (Roberts et al., 2005). Similarly, adolescents and adults with DS
exhibit errors characterized by omissions, substitutions, and distortions, most frequently with
fricatives and liquids (e.g., Van Borsel, 1988), as well as errors in vowel production (Bunton &
Leddy, 2011; Bunton, Leddy, & Miller, 2009; Van Borsel, 1996). Some evidence of weak
articulations for stop consonants and the fricative /f/ has also been noted (Van Borsel, 1988b).
Finally, speech production in DS is characterized by the presence of early-acquisition phonological
processes, past the typical age of suppression, including final consonant deletion, cluster reduction
or simplification, liquid simplification, and devoicing of voiced stops and fricatives (Barnes et al.,
2009; Roberts et al., 2005; Smith & Stoel-Gammon, 1983; Van Borsel, 1988).

2.1.1.1 Delay vs. Disorder
Many of the early perceptual studies have concluded that the speech impairment in DS
should be considered a delay, as evidenced by the similarity in errors demonstrated by individuals
with DS and, albeit often much younger, TD children (e.g., Smith & Stoel-Gammon, 1983; Van
5

Borsel, 1988, 1996). However, other perceptual studies have found that speech characteristics in
DS can be considered disordered, as the patterns and errors differ from those of typical
development (Wong, Brebner, McCormack, & Butcher, 2015).

Errors in stop consonant

production by children with DS are characterized as occurring at a greater percentage, and at a
slower rate of longitudinal improvement, than younger, typically developing children (Smith &
Stoel-Gammon, 1983). In comparison to both TD boys and boys with Fragile X syndrome (FXS)
matched for developmental age, boys with DS exhibited a reduced percentage of correctly
produced phonemes, as well as greater number of occurrences and some differing types of
disordered phonological processes, in both single word stimuli (Roberts et al., 2005) and
spontaneous speech samples (Barnes et al., 2009). Similarly, measures of whole word proximity,
in which segmental and consonantal accuracy of the word is calculated relative to the length and
complexity of the word, also reveal reduced accuracy in productions of boys with DS, in
comparison to boys with FXS and those that are typically developing (Barnes et al., 2009; Roberts
et al., 2005).
Further evidence of disordered speech characteristics has been demonstrated by
instrumental investigations of the speech in DS, most notably by means of electropalatography
(EPG). These studies are especially valuable, in that they provide greater detail of articulatory
functioning not available from perceptual assessment alone. In EPG assessments, the participant
wears a pseudo-palate containing rows of electrodes embedded within it; these electrodes record
lingua-palatal contact which can subsequently be displayed visually (Timmins, Cleland, Wood,
Hardcastle, & Wishart, 2009). Contact patterns of older children and adolescents with DS
frequently varied from typical contact patterns across speech sounds, with increased lingua-palatal
contact during production of /l/, decreased lingua-velar contact for velar consonants (Hamilton,
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1993), greater spatial and temporal variability of contact for /s/ (Timmins, Hardcastle, Wood,
Mccann, & Wishart, 2007), as well as a greater variety of contact patterns for perceptually correct
productions of /ʃ/ (Timmins et al., 2009), and /t/ (Timmins, Hardcastle, Wood, & Cleland, 2011),
some of which were considered atypical. Some of the differences in contact patterns among
individuals with DS are attributed to anatomical and structural deficits, including increased linguapalatal contact for /t/ due to smaller palate size (Timmins et al., 2011), and as evidenced by the
wider range of patterns for perceptually accurate productions (Timmins et al., 2009). Nonetheless,
many of the lingua-palatal contact characteristics are indicative of motor control difficulties and/or
hypotonia in this population, including articulatory drift, patterns of minimal contact for /t/
productions (Timmins et al., 2011), as well as reduced contact for velars that is associated with
articulatory undershoot, a characteristic of dysarthria (Hamilton, 1993).

2.1.1.2 Structural vs. Motor Speech Deficits
As noted above, although structural anomalies in the DS population may contribute to the
differences in speech production, they do not fully account for the impairment. Tongue size, for
example, has been addressed surgically. Individuals with DS demonstrate only a relative
macroglossia, with an average tongue size in relation a smaller oral cavity (Desai, 1997). Yet, an
early attempt to improve speech production by surgical reduction of the tongue proved
unsuccessful: Children and adolescents with DS who underwent the surgical procedure did not
demonstrate any differences in post-surgical articulation skills from a group of participants with
DS who did not receive the surgery, nor in comparison to their own pre-surgical assessments
(Parsons, Iacono, & Rozner, 1987). Further analysis of oral structure and oral-motor/speech
function investigations for individuals with DS provides evidence for contribution of motor-speech
7

impairment. In comparison to boys with FXS, boys with DS scored lower on assessments of oral
structures, but higher on non-speech tongue function tasks, and comparable scores on certain
speech-function tasks (Barnes et al., 2006). Barnes and colleagues (2006) note that these patterns
highlight the dissociation between oral motor and speech motor function, even in individuals with
atypical structures, such as those in the DS population. Contribution of motor control deficits to
the speech impairment in DS is also evident from analysis of sounds produced in error, as well as
from additional non-perceptual analyses. Intelligibility testing of 19 sound contrasts in adults with
DS demonstrated that some of the most frequent error contrasts across participants, are indicative
of deficits in lingual control and positioning during speech production (Bunton et al., 2009). These
include initial and final cluster vs. singleton, long vs. short vowel, high vs. low vowel, initial glottal
(/h/) vs. null, fricative place of production, front vs. back vowel. Furthermore, both children and
adults with DS demonstrated a centralized acoustic vowel space (Bunton & Leddy, 2011; Moura
et al., 2008), while vowel production in 2 adults with DS was also characterized by a reduced
articulatory working space (obtained from x-ray microbeam data) and reduced speed of tongue
movements. The authors of these studies note that such characteristics cannot be attributed to
structural anomalies alone.
Some researchers have characterized the speech production deficit in individuals with DS
as consistent with the specific motor speech disorders of dysarthria, or apraxia, or both. Hamilton
(1993) reported that results of EPG investigations in adolescents with DS revealed speech sound
characteristics consistent with dysarthric speech, as evidenced by the presence of articulatory
undershoot and imprecise articulation. Similarly, Mahler and Jones (2012) described reduced
functioning of speech subsystems during speech production, including respiration, phonation, and
resonance, in two adults with DS. According to others, certain aspects of the speech production
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in individuals with DS are consistent with characteristics of a motor-speech planning and
programming disorder, namely apraxia of speech. In an investigation of phonotactic patterns
(syllable and word shapes) in children with cognitive impairment, Rupela and Manjula (2007)
found that children with DS produced CV shapes more frequently, and VC and CVC shapes less
frequently, than both children with cognitive impairment but without DS and younger TD children.
The children with DS also produced more disyllabic words and less tri- and multi-syllabic words
than the children with cognitive impairments alone, in both spontaneous and imitation elicitation
conditions (Rupela & Manjula, 2007). As reported on parent questionnaires, many children and
adolescents with DS have difficulty with words or utterances of increasing lengths, with speaking
upon imitation, and they exhibit struggling or groping during speech sound and word production,
on at least some occasions (Kumin, 2006). These features are all noted to be consistent with
characteristics of apraxia of speech. Interestingly, Rupela, Velleman, and Andrianopoulos (2016)
reported that all the children with DS in their sample demonstrated at least some characteristics of
motor speech disorder, but that these features reflected both impairments of childhood dysarthria
and apraxia of speech. Some specific speech characteristics that were noted to overlap between
the two included hyper- or hyponasal speech sounds, rhythmic difficulties, reduced accuracy of
articulation with increased complexity of utterances, vowel errors or distortions, and a slow and/or
effortful speech rate, among others (Rupela et al., 2016).

2.2

Speech Intelligibility
Exploration and assessment of speech production skills in both typical and disordered

speech is frequently conducted by means of perceptual and/or acoustic measures. In the study of
disordered speech production, perception of speech intelligibility is a central topic, as its
9

application within the study of speech disorders provides insight into the speaker’s communicative
competency and proficiency (Bunton & Weismer, 2001; Kent, Weismer, Kent, & Rosenbeck,
1989). Speech intelligibility refers to the degree to which the listener recognizes the spoken signal
on the word, sentence, and/or conversational levels (e.g., Kent et al., 1989; Miller, 2013), and is
differentiated from the concepts of comprehensibility, in which recognition of the signal includes
contextual information (Camarata, Yoder, & Camarata, 2006; Yorkston et al., 1996), acceptability,
which refers to the naturalness of the speech (Dagenais, Brown, & Moore, 2006), phonemic
accuracy, referring to the articulatory production of specific speech sounds (Miller, 2013), and
listener comprehension (Hustad, 2008). Measures of articulatory proficiency on the phoneme level
may correlate with intelligibility measures (e.g., Lagerberg, Åsberg, Hartelius, & Persson, 2014;
Morris, Wilcox, & Schooling, 1995), but not necessarily so (Kent, Miolo, & Bloedel, 1994).
Objective assessments of intelligibility are conducted with determination of word accuracy
following transcription or multiple-choice formats, while subjective assessments are conducted
with perceptual measures of accuracy via rating or severity assignment (e.g., Hustad, 2006; Miller,
2013; Weismer & Laures, 2002). Careful construction of the speech stimuli used for objective
intelligibility procedures can provide not only a severity level, but also allow for investigation of
factors that contribute towards the reduced intelligibility, specifically when predetermined
phonetic contrasts are used (Kent et al., 1989). Objective measures of intelligibility, including
transcription and/or multiple choice formats, have been applied to the intelligibility assessments
in both adults (e.g., Dagenais et al., 2006; Kent et al., 1989) and children (Hodge & Gotzke, 2010;
Kent, Miolo, & Bloedel, 1994; Morris, Wilcox, & Schooling, 1995) with speech disorders.
For both objective and subjective methods of intelligibility assessment, several factors
impact the determination of intelligibility level or degree of severity. These may include, but are
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not limited to, factors relating to the speaker, listener, and speech stimuli, or any combination
thereof (Higgins & Hodge, 2002; Hustad, 2007; Johannisson, Lohmander, & Persson, 2014). In
particular, the listener’s familiarity with the speaker’s disorder and/or the speech stimuli greatly
influences the intelligibility.

Listeners scored stimuli as having greater intelligibility when

familiarized with a related speech impairment in general, than listeners without any familiarity
(Liss, Spitzer, Caviness, & Adler, 2002), and even greater gains were noted in intelligibility
scoring when the specific speaker or dysarthria type was familiar (Hustad & Cahill, 2003; Liss et
al., 2002). Furthermore, assessments of speech intelligibility must consider concomitant skills
and/or deficits, specifically in children, as developmental level (Hustad, Schueler, Schultz, &
DuHadway, 2012) and reading abilities (Johannisson et al., 2014) may interact with speech
production skills and/or intelligibility scores.

2.2.1

Acoustic correlates
Acoustic correlates of perceptual speech characteristics, to the extent that they can be

identified, are of considerable importance, in that they provide information regarding the
underlying features that contribute to the degree of intelligibility and the nature of the speech
impairment, if present. In typical speech production, Bradlow, Torretta, and Pisoni (1996)
identified specific acoustic characteristics that were associated with variability in intelligibility,
for both global speaker characteristics (e.g., gender, F0, speech rate), and speech-related
characteristics (e.g., vowel space, segmental production). While speech rate and vowel space area
were not well correlated with intelligibility, speakers with larger dispersion of formant values from
mean values (in F1xF2 acoustic space), a wider range of F1 values, and increased accuracy of
segmental production (e.g., final /d/ preceding initial /t/) were positively correlated with
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intelligibility scores (Bradlow et al., 1996). In the study of disorderd speech production, Ansel
and Kent (1992) investigated the acoustic correlates for various phonemic contrasts in adults with
dysarthria secondary to cerebral palsy (CP), and their relationship with perceptual intelligibility.
Of the seven phonemic contrasts, they found that acoustic results for a subset of four contrasts
(fricative-affricate, front-back vowel, high-low vowel, and lax-tense vowel) optimally accounted
for variance in speaker intelligibility, and also correlated strongly with intelligibility scores. As
evidenced from the findings reported above of both typical and disordered speech production,
vowel production has an association with, and potential impact upon, speech intelligibility.

2.3

Vowel Acoustics & Centralization
Vowels, a distinct class of sounds used across languages, have long been described and

measured within the acoustic formant space, from which articulation is inferred (Chiba &
Kajiyama, 1941). More specifically, variation of vowel formants within an F1xF2 acoustic space
reflects the primary features of vowels, namely dimensions of tongue height and advancement
(Peterson & Barney, 1952). To the extent that the acoustic values correspond to the noted tongue
movements, the maximal acoustic values of the corner vowels (e.g., /ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, /u/ in American
English) represent the most extreme tongue positions for vowel production (e.g., Neel, 2008).
Conversely, a reduction of the space enclosed by the four corner vowels is presumed to indicate
decreased articulatory movement of the tongue along the noted dimensions for reaching the vowel
targets, and is a commonly reported characteristic of dysarthria (e.g., Fletcher, McAuliffe,
Lansford, & Liss, 2017; Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2005; Sapir, Ramig, Spielman, & Fox, 2010).
Frequently measured by the area enclosed by the corner vowels in the acoustic space (vowel
space area, or VSA), the degree of vowel centralization often serves as an index of dysarthria
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severity, as indicated by correlated measures of intellegibility (Yunusova, Weismer, Kent, &
Rusche, 2005). Children between 4- and 6-years of age with dysarthria of different etiologies
demonstrated reduced acoustic vowel quadrilateral spaces (corner vowels /ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, /u/) elicited
in both word and sentence stimuli, in comparison to age-matched peers, with strong correlations
between vowel space area and intelligibility scores (Higgins & Hodge, 2002). In fact, these authors
reported reduced vowel space areas even in perceptually correct vowels, indicating impairment to
articulatory functioning even when not overtly recognizable by the listener. Similar findings of
vowel space and intelligibility associations in speakers with dysarthria secondary to CP were
reported for English-speaking children between 4 and 7 years of age (J. Lee, Hustad, & Weismer,
2014) and Mandarin-speaking young adults between 17- and 22-years of age (Liu et al., 2005).
Further support of this correlation was demonstrated in perceptual ratings of synthesized vowels
along the formant value continuum, to model reduced and typical vowel spaces (Liu et al., 2005).
Despite the findings of vowel space area correlations with speech intelligibility, several
have reported a lack of sensitivity of this acoustic metric in distinguishing between clinical and
typical populations (Sapir et al., 2010; Tjaden & Wilding, 2005; Weismer, Jeng, Laures, Kent, &
Kent, 2001). This has been attributed, in part, to high sensitivity of the VSA metric to inter-speaker
differences (Sapir et al., 2010), as well as to its calculation from vowel formant means, as opposed
to individual token values (Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012b). In light of its varying effectiveness,
several alternative measures to the VSA have been suggested and implemented with some success.
For investigations of the vowel acoustic space with the corner vowels alone, the Formant
Centralization Ratio (FCR; Sapir et al., 2010) and the Vowel Formant Dispersion (VFD; Karlsson
& van Doorn, 2012a, 2012b) metrics have both demonstrated increased sensitivity in
distinguishing speakers with speech disorders and TD controls. The VFD metric has specific
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applicability to vowel centralization, and not group differentiation alone, as it provides a measure
of degree of centralization, as well as the direction (e.g., specific vowel) from which the
centralization occurs (Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012b). Within investigations using additional
vowels than just the corner four, Kim, Hasegawa-Johnson, and Perlman (2011) reported that the
overlap degree between vowels is perhaps a greater indicator of intelligibility deficits than area of
acoustic space, and Neel (2008) similarly reported that the accuracy of discrimination between
vowels is a better indicator of vowel intelligibility than overall space. These findings are further
supported by the notion that perceptual accuracy of vowels can be maintained, even in a smaller
overall acoustic space, if the vowel categories are adequately preserved (Fougeron & Audibert,
2011).
A final acoustic measure of vowel production proficiency has been demonstrated in
calculation of the dispersion of individual vowel clusters within the acoustic space (McCloy,
Wright, & Souza, 2014). As early as infancy, increased maturation of reaching the acoustic vowel
target is linked to the tightness of clusters of individual vowels in the F1-F2 formant space, with
tighter clusters noted as infant development advances (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996). With further
progression of articulatory proficiency in typical development, vowel formant variability is noted
to decrease with age, with differential rates of reduced variability for the first and second formants
(Vorperian & Kent, 2007). Thus, while increased stability and consistency of vowel production is
associated with increased articulatory proficiency and speech motor control (e.g., Yang & Fox,
2013), a larger vowel target area and increased variability of associated acoustic features may be
indicative of reduced maturation and/or proficiency of the speech motor system. Recent literature
has also demonstrated that the distribution of individual vowels in the acoustic space, in terms of
vowel cluster spread and/or overlap, has been correlated with speech intelligibility in both healthy
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speakers (McCloy et al., 2014), and speakers with dysarthria due to various neurodegenerative
disorders (Lansford & Liss, 2014a).
Although acoustic features of vowel impairment have been correlated with intelligibility
scores, there are various explanations regarding the nature of this acoustic deficit, specifically
whether it is merely index of intelligibility severity or an inherent contributor to the impairment.
Yunusova and colleagues (2005) investigated the acoustic correlates of intelligibilty in breathgroup segments, both across and within speakers with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS). They reported that the number of words per breath group and F2
interquartile range (IQR) were significant predictors of across-speaker intelligibility scores, while
the most significant predictor of within-speaker intelligibility scores was breath-group duration;
these results indicate that acoustic measures of vowel production (e.g., F2 IQR, vowel space) may
be strong indices of intelligibility severity alone, and that degraded vowel production may not
necessarily be an integral compononets of the intelligibility deficit. Structural variables, such as
number of words per breath-group and breath-group duration predicted the within-speaker
variation in intelligibility, and therefore can be considered integral components of intelligibility
(Yunusova et al., 2005). In contrast, Lansford and Liss (2014) interpreted their findings of strong
correlations between various acoustic measures (e.g., FCR, dynamic vowels F2 slope, corner
vowel dispersion, average F2 slope, degree of spectral overlap) and perceptual vowel accuracy
and/or intelligibility scores, as signifying a strong contribution of the impaired vowels to the
perceptual deficit.

These results were supported by discriminant function analysis (DFA)

classification accuracy, in which vowels classified with increased acoustic accuracy were
perceived with 12% greater accuracy than vowels that were discriminated with less acoustic
accuracy, indicating a causal relationship between vowel acoustics and perception (Lansford &
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Liss, 2014a). Perceptual investigations of speech intelligibility have also reported contributions
of impaired vowel production (for specific vowel contrasts assessed) to reduced intelligibility in
adults with dysarthria (Ansel & Kent, 1992). Thus, impaired vowel production serves not only as
index to the intelligibility deficit but is often considered to be a contributing factor to the reduced
intelligibility.

2.4

Instrumental techniques for articulation
Instrumental techniques, as they are becoming more widely available, can provide valuable

physiological data of articulatory movements in both typical and clinical populations. As noted
above, several studies have used instrumentation to investigate articulatory characteristics of
individuals with DS, most notably electropalatography (EPG), in which lingual-palatal contact
patterns are measured and visually displayed (e.g., (Hamilton, 1993; Timmins et al., 2009, 2011).
Nonetheless, despite the informative data obtained by EPG assessments, its practicality in research
and clinical settings may be limited. In part, this can be attributed to the fact that customized
pseudopalates must be created for each participant, involving both time constraints and financial
costs. Furthermore, the pseudopalate measuring the lingual contact is affixed during speech
production and can potentially, albeit minimally, may interfere with natural lingual movements,
due both to the thickness of the artificial palate and the reduction in somatosensory feedback. In
contrast, the instrumental technique of ultrasound is particularly applicable for use with both
typical and clinical populations, as it is non-invasive, safe, and can be utilized readily across
multiple participants (Ménard, Aubin, Thibeault, & Richard, 2012; Stone, 1997). By means of a
transducer placed in contact with the skin below the jaw, the ultrasound can generate twodimensional images of the tongue in midsagittal or coronal planes (Stone, 2005). It has been used
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to assess lingual movements in various research applications, including clinical populations
(Bernhardt, Gick, Bacsfalvi, & Adler-Bock, 2005; Bressmann, Uy, & Irish, 2005) and language
acquisition research (Gick, Bernhardt, Bacsfalvi, & Wilson, 2008; Zharkova, Hewlett, &
Hardcastle, 2008). While obtaining data regarding tongue position in relation to the oral cavity
requires head fixation (Scobbie, Wrench, & van der Linden, 2008) or optical tracking of facial
structures and the ultrasound transducer (e.g., HOCUS; Whalen et al., 2005), tongue shape
measurements require only relative stability of transducer placement (Ménard et al., 2012;
Zharkova, 2013a). Previous work on ultrasound shape analysis in typical speech production has
demonstrated differentiation between curvature of vowels shapes in both English (Morrish, Stone,
Shawker, & Sonies, 1985) and French (Ménard et al., 2012), with a correlation of tongue shape
with vowel height (Stone, Morrish, Sonies, & Shawker, 1987). Furthermore, metrics of shape
curvature have also been applied to determining the degree of differentiation and complexity
between tongue shapes of varying speech sounds (Dawson, Tiede, & Whalen, 2016).

2.5

Current Study
Despite some evidence of non-linearity between acoustic, articulatory and/or perceptual

results (Bunton & Weismer, 2001; Mefferd & Green, 2010), strong correlations exist between
these three domains, for both typical and disordered speech (e.g., Bunton & Leddy, 2011; Mefferd
& Green, 2010; Mefferd, 2015). These associations can provide insight into the nature of
coordination between articulators to achieve acoustic or perceptual targets, as well as the
underlying deficits of the perceived impairment.

In its application to the study of speech

production in individuals with DS, investigation of speech production across all three domains will
clarify the nature of the speech production disorder, as well as the impact of articulatory differences
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upon speech intelligibility in this population. Although previous studies have investigated both
acoustic and intelligibility deficits in DS (Vorperian & Kent, 2014; Wild, Vorperian, Kent, Austin,
& Reinicke, 2015), the current study is the first to combine all three domains into a single,
integrated investigation.
In light of the potential contribution of vowel errors to reduced speech intelligibility, as
well as the association between these errors and measures of acoustics, this study explores
production of vowel sounds in the DS population. Both children and adults with DS have
demonstrated a centralized acoustic vowel space (Bunton & Leddy, 2011; Moura et al., 2008),
with increased differentiation between DS and typical control groups in childhood and early
adolescent years (ages 4 through 14) than in later adolescence and adulthood (Vorperian & Kent,
2014). Vowel production in two adults with DS was also characterized by a reduced articulatory
working space (obtained from x-ray microbeam data) and reduced speed of tongue movements
(Bunton & Leddy, 2011). Overall, these data indicate that there is a reduced distinctiveness
between vowels in the speech of individuals with DS, which may impact upon speech
intelligibility. Although the instrumental technique of ultrasound has been used as a method of
visual feedback during intervention for speech-sound production in DS (Fawcett, Bacsfalvi, &
Bernhardt, 2008) as well as in other clinical populations (e.g., Bacsfalvi, Bernhardt, & Gick, 2007),
its use in quantifying articulatory movements has been limited in clinical studies. The current
study investigates the relative differentiation between tongue shapes obtained from midsagittal
ultrasound images during production of vowels, with specific focus on differences in tongue shape
curvature between maximally contrasting corner vowels (/ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, /u/). These data are related
to measures of vowel acoustic space, as well as to measures of speech intelligibility on the word
level.
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2.5.1

Specific Aims
Exploration of the speech production skills and intelligibility in individuals with Down

syndrome plays a critical role in understanding the nature of the disorder and ultimately facilitating
improved communication. The present study seeks to apply the use of instrumental techniques,
namely ultrasound, to the investigation of tongue movements during production of vowels elicited
in single words in speakers with DS. Various curvature metrics are used to analyze tongue shapes
obtained from midsagittal ultrasound images. These data are compared to those of typically
developing (TD) peers, as well as correlated with acoustic and intelligibility data for each group
of speakers. The research questions and hypotheses for the proposed study are listed below:

1. Are the four corner vowels (/ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, /u/) distinguished from each other in terms of tongue
shape curvature and/or complexity, as measured by various curvature metrics, in both
speakers with DS and in TD peers?


Hypothesis: As evidenced by previous work (Dawson et al., 2016), it is
hypothesized that all of the proposed metrics (3 total) will demonstrate at least some
differentiation of the target sounds, namely the 4 corner vowels.

Greater

differentiation between the vowels may be evident for specific metrics.

2. Do speakers with DS exhibit reduced differentiation and/or complexity of tongue shapes in
comparison to age-matched typically developing peers between maximally contrasting
vowels /ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, and /u/, indicative of decreased distinction in corner vowel production?


Hypothesis: It is hypothesized that speakers with DS will demonstrate both reduced
differentiation between the 4 corner vowels as well as reduced shape
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curvature/complexity for at least some of the vowels, indicative of reduced
discrimination between vowels during production.

3. Do speakers with DS exhibit a reduction in the vowel acoustic space and/or increased
acoustic variability of vowel production in comparison to TD peers?


Hypothesis: In light of previously reported acoustic data in both children (Moura et
al., 2008; Vorperian & Kent, 2014) and adults (Bunton & Leddy, 2011) with DS, as
well as sensitivity of acoustic space metrics for clinical group differentiation
(Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012b; Sapir et al., 2010) a reduction in acoustic vowel
space and increased acoustic variability is expected for the speakers with DS, in
comparison to TD speakers.

4. Is single-word intelligibility data correlated with both articulatory tongue shape results as
well as with acoustic vowel space results in speakers with DS?


Hypothesis: Considering the contribution of the tongue to speech production as a
whole, it is hypothesized that there will be at least some degree of correlation
between intelligibility data and both articulatory and acoustic results, in the speakers
with DS.
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Chapter 3: General Methods
The general methods described below apply to the acoustic (Chapter 4) and articulatory
(Chapter 5) analyses of vowel production in individuals with Down syndrome and typically
developing controls. Subsequent intelligibility testing (Chapter 7) was conducted separately from
the vowel data collection and therefore relies on a different set of methods.
3.1

Participants
A total of 16 participants were included in the experimental procedures of the study, of

whom 8 were participants with Down syndrome (DS) and the other 8 were healthy, typically
developing (TD) young adults. All participants were between the ages of 19 and 27; the mean age
of the participants within the DS group was 21 years, and the mean age of participant within the
TD group was 22 years. Each participant with DS was matched within 3 years of age to a single
TD participant. Gender was also matched between the two groups, with 5 males and 3 females in
each.
Previous acoustic data suggests that greater differences exist between younger DS and
control participants for vowel production than in older participants (Vorperian & Kent, 2014).
Nonetheless, older speakers with DS continue to demonstrate intelligibility deficits, with 49% of
female and 74% of male speakers with DS older than 14 years of age demonstrating lower singleword intelligibility scores than TD children between 6-7 years of age (Wild et al., 2018).
Furthermore, an older cohort was used in the current study, so that the noted cognitive deficits
associated with DS would not preclude the use of the experimental procedures. Exclusionary
criteria for the participants with DS were noted as a diagnosis of any concomitant disorder (e.g.,
Autism Spectrum Disorder) in addition to the diagnosis of Down syndrome.

Criteria for

participants with DS also included report of a general cognitive level adequate for tolerance of the
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experimental design, as relayed by parent or caretaker. TD participants all reported no history of
cognitive, language, and/or hearing impairment, as well as no persisting speech or articulation
disorder.
All participants in the study learned and developed use of American English prior to 3
years of age. Although participants were not excluded if another language was spoken, all used
American English as their primary language, as reported by self or parent/caretaker. Further details
pertaining to the participants’ demographic information is listed below (Table 1).
Table 1: Participant characteristics, including gender, age, languages spoken, countries lived in other than the
US, and Hearing Screening results

Participant

Gender

Age
(yr; mth)

Other Languages

Other
Countries

Hearing
Screening

DSM2

M

20; 9

1.5 years in
Germany

Passed all

DSM3
DSF5

M
F

27; 10
24; 3

German: 80%
comprehension,
limited expression
-

-

DSF7

F

20; 1

-

-

DSF8

F

23; 8

-

-

DSM9
DSM10

M
M

21; 3
19; 2

Hebrew, Yiddish –
minimal

-

DSM11
TDF1
TDF2
TDM5
TDF6
TDM7

M
F
F
M
F
M

20; 0
24; 2
21; 2
21; 2
19; 11
23; 2

Hebrew – fluent
Hebrew- minimal
Spanish, Italian moderately fluent

-

Passed all
No: R: 30, 35, 30,
25; L: 45, 60, 35,
25
Passed (all except
R:500 Hz, 35 dB)
Passed (all except
L: 2000Hz, 35 dB)
Passed all
No: R: 25, 35, 25,
40; L: 25, 30, 35,
40
Passed all
Passed all
Passed all
Passed all
Passed all
Passed all
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Columbia: until
2 yrs of age

TDM8

M

26; 6

Spanish - L2
(intermediate/
advanced courses)

TDM9

M

22; 0

TDM10

M

22; 10

Italian: moderate
proficiency
Hebrew - moderate
proficiency

Spanish
speaking
country: 3 mths;
China: 5 mths
UK: 6 mths

Passed all

-

Passed all

Passed all

A parent or caretaker provided the relevant information for inclusion of the participant with
DS into the study. All participants with DS were reported to use oral language as their primary
means of communication, and all were reported to have received speech/language therapy services
throughout most of their lives, some as early as infancy, with a frequency of 2-3 times weekly
throughout the school years. Reading proficiency was reported as varied between participants,
ranging from basic word proficiency to reading paragraphs. A history of pressure-equalization
(PE) tubes was reported for 5 out of 8 participants with DS, although none were reported to have
any significant hearing loss, and none wore any hearing amplification devices. All parents or
caretakers stated that the participant with DS required an adult to make decisions on their behalf
pertaining to significant or legal events. As such, consent for the study included collecting
individual Assent from the participant with DS him/herself, as well as Surrogate Consent from a
parent or guardian appointed to make decisions on his/her behalf. Further details for participants
with DS can be found in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Characteristics specific to participants with DS, including Middle-Ear history, speech-language
services, and Reading proficiency, as reported by parent or caretaker

Participant

Middle-Ear History

Speech Services

Reading
Proficiency

DSM2

PE tubes 2x, both

1 yr old end of HS (2x30)

sides
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Basic words

DSM3

PE tubes, multiple

6 weeks old  age 21

Paragraphs

(2x/week)
DSF5

No tubes

Through HS (2x30/week)

Paragraphs

DSF7

No tubes

1 yr old current (3x/week)

1st grade level

DSF8

PE tubes

4 yr old 21 (3x/week)

Sentences

DSM9

No tubes

7 mths current (2x/week)

Paragraphs

DSM10

PE tubes

Infant current (2-3x/week)

Paragraphs

DSM11

PE tubes when

Most of life current

Paragraphs

younger

(2x/week)

3.2
3.2.1

Pre-experimental screenings
Hearing Screening
All participants took part in a pure tone hearing screening prior to the experimental

procedures. The hearing screening was conducted in a sound-treated booth, with presentation of
tones at 25dB HL for 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 Hz, bilaterally. Of the participants with DS, a total
of 4 participants passed the screening completely, and another 2 participants passed for all
frequencies except one from a single ear. Two participants with DS did not pass the hearing
screening at most frequency presentations, although previous report from their parent or guardian
indicated no significant concerns regarding hearing acuity. Due to the frequent presence of middle
ear fluid or other hearing impairment in individuals with Down syndrome, participants with DS
were not excluded from the current study if they did not pass the presented hearing screening (as
in Wild, Vorperian, Kent, Bolt, & Austin, 2017). Participants who did not pass the hearing
screening were given a list of service providers at which a follow up hearing assessment could be
scheduled. All TD participants passed the hearing screening.
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3.2.2

Language/Oral Motor screenings
A receptive language screening was conducted for the participants with DS, in order to

ensure an adequate level of comprehension of the directions during the experimental procedures.
Two subtests from the Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language, 4th edition (TACL-4;
Carrow-Woolfolk, 2014), were administered by the experimenter, a licensed Speech Language
Pathologist (SLP), for each participant with DS. Since the test was intended for use with, and
standardized on, younger children (ages 3-12), raw scores were used to calculate age-equivalents.
Participants with DS each received above an age-equivalent of 3;6 or 4;0 on the Vocabulary and
Grammatical Morpheme subtests of the TACL-4, respectively.
In light of the reported anatomical and/or physiological anomalies in individuals with DS,
a visual examination of the oral cavity and peripheral structures was conducted, for notation of
significant physiological features, including lingual fissuring, overall dental status, and tonsillar
abnormalities, if applicable (Kanamori, Witter, Brown, & Williams-Smith, 2000).

Most

participants with DS had a relatively high-narrow arched palate, as well as a slight under-bite.
Slight lingual fissuring was noted on 5 participants with DS, and 4 participants exhibited a slight
open-mouth posture at rest. A history of sleep apnea and adenoid removal was noted by the
parent/caregiver of two participants. Finally, slight dysfluency/stuttering-like behaviors were
noted in the speech of two participants (DSF8, DSM10). See Table 3 below for speaker-specific
oral motor characteristics.

Table 3: Oral-Peripheral evaluation results for participants with DS

Participant
Jaw
Open mouthed
DSM2
posture, slight
tongue
protrusion

Palate
High

Tongue
Slight
fissuring
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Lips
Slightly
reduced
retraction:
right side

Bite
Slight
Underbite

Other
-

DSM3

-

High,
narrow

Some
fissuring

Greater
retraction:
right side

Underbite

DSF5

-

-

Mild open
mouthed
posture
-

Slight
fissuring
Slight
fissuring

-

DSF7
DSF8

High,
narrow
Narrow
High,
narrow

-

Underbite

High,
narrow
High,
narrow

-

-

Slight
fissuring

-

Slight
Underbite
Slight
Underbite

High,
narrow

-

Mildly
reduced
protrusion

DSM9
DSM10

DSM11

3.3

Mild open
mouthed
posture
Mild open
mouthed
posture

-

Adenoids
removed. In
past, severe
obstructive
sleep apnea,
not treated
Hypernasality
Sleep apnea,
adenoids
removed
-

-

Stimuli
Experimental stimuli were single-syllable words containing one of the 4 corner vowels (/ɑ/,

/æ/, /i/, /u/), in a /CV/, /CVC/ or /VC/ context, elicited within single words. The following words
were used:
/ɑ/: hop, pot, hot, mop

/æ/: app, hat, bat, map

/i/: heap, bee, eat, feet, beep

/u/: hoop, hoot, food, boot, boo

The choice of words was guided by the need to ensure that the stimuli were likely to be within the
linguistic repertoire of individuals with language and/or cognitive deficits and could be represented
easily by pictures. Although all the participants with DS had a reading level of at least basic words,
reading skill was not a criterion for inclusion within the study. Therefore, stimuli were chosen by
the need to ensure adequate pictorial representation of the word. Adjacent consonants were
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limited, to the extent possible, to non-lingual consonants, in order to avoid lingual coarticulatory
effects during the vowel production. Nonetheless, some lingual consonants were included in the
word stimuli in order to allow for variation of words and thus limit the monotony of word
elicitation. Lingual consonants were limited to final position of words, as lingual consonants in
this position are noted to have a reduced impact on vowel formant values than those in initial
position of the syllable (Hillenbrand, Clark, & Nearey, 2001). Following initial familiarization
with the stimuli prior to the experimental procedures, the stimuli were presented orthographically
and pictorially, on a laptop computer screen (MacBook Air, 13-inch, 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5
Processor). Multiple repetitions of the target stimulus were elicited within 4-5 blocks of stimulus
presentation. All stimuli within each block were randomized and a break was offered following
each block. The participants were instructed to produce the presented stimulus in isolation at a
regular speech rate, during which the ultrasound probe recorded lingual movements and acoustic
recordings were also collected. A sample stimulus is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Sample stimulus item for vowel data collection
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3.4

Procedures

Instrumentation
Images of the tongue during speech production were obtained by the Ultrasonix
SonixTouch ultrasound machine, using a C9-5/10 Microconvex probe. A metal stand with an
adjustable arm and spring-loaded probe holder were utilized to hold and stabilize the ultrasound
probe during measurements (Whalen et al., 2005). Each participant was seated next to this stand
with instructions to avoid moving the head, to the degree possible, during ultrasound recording.
The ultrasound probe came comfortably in contact with the skin below the jaw and was kept in
contact by the action of the spring. The probe was placed in the appropriate direction for obtaining
midsagittal tongue images, collected at a frame rate of 59.94 Hz (see Figure 2). Prior to the
initiation of the experimental procedures, the participants were provided with a period of
familiarization with the ultrasound.

During this time, the participants experienced probe

placement and were given visual feedback of tongue movements during speech production.
However, during the experiment, no visual feedback using the ultrasound image was provided.

anterior

posterior

anterior

posterior

Figure 2: Sample midsagittal ultrasound images of /i/ (left) and /ɑ/ (right); anterior is to the left in both images.

Acoustic output of the speech stimuli was recorded with a Sennheiser ME66/K6 Combo
Shotgun Mic System microphone, placed next to the ultrasound stand, at approximately a 30-45°
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angle from the ultrasound probe and approximately 10 cm. from the speaker’s mouth. This
distance was maintained due to the fact that the ultrasound probe did not move throughout the data
collection, and therefore there was little movement of the mouth from the microphone. The
acoustic signal was sent to a Rane MLM82 mic/line Mixer, which also functions as a preamp to
the acoustic signal, and digitized at 44100 Hz, 16 Bits, 1 Channel. The signal was sent from the
Mixer to an Osprey-820e Video Capture Card on a Dell Optiplex 9010 computer (Intel ® Core ™
i5-3570 CPU@ 3.40GHz; 8.00 GB RAM, 64-bit Operating System). The ultrasound video was
exported from the ultrasound machine to the video capture card on the computer via a HDMI cable,
which captures the mirror image of the ultrasound screen, using the vMix(x64) software.
Ultrasound video resolution was set to 1024x768 pixels, at a frame rate of 59.94 Hz. Following
the ultrasound/acoustic recording, the acoustic signal was exported from the obtained video
(ultrasound + acoustic signal) using Quicktime Pro software to save the audio signal as a separate
file for later analysis.

Number of Tokens
Acoustic and articulatory vowel data were obtained concurrently from the ultrasound video
and acoustic recording.

In order to allow for accurate comparisons between acoustic and

articulatory data, acoustic stimuli were only included in the subsequent analyses when the
concurrent articulatory stimulus was included as well.
Approximately 200 tokens of word stimuli were originally presented for each participant
during data collection. The number of stimuli per vowel was not initially equal, in order to
accommodate the tokens that would need to be discarded for the high vowels, due to potentially
reduced clarity of ultrasound images of high vowels /i/ and /u/. As such, the original number of
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stimuli included at least 44 words for each of /ɑ/ and /æ/ vowels, and over 55 stimuli for each of
the /i/ and /u/ vowels. Each word containing a target vowel was presented an equal number of
times during ultrasound/acoustic recording to each participant. Tokens were included in the
analysis if the target word stimulus was elicited but were not discarded based on perception of the
vowel itself. Recorded stimuli were excluded from the data analyzed if the participant erred during
production of the actual stimulus word and a different word elicited, and/or slight dysfluencies
were noted during production of the actual stimulus word. This occurred only occasionally across
all participants during the recording, with the exception of participant DSF8, in which dysfluencies
and/or articulatory errors were noted with slightly greater frequency (up to 4% of tokens).
The final number of tokens, both within and across vowels, varied slightly per participant,
depending on the analyzability of the ultrasound image tracking. Overall, approximately 31% of
the data was discarded due to poor ultrasound image clarity. The percentage of stimuli discarded
for each participant differed slightly, depending on the participant’s “image-ability,” ranging from
2% (TDF1) to 47% (DSF5). As noted previously, ultrasound images of high vowels /i/ and /u/
were more likely to have reduced visual clarity across participants, due to the distance of the tongue
from the ultrasound probe, as well as the angle of the tongue in relation to the ultrasound waves
during recording. Approximately 46% of all discarded tokens were /i/ vowels and 27% /u/ vowels,
whereas less difficulty was noted with tracking low vowels /ɑ/ (13% of discarded tokens), and /æ/
(12% of discarded tokens). Furthermore, in the case that the participant produced additional tokens
of the target stimuli (e.g., if asked to repeat the stimulus due to poor visualization of the ultrasound
image), these productions were included in the analyses as well. It should also be noted that for
two participants in each speaker group (DSM3, DSF5, TDF2, TDM5), /i/ and/or /u/ tokens from
the CV stimuli “boo” and “bee,” respectively, featured maximal tongue constrictions that were
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noted to occur significantly later than the midpoint of the vowel; as such, vowel tokens specifically
from these word stimuli were removed for these participants. All further tokens from the
remaining high-vowel stimuli, across speakers, were judged to feature a constricted tongue shape
upon cursory inspection and were used for analysis.
The average number of tokens for each of the vowels included in the analyses, across the
two groups, is listed as follows (Table 4):
Table 4: Average number, range, and standard deviation of vowel tokens per group

Group

TD

DS

Vowel

Total:

/ɑ/

/æ/

/i/

/u/

mean

33.88

36.88

32.38

32.75

range

24-38

34-41

27-40

21-45

sd

4.7

3.2

4.9

8.5

mean

33.38

34.25

31.13

33.25

range

25-44

27-45

25-48

22-48

sd

6.0

6.1

7.5

10.0

135.88
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Individual numbers of tokens varied per participant, depending on the clarity of ultrasound images
and the ease of contour tracking, ranging from a total of 101 tokens for speaker DSF5, to a total of
163 tokens for speaker DSM2. The smallest number of tokens across vowels, noted in participant
DSF5, was an average of approximately 25 tokens per vowel. Furthermore, in order to maintain
some comparison of token numbers across vowels within a speaker, tracking and/or analysis was
often stopped once a sufficient number of stimuli were included for that vowel category.
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Chapter 4: Acoustic Analysis
Acoustic analysis of vowel production was conducted in order to obtain vowel space
measures of the four corner vowels (/ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, /u/) in both speakers with DS and TD controls.
Comparisons between the speaker groups were conducted to determine the degree of acoustic
centralization, if any, as well as acoustic variability.

4.1

Methods
Vowel formants were calculated in Praat, version 6.0.28 (Boersma & Weenink, 2017).

Values of formants F1, F2, and F3 were recorded at the midpoint of the vowel (e.g., (Adank, Smits,
& van Hout, 2004; Tjaden, Lam, & Wilding, 2013) using Linear Predicting Coding (LPC) analysis;
these points corresponded to the nearest frame of the concurrent ultrasound image. Further settings
for formant calculation included maximum formant value of 5500 Hz, pre-emphasis of 50 dB, an
analysis window length of 0.025 seconds, and a time step between two consecutive analysis frames
of 0.01 seconds. The onset and offset of the vocalic segment were marked manually for all tokens,
using the following criteria: Onset of the vocalic segment was marked at the point of the
appearance of formants following the stop closure in the case of initial stop consonants (/p/, /b/),
the silence in the case of initial vowels (e.g., “app,” “eat”), or the nasal sound in the case of nasalinitial words (e.g., “map”). Offset of the vocalic segment were determined as the point at which
the waveform ceased to display complex wave production in combination with reduced formant
energy above F2 on the spectrogram. Occasionally, trials consisted of reduced amplitude of the
sound wave, as a “trailing off” of the vocalization. In these trials, offset markings were placed at
the point in which the waveform ceased to display complex wave formation in conjunction with
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reduced energy in upper formants on the spectrogram, as well as acoustic playback of the vocalic
segment.
The maximum number of formants was set to 5 in most cases. However, due to frequent
errors in LPC estimates, formant trajectories generated by LPC for each individual trial, overlaid
on the spectrogram, were visually inspected prior to recording the formant values. When a
discrepancy between the predicted formant and spectrographic display was noted (e.g., the LPC
tracks were off the dark formant regions as visualized on the spectrogram), the maximum formant
value was adjusted, with all other settings remaining the same. Across all participants, the default
frequent maximum formant value remained at 5 formants for most vowels. However, adjustments
to the maximum formant number were required across various participants, such that a maximum
formant number of 4 was used for many /i/ vowels, as well as a maximum formant number of 6
for /ɑ/ and /æ/ occasionally, and /u/ more frequently. Formants values were never estimated by
hand or by visual analysis of the spectrogram. It should be noted that formant tracking was
inconsistent for F3 across all vowels and participants; many of these values were omitted from the
data collection due to difficulty tracking, despite visual inspection of the spectrogram and changes
to formant tracking settings. All mathematical and statistical calculations related to formant
analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2017).

4.1.1

Formant Normalization
Normalization of the formant values was conducted in order to reduce inter-speaker

variability caused by physiological differences of the speaker’s vocal tract, including the effect of
gender differences on the formant values (Adank et al., 2004; Vorperian & Kent, 2014). A variety
of normalization procedures have been applied to acoustic data to allow for comparisons across
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speakers, often differentiated by the inclusion of all vowels into the normalization calculations,
termed vowel extrinsic methods, versus normalization of each vowel separately, termed vowel
intrinsic methods (e.g., Flynn, 2011). Recent findings have demonstrated the benefit of vowel
extrinsic procedures over vowel intrinsic ones, specifically for ensuring preservation of
sociolinguistic variation, while reducing differences related to speaker physiology (Adank et al.,
2004). One such procedure, Lobanov’s z-score normalization (Lobanov, 1971), has performed
optimally in comparison with other normalization calculations (Adank et al., 2004; Clopper,
Pisoni, & de Jong, 2005), and was therefore used for the current acoustic analysis. The calculation
of Lobanov’s z-score normalization applied the following calculation (Equation 1) to the acoustic
data, separately for each speaker and for each of the formants (F1, F2):
Equation 1
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =
4.1.2

𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

, where s = individual speaker, and i = formant number (F1, F2).

Vowel Space Metrics
Quantification of vowel acoustics holds significant value within linguistic, sociological,

and clinical contexts, and various metrics have been applied to the measurement of vowel formant
characteristics in populations of interest. In application to both typical and clinical speakers,
acoustic space metrics are often employed to infer articulatory movement proficiency and as an
index of speech intelligibility (e.g., Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2005; McCloy, Wright, & Souza, 2014).
Commonly cited in the clinical acoustic literature is the determination of vowel centralization in
speakers with motor-based speech impairments, such that a reduced acoustic space implies a
decreased movement towards reaching the articulatory target, thus influencing overall articulatory
clarity and speech intelligibility.

However, while measures of acoustic space have often
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determined the presence of vowel centralization in the clinical population, they have not
consistently differentiated between healthy and disordered speech and have not consistently
correlated with perceptual measures of articulatory accuracy (Fougeron & Audibert, 2011). This
lack of consistency may be a function of metric sensitivity and/or a function of the specific acoustic
features the metric is intended to measure. Nonetheless, it highlights the need for applying
multiple measures of vowel space to acoustic data, both to determine the metrics that are sensitive
to population differences, as well as to account for the ranging dimensions of acoustic features
(Fougeron & Audibert, 2011).
A number of metrics were applied to the acoustic data in the current study, in an effort to
determine the presence of group differences and describe the acoustic characterization of vowel
production in both speaker groups. These include: Vowel Space Area (VSA; Vorperian & Kent,
2014), the Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR; Sapir, Ramig, Spielman, & Fox, 2010), the DS
Vocalic Anatomical Functional Ratio (DS-VR; Moura et al., 2008), the Vowel Formant Dispersion
(VFD; Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012), and ellipse areas of vowel clusters (McCloy et al., 2014).

4.1.2.1 Vowel Space Area (VSA)
The Vowel Space Area (VSA) is a general measure of the area enclosed by the corner
vowels ([i æ ɑ u]) within the acoustic space, and has been applied to quantification of vowel space
in a number of clinical populations, including cerebral palsy (Liu et al., 2005), children with
hearing impairment and/or cochlear implants (Verhoeven, Hide, De Maeyer, Gillis, & Gillis,
2016), Parkinson Disease (Tjaden et al., 2013), and DS (Bunton & Leddy, 2011), albeit not always
successfully (e.g., Sapir et al., 2010). The VSA employs the equation for the area of an irregular
parallelogram, using the mean value of each formant per vowel, separately for each speaker, as
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stated in the following Equation 2 (Vorperian & Kent, 2014):

Equation 2
VSA = 0.5 * {(F2/i/ * F1/æ/ + F2/æ/ * F1/ɑ/ + F2/ɑ/ * F1/u/ + F2/u/ * F1/i/) - (F1/i/ * F2/æ/ + F1/æ/ *
F2/ɑ/ + F1/ɑ/ * F2/u/ + F1/u/ * F2/i/)}
As noted above, although the VSA has been used within a variety of clinical research settings, its
sensitivity to centralization of vowel space and to differentiation between clinical and control
groups is inconsistent. This can be attributed, in part, to its method of calculation from means of
vowel formant values (Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012b), and/or its reported lack of robustness to
interspeaker variability (Sapir et al., 2010).

4.1.2.2 Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR)
The Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR) metric of Sapir and colleagues is noted to have
increased sensitivity to vowel space reduction, and is robust to intra-group variability (Sapir et al.,
2010). Similar to the VSA, the FCR is calculated from vowel means, for each of the vowel
formants (F1, F2). However, in contrast the VSA, the FCR is a ratio of values, thus creating a
normalization-like procedure and naturally minimizing variability between speakers with different
vocal tract physiologies, including gender differences (Sapir et al., 2010)
The calculation of the FCR is expressed as the following (Equation 3):

Equation 3
FCR = (F2/u/ + F2/ɑ/ + F1/i/ + F1/u/)/ (F2/i/ + F1/ɑ/)
In light of its robustness to differences in gender among speakers, the current study included
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calculations of the FCR on the originally obtained Hz formant values prior to data normalization
procedures. Furthermore, any calculations on the normalized formant values were unreliable, due
to calculation errors in having fractions in the equation.

4.1.2.3 DS Vocalic Anatomical Functional Ratio (DS-VR)
An additional metric applied to the current data was the DS Vocalic Anatomical Functional
Ratio (DS-VR), as introduced by Moura et al. (2008). In their study of voice characteristics of
children with DS, the F2 values of /i/, /u/, and /e/ vowels varied more than those of the control
group of typical speakers. The authors attribute at least some of the difference in F2 values for /u/
to the anatomical and/or physiological factors of limited tongue movement in a smaller than
average pharyngeal cavity, when compared to speakers in the control group. The ratio of F2 values
for /i/ and /u/, therefore, represent a potentially sensitive indicator of group differences for children
with DS and their typical peers, as well as a means of tracking changes in acoustic representation
following implementation of treatment or of similar function (Moura et al., 2008).
The DS-VR also included mean values of the formants for each vowel, individually per speaker,
and was calculated as follows (Equation 4):

Equation 4
F2/i/

DS-VR= F2/u/ (Moura et al., 2008)

Similar to the FCR metric, the DS-VR metric was calculated only with Hz values, with similar
reasoning to that given for the FCR metric.
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4.1.2.4 Vowel Formant Dispersion (VFD)
A final metric of vowel space calculation as an indicator of articulatory proficiency was
applied to the current acoustic data. Introduced by Karlsson & van Doorn (2012), the Vowel
Formant Dispersion (VFD) measure calculates the distances of individual formant values in the
F1xF2 space from a centroid within that space, thus relating the measure to the centralization noted
within certain speech disorders. The VFD metric offers several advantages over previously
mentioned measures of acoustic vowel centralization. Notably, the inclusion of all data points
within the analyses in comparison to using vowel category means alone provides statistical
strength to the measure. Furthermore, the VFD allows for a determination of the degree of
reduction differentially across vowels, thus affording a potential indication of the direction in
which this change occurs.
A distinguishing factor of the VFD metric in comparison to previously used metrics of
vowel dispersion (e.g., Bradlow, Torretta, & Pisoni, 1996) is the placement of the centroid for
calculation of dispersions. In contrast to previous measures of vowel space dispersion, in which
the centroid is calculated as the mean of both F1 and F2 of all vowels in the acoustic F1xF2 space,
the VFD relies on a weighted centroid, in which only certain values are included in its calculation.
More specifically, the weighted centroid of the VFD metric includes the mean of all F1 values,
while the F2 mean includes only F2 values of those tokens in which the F1 values are lower than
the F1 mean (Equation 5, Equation 6).
Equation 5
𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠 ) ; where s refers to each individual speaker

Equation 6

𝐹𝐹2𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤.𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐹𝐹2𝑠𝑠 ){𝑉𝑉(𝐹𝐹2 , 𝐹𝐹1 ): 𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠 < 𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ; where s refers to each individual

speaker, and V refers to all vowels within analyses for the individual speaker.
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As asserted by Karlsson & van Doorn (2012), the weighted mean is a more robust placement of
the mean than direct averages of vowel formant values, and accomplishes two primary goals. First,
it allows for comparison of vowel spaces that may differ in the inclusion of 3 versus 4 corner
vowels. Second, the inclusion of only the specified F2 values into the centroid calculations allows
for additional strength of its placement, as it excludes possible inefficient productions of front,
open vowels. The authors demonstrated that the VFD metric performs optimally both for
identifying reduction/centralization, and for benefiting from the inclusion of additional vowel data,
in comparison to other metrics (Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012b).
For application of the VFD metric to the current data, formant values were plotted in an xy coordinate space, with F2 values on the x-axis and F1 values on the y-axis. A weighted centroid
was computed separately for each speaker. To prevent a skewing of the weighted centroid towards
any vowel due to the differing number of tokens across vowels, the centroid was calculated from
means of vowels, per speaker. As such, the F1 value of the weighted centroid was calculated as
an average of F1/ɑ/, F1/æ/, F1/i/, and F1/u/ means. The F2 value for the weighted centroid was
calculated just from F2 values in which corresponding F1 values were below the F1 mean, namely
an average of F2/i/ and F2/u/ means. Once the weighted centroid was obtained, a vector was
calculated to connect each point (F2, F1) within the speaker’s acoustic space to the centroid, using
the following distance equation (Equation 7):

Equation 7
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = �(𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )2 + (𝐹𝐹2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝐹𝐹2𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤.𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )2 ; where s refers to each speaker, i
refers to each (F2, F1) vowel point token, and w.mean refers to the weighted centroid, as
described above.
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4.1.2.5 Vowel Cluster Areas
In the present study, the size of the individual vowel clusters in the acoustic formant space
was calculated and used as a measure of within-speaker variability, as in McCloy et al. (2014), and
thus also articulatory proficiency. As noted in its application to acoustic vowel centralization,
variability of vowel production may not necessarily present uniformly across the corner vowels
within any given speaker; this may be reflected in potential differences between areas of vowel
clusters. The ellipses surrounding the individual vowel clusters consisted of 95% confidence
ellipses, calculated using the phonR package in R (McCloy, 2016), in conjunction with an authorcreated script (McCloy, 2017). The ellipse of each vowel cluster was calculated from the mean of
the formant values within the F1xF2 space, as well as the covariance between F1 and F2, in order
to determine the direction and spread of the ellipse. The ellipses surround values that fall within
2 standard deviations of the mean (e.g., 95% of the data). A sample ellipse plot is shown in Figure
3, as follows:
Figure 3: A sample acoustic plot for a single speaker (DSM11), using normalized formant values; 95%
confidence ellipses surround each vowel cluster
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4.1.3

Statistical Analysis
Results of the acoustic metrics are presented below, with both summary statistics as well

as quantitative analysis using statistical analyses. Summary statistics included measures of
variability for formant data, as well as speaker- and group-level means for the proposed metrics,
as applicable. Quantitative analyses included two-tailed, two-sample t-tests, for certain metrics,
while linear mixed effects (LME) modeling and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were applied to
others, as detailed in the results section below.

Linear mixed effects model
Specifically for the VFD metric, in which all data tokens were considered within the
analysis, linear mixed effects (LME) models were applied to the data, in order to determine
whether the groups differed for results of the metric, and whether any difference was noted across
vowels. This analysis was applied using the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015) in R (R Core Team, 2017). The linear mixed effects model was chosen for the data analysis
due to its consideration of both fixed and random effects as well as its relative strength in dealing
with missing or unbalanced data (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
Fixed effects for the model included Group and Vowel, as well as the interaction of Group
by Vowel, to test whether vowels differed in results of the metric between the two groups. Random
effects included both Speaker and Word Stimulus as random intercepts, in order to account for
individual differences related to speaker characteristics, as well as any impact the difference in
word tokens may have had on the formant values. The LME model was designed with a-priori
considerations of random effects, in order to maintain specific attention to variables that were
related to the hypotheses of the study. Because variable performance across vowel categories is a
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meaningful detail in the current data, the statistical model did not include vowels as a random slope
(e.g., (1+Vowel|Speaker)). By assuming that the vowel slopes are fixed and unvarying across the
four corner vowels, we can test whether the dispersion values differed by vowels across groups.
Any variation in vowel slopes is ultimately a point of interest related to the presented hypotheses,
and therefore the final model did not mathematically correct for this variable. Furthermore, the
final model did not include Group as a random slope or with Speaker nested within Group, as the
current study is explicitly testing the hypothesis that the DS group differs from the TD group on
the proposed articulatory measures.
In the presented LME model, the intercept represents the TD group producing the vowel
/ɑ/; all comparisons of effects represent the change in estimate relative to this intercept.
Nonetheless, the interpretation of the model’s results is difficult due to the presence of Main effects
with multiple levels, as well as to the presence of the interaction between factors (Schielzeth,
2010). Therefore, post-hoc analysis was necessitated to explore both across-group and withingroup vowel comparisons (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Vowel comparisons, across groups and within groups, as obtained from post-hoc analyses.

All post-hoc analyses were conducted using the lsmeans package (Lenth, 2016) in R (R Core
Team, 2017), in which least-square means, or adjusted prediction means, were obtained from the
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fitted LME model, and used for both comparisons (e.g., across and within group) and significance
testing.

4.2

Results: Acoustics
Results of the acoustic analyses are presented for both summary statistics of the formant

values, as well as for each of the vowel space metrics described above, namely the Vowel Space
Area (VSA), the Down Syndrome Anatomic Vocalic Ration (DS-VR), the Formant Centralization
Ratio (FCR), and vowel cluster ellipses. The formant data, with specific reference to means and
measures of variability will be detailed first, followed by results of the acoustic metrics.
Formant data for the first two formants (F1 and F2) were obtained for each speaker. A
listing of formant means (F1 and F2) for each vowel and speaker can be found in the Appendix.
The comparison of vowel plots, between Hz and normalized formant values is visualized in the
following graphs (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 5: Vowel plots, in Hz

Figure 6: Vowel plots, in normalized formants
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The acoustic non-weighted centroids of the F1xF2 (Hz) space, for each speaker, are presented in
Figure 7; these centroids may be associated with a neutral vocal tract shape, and therefore also
provide information regarding the length of the speaker’s vocal tract (Johnson, 2003, p. 103).

Figure 7: Centroids of F1xF2 (Hz) acoustic space for each speaker

In order to maintain a level of comparability between participants, all measures of variability (e.g.,
as estimated from standard deviations) were obtained from the normalized formant data. A listing
of individual speakers’ normalized mean formant values, for each vowel, can be found in the
Appendix.
The variability of speaker-level formant results was considered via examination of the
standard deviations of the normalized formant data. The distributions of speaker-level standard
deviations, across formants and vowels, are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Intra-speaker variability across vowels and formants, as measured by standard deviations (SD) of
speaker-level normalized formant data. The black points represent the mean SD for each vowel/group.

As evidenced from the visualization of standard deviation values, speakers with DS demonstrated
at least some degree of increased intra-speaker variability than TD speakers, particularly for F1 of
the low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/. With the exception of F1 /æ/ and F2 /u/ values, most TD speakers
consistently demonstrated low levels of variability in both F1 and F2 results.
The group means of normalized formants, for each vowel, are listed below (Table 5).

Table 5: Normalized formant means for each group, across vowels; standard deviations (sd) are listed in
parentheses.

Group Means (SD): Normalized F1 & F2
/ɑ/
F1 normalized

Mean

/æ/

/i/

/u/

TD

DS

TD

DS

TD

DS

TD

DS

0.91

0.95

0.97

0.92

-1.10

-1.05

-0.94

-0.87
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F2 normalized

(SD)

(0.22)

(0.37)

(0.21)

(0.43)

(0.12)

(0.17)

(0.15)

(0.17)

Mean

-0.86

-0.68

-0.08

0.10

1.62

1.60

-0.63

-0.86

(SD)

(0.20)

(0.26)

(0.21)

(0.31)

(0.24)

(0.30)

(0.44)

(0.29)

As evidenced from the standard deviation (SD) values listed above, inter-speaker variability was
smallest for F1 of high vowels /i/ and /u/, across groups, while notably increased group-level
variability was found for F1 of low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ among speakers with DS, as well as F2 of
/u/ for TD speakers.

4.2.1

Vowel Space Metrics

Vowel Space Area (VSA)
Results of the Vowel Space Area (VSA) metric are listed as follows (Table 6), for each of
the speakers.

Table 6: VSA results for each speaker, using normalized Hz2 values

Vowel Space Area
Group

TD

Speaker

VSA

TDF1

2.387

TDF2

2.856

TDF6

2.767

TDM5

3.259

TDM7

3.333

TDM8

3.522

TDM9

3.101

TDM10

3.068

DSF5

2.626

DSF7

3.026
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DS

DSF8

2.973

DSM2

3.444

DSM3

2.739

DSM9

2.883

DSM10

2.944

DSM11

3.358

A two-tailed, two-sample t-test was calculated to determine whether the areas of the VSA metric
differed between the two groups. A Levene’s test using the F distribution was used to check
whether the assumption of equality of variance for t-tests was met; results indicated no significant
group differences of variance (F(7,7)=1.64, p=0.53). Results of the t-test indicated no significant
group differences for the VSA measure of vowel space (t(14)=.38, p=0.71).

4.2.1.1 Down Syndrome Anatomic Vocalic Ratio (DS-VR)
Results of the DS-VR metric are listed as follows for each of the speakers (Table 7):
Table 7: DS-VR results for each speaker; obtained from Hz values

DS-VR
Group

TD

Speaker

DS-VR

TDF1

1.72

TDF2

1.72

TDF6

1.51

TDM5

1.92

TDM7

1.88

TDM8

1.78

TDM9

2.19

TDM10

1.54

DSF5

1.79
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DS

DSF7

1.87

DSF8

2.5

DSM2

2.05

DSM3

2.05

DSM9

2.10

DSM10

1.79

DSM11

1.78

A two-tailed, two-sample t-test was calculated to determine whether the results of the DS-VR
metric differed between the two groups. A Levene’s test using the F distribution was used to check
whether the assumption of equality of variance for t-tests was met; results indicated no significant
group differences of variance (F(7,7) =.80; p=0.78). Results of the t-test indicated no significant
group differences (t(14)=-1.79, p=0.1).

4.2.1.2 Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR)
Results of the FCR metric analysis are listed as follows for each speaker (Table 8).
Table 8: FCR results for each speaker; obtained from Hz values

FCR
Group

TD

Speaker

FCR

TDF1

1.04

TDF2

1.01

TDF6

1.08

TDM5

1.02

TDM7

1.03

TDM8

1.03

TDM9

0.93

TDM10

1.15

DSF5

1.05
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DS

DSF7

1.1

DSF8

0.96

DSM2

1.01

DSM3

0.99

DSM9

0.95

DSM10

1.12

DSM11

1.06

A two-tailed, two-sample t-test was calculated to determine whether the FCR metric values
differed between the two groups. A Levene’s test using the F distribution was used to check
whether the assumption of equality of variance for t-tests was met; results indicated no significant
group differences of variance (F(7,7) =0.98, p=0.98). Results of the t-test indicated no significant
group differences for the FCR measure of vowel space (t(14) =0.27, p=0.79).

4.2.1.3 Vowel Formant Dispersion (VFD)
Results of the VFD metric for calculation of vowel distances to the weighted centroid are
listed as follows (mean distance values), for both individual speakers (Table 9) and group means
(Table 10).

Table 9: Mean distances and standard deviations of vowel formant dispersions, by speaker, in normalized
formants

Vowel Mean Distance to Centroid (normalized)

TDF1
TDF2

/ɑ/
Mean distance
(sd)
1.83
(0.23)
1.71

/æ/
Mean distance
(sd)
1.41
(0.2)
1.21
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/i/
Mean distance
(sd)
1.5
(0.18)
1.55

/u/
Mean distance
(sd)
1.34
(0.17)
1.47

TDF6
TDM5
TDM7
TDM8
TDM9
TDM10
DSF5
DSF7
DSF8
DSM2
DSM3
DSM9
DSM10
DSM11

(0.07)
2.27
(0.06)
1.46
(0.11)
1.48
(0.08)
1.43
(0.07)
1.48
(0.09)
1.68
(0.18)
1.62
(0.12)
1.58
(0.24)
1.23
(0.26)
1.33
(0.2)
1.59
(0.2)
1.45
(0.12)
1.50
(0.36)
1.63
(0.18)

(0.17)
1.65
(0.18)
0.89
(0.18)
1.12
(0.11)
1.17
(0.19)
1.2
(0.1)
0.99
(0.11)
1.16
(0.17)
0.99
(0.46)
1.12
(0.38)
1.16
(0.47)
1.01
(0.29)
1.15
(0.21)
0.84
(0.4)
0.89
(0.36)

(0.11)
1.3
(0.12)
1.73
(0.17)
1.75
(0.09)
1.59
(0.12)
1.73
(0.17)
1.54
(0.15)
1.58
(0.2)
1.62
(0.21)
1.64
(0.25)
1.59
(0.21)
1.73
(0.32)
1.59
(0.15)
1.69
(0.31)
1.63
(0.18)

(0.32)
1.36
(0.15)
1.55
(0.19)
1.61
(0.19)
1.55
(0.27)
1.60
(0.17)
1.44
(0.25)
1.45
(0.21)
1.57
(0.28)
1.63
(0.17)
1.55
(0.26)
1.53
(0.24)
1.48
(0.16)
1.54
(0.33)
1.44
(0.31)

Table 10: Mean distances of vowel formant dispersions, by group, in normalized Hz

Vowel Mean Distance to Centroid: Normalized Hz
Group: TD
Group: DS

/ɑ/
1.67
(0.29)
1.48
(0.27)

/æ/
1.21
(0.27)
1.04
(0.38)
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/i/
1.58
(0.19)
1.63
(0.23)

/u/
1.48
(0.24)
1.53
(0.25)

As noted above, to test whether the distances of vowels from a weighted centroid differed
between groups, a linear mixed effects model was applied to the data. Furthermore, p-values using
Satterthwaite approximations were conducted with the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff,
& Christensen, 2016) in R. In the model used for the current data, the normalized acoustic
distances from the centroid was set as the dependent variable, and fixed effects included Group,
Vowel, as well as the interaction of Group by Vowel. Random effects included both Speaker and
Word Stimulus as random intercepts, in order to account for individual differences related to
speaker characteristics, as well as any impact the difference in word tokens may have had on the
formant and distance values. The final model used for the analysis in R was as follows:
distance_norm ~ Group * Vowel + (1 | Speaker) + (1 | Stimulus)

Results from the linear mixed effect model for normalized distances from a weighted centroid are
listed as follows (Table 11):

Table 11: Results of LME model for vowel dispersion (VFD)

Fixed effects:
Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept)

1.67

0.05

21.60

33.67

< 0.00

***

GroupDS

-0.19

0.04

25.80

-5.04

0.00

***

Vowelae

-0.46

0.06

15.30

-7.23

0.00

***

Voweli

-0.07

0.06

16.00

-1.14

0.27

Vowelu

-0.20

0.06

16.00

-3.29

0.00

GroupDS:Vowelae

0.02

0.03

2124.90

0.71

0.48

GroupDS:Voweli

0.22

0.03

2127.30

7.04

0.00

***

GroupDS:Vowelu

0.25

0.03

2127.20

8.01

0.00

***
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**

Signif. codes:

0‘***’

0.001‘**’

0.01‘*’

0.05‘.’

0.1' '

1

Results of the LME model for the VFD results revealed a significant Main Effect of Group
(β=-0.19, SE=0.04, t(25.80)= -5.04, p<0.001), as well as for Vowel /æ/ (β=-0.46, SE=0.06,
t(15.30)= -7.23, p<0.001), and Vowel /u/ (β=-0.20, SE=0.06, t(16.00)= -3.29, p<0.01). The
interactions were also significant for Group(DS)xVowel /i/ (β=0.22, SE=0.03, t(2127.30)= 7.04,
p<0.001), and Group(DS)xVowel /u/ (β=0.25, SE=0.03, t(2127.20)= 8.01, p<0.001).
Due to the multi-level factors and significant interaction terms, all interpretation of LME results
was conducted from the post-hoc analyses, in order to obtain estimates and significance of group
comparisons. Degrees of freedom were calculated using the Satterthwaite method and confidence
interval level was set at 0.95.
The predicted means (Mp) for group post-hoc comparisons were obtained using the
following code in R:
VFD.mean = lsmeans(VFD.lme, pairwise ~ Group|Vowel, adjust="Tukey")

Results of the predicted means calculations, as obtained from the above code, are presented
visually (Figure 9), and listed as follows (Table 12):
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Figure 9: Comparison of predicted dispersion means (lsmeans) for each of the vowels, across groups
Table 12: Predicted dispersion means for each vowel, by group

Predicted means (Mp)
Vowel= ɑ:
TD
DS
Vowel= æ:
TD
DS
Vowel= i:
TD
DS
Vowel= u:
TD
DS

lsmean

SE

df

lower.CL

upper.CL

1.666
1.479

0.049
0.049

23.290
23.380

1.565
1.378

1.767
1.580

1.210
1.045

0.049
0.049

22.890
23.240

1.110
0.944

1.311
1.146

1.602
1.640

0.044
0.044

28.990
29.720

1.512
1.549

1.692
1.732

1.459
1.523

0.044
0.044

28.720
28.300

1.368
1.431

1.551
1.614

The contrasts were calculated as t-tests within the lsmeans package, with the following obtained
p-values (Table 13):
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Table 13: Comparison of vowel dispersion results, across groups; highlighted contrasts are statistically
significant

Contrast
TD-DS
Vowel = ɑ:

Estimate

SE

df

t.ratio

p.value

0.187

0.037

25.660

5.014

<.0001

Vowel = æ:

0.166

0.037

24.680

4.471

0.0002

Vowel = i:

-0.039

0.038

27.05

-1.020

0.317

Vowel = u:

-0.064

0.037

25.72

-1.697

0.102

Results of individual contrasts demonstrate that the dispersion of the two groups differed
significantly in low vowels /ɑ/ (t(25.66) = 5.014, p<.0001 ) and /æ/ (t(24.68) = 4.471, p=0.0002),
with TD speakers demonstrating greater dispersions of 0.19 normalized Hz and 0.17 normalized
Hz from the centroid for /ɑ/ and /æ/ respectively, than the speakers in the DS group. Group
differences for the high vowels /i/ and /u/ were not significant.

4.2.1.4 Vowel Cluster Areas
Results from the final acoustic analysis, notably the calculation of areas of 95% confidence
ellipse surrounding individual vowel clusters are listed across both individual speakers (Table 14)
and groups (Table 15).
Table 14: Vowel Ellipse areas, in normalized Hz2 values

Area of Vowel Ellipse
Speaker

/ɑ/

/æ/

/i/

/u/

TDF1

0.707

0.575

0.382

0.466

Mean Ellipse
Area
0.532

TDF2

0.184

0.570

0.204

0.427

0.346

TDF6

0.188

0.497

0.437

0.478

0.4

TDM5

0.382

0.419

0.261

0.367

0.357
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TDM7

0.17

0.218

0.111

0.350

0.212

TDM8

0.17

0.680

0.153

0.633

0.409

TDM9

0.122

0.211

0.317

0.401

0.263

TDM10

0.74

0.255

0.273

0.599

0.467

DSF5

0.321

0.780

0.409

0.348

0.465

DSF7

1.017

2.263

0.633

1.165

1.27

DSF8

2.446

3.379

0.746

0.514

1.771

DSM2

0.908

1.073

0.773

0.842

0.899

DSM3

0.999

1.403

0.940

0.640

0.996

DSM9

0.262

0.645

0.36

0.327

0.399

DSM10

2.73

2.523

1.201

2.273

2.182

DSM11

0.519

1.83

0.753

1.601

1.176

Table 15: Group means and standard deviations (SD) for vowel ellipse sizes across both groups

Area of Vowel Ellipse (Group)
/ɑ/

/æ/

/i/

/u/

TD

DS

TD

DS

TD

DS

TD

DS

Mean ellipse area

0.33

1.15

0.43

1.74

0.27

0.73

0.47

0.96

(SD)

(0.25)

(0.94)

(0.18)

(0.95)

(0.11)

(0.27)

(0.1)

(0.68)

The standard deviations (SD) reported above provide information regarding inter-speaker
variability for each speaker group. As evident from the SD values of the group vowel ellipse areas,
consistently low variability was demonstrated between speakers in the TD group, across all
vowels. Comparably greater inter-speaker variability was noted for the DS group across all
vowels, although most noticeably in the low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/. A visualization of the ellipse
areas is presented in the boxplots below (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Ellipse areas in normalized Hz values, by group

To test whether the groups differed in the size of the vowel clusters, as measured by the
95% confidence ellipses, and whether this difference varied by vowel, a two-way ANOVA was
conducted. The ellipse area was set as the dependent variable, with both Group and Vowel as
independent variables, and with Group*Vowel as the interaction term. The following code was
used for this analysis in R:
ell_aov = aov(ellipse_area~Group*vowel,data=ell_area)

Results of the ANOVA are listed as follows (Table 16):
Table 16: ANOVA results for ellipse areas

Group
Vowel
Group:Vowel
Residuals

Df
1
3
3
56.000

Sum Sq
9.517
2.811
1.850
17.032

Mean Sq
9.517
0.937
0.617
0.304
56

F value
31.292
3.080
2.028

Pr(>F)
0.000
0.035
0.120

***
*

--Signif. codes:

0 ‘***’

0.001‘**’

0.01‘*’

0.05‘.’

0.1' '

The ANOVA revealed significant main effects for both Group [F=31.292, p>0.001], and for Vowel
[F=3.08, p=0.035], but no significant interaction between the two main effects. Tukey post-hoc
comparisons were conducted for the main effect of Vowel, as well as for the interaction of Group
by Vowel. Results of the post-hoc analyses for the factor of Vowel (Table 17) revealed a significant
difference between means of only one vowel pair, the /i/-/æ/ vowel pair, in which the mean /æ/
cluster area was greater than /i/ cluster area by 0.59 normalized Hz2 (p=0.020).
Table 17: Vowel main effect comparison of ellipse areas, using normalized Hz values; highlighted comparison
is statistically significant

Vowel

æ-ɑ

Difference
of means
0.34

Lower confidence
Interval
-0.18

Upper confidence
Interval
0.86

Adjusted pvalue
0.309

i-ɑ

-0.24

-0.76

0.27

0.595

u-ɑ

-0.03

-0.54

0.49

0.999

i-æ

-0.59

-1.10

-0.07

0.020

u-æ

-0.37

-0.88

0.15

0.245

u-i

0.22

-0.30

0.73

0.682

Post-hoc analysis on the interaction term was conducted to determine if there were any significant
differences for individual vowel contrasts, both across and within TD and DS groups. These vowel
comparisons are listed in Table 18 below. Of all the intra-group vowel comparisons, only one
comparison was noted to be statistically significant, namely the /i/-/æ/ contrast within the DS
group, with the mean cluster area of DS/æ/ greater than the DS/i/ cluster area by 1.01 normalized
area units.
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Table 18: Vowel comparison of ellipse areas, using normalized Hz values; highlighted comparisons are
statistically significant or approaching significance

Group:Vowel
Difference of
means
DS:ɑ - TD:ɑ
DS: æ - TD:æ
DS:i - TD:i
DS:u - TD:u

0.82
1.31
0.46
0.50

Lower
confidence
Interval
-0.05
0.44
-0.41
-0.37

TD:æ - TD:ɑ
TD:i - TD:ɑ
TD:i – TD:æ
TD:u - TD:æ
TD:u - TD:i
TD:u - TD:ɑ

0.10
-0.07
-0.16
0.04
0.20
0.13

-0.77
-0.93
-1.03
-0.83
-0.67
-0.74

0.96
0.80
0.71
0.91
1.07
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

DS:i - DS:ɑ
DS:u - DS:ɑ
DS:i - DS:ae
DS:ae - DS:ɑ
DS:u - DS:ae
DS:u - DS:i

-0.42
-0.19
-1.01
0.59
-0.77
0.24

-1.29
-1.05
-1.88
-0.28
-1.64
-0.63

0.44
0.68
-0.14
1.45
0.09
1.11

0.78
1.00
0.01
0.41
0.11
0.99

4.3

Upper
confidence
Interval
1.69
2.18
1.33
1.37

Adjusted pvalue
0.079
0.00
0.71
0.62

Discussion: Acoustics
A number of acoustic analysis metrics were applied to the vowel data in the current study,

in an attempt to characterize the vowel formant space in speakers with DS, as well as compare
these characteristics with typically developing speakers.

A focus of the analyses included

determination of whether speakers with DS demonstrate vowel space centralization and/or reduced
vowel differentiation, and the degree to which each of the vowels contributed to the potential
centralization. Previous research has demonstrated that vowel space centralization is a common
characteristic of speakers with dysarthria (e.g., Sapir et al., 2010; Tjaden, Richards, Kuo, Wilding,
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& Sussman, 2014), with findings of reduced vowel space area noted specifically in speakers with
DS (Bunton & Leddy, 2011; Moura et al., 2008; Vorperian & Kent, 2014). Nonetheless, the
metrics used have not consistently differentiated speaker groups across studies, and no single
metric has been broadly accepted as the paradigm measure of acoustic space characteristics and
group differentiation. The variety of metrics in the current study allowed for further determination
of metric efficacy, as well as the degree to which speaker groups were differentiated by vowel
formant characteristics.
In order to increase comparability of acoustic results obtained from speakers differing in
physiological vocal tract dimensions (e.g., due to gender), both within and across speaker groups,
the obtained formant values were normalized using Lobanov’s z-score procedure. Many of the
metrics were applied to the normalized formant data, as noted.
Results of the acoustic space calculations provide insight into metric efficacy and speaker
proficiency during vowel production. The three vowel space metrics relying on vowel means in
the calculations, including the Vowel Space Area (VSA), the Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR),
and the DS Vocalic Anatomical Functional Ratio (DS-VR) metrics, did not demonstrate any group
differences. In contrast, the VFD metric demonstrated group differences for the low vowels /ɑ/
and /æ/, with TD speakers generally demonstrating larger dispersions from the weighted centroid
than the speakers with DS. The difference in significant findings between the metrics may be
attributed, in part, to the calculation of vowel space characteristics by vowel means for the VSA,
FCR, and DS-VR metrics, without accounting for the variability of individual token production.
As noted by Karlsson & van Doorn (2012), vowel space quantification based on vowel means
limits the metric’s efficacy in robustly discriminating between speaker groups.
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The lack of differences in vowel space metric results between the two speaker groups is
somewhat surprising, considering the significant results found for these measures in previous
studies (Bunton & Leddy, 2011; Moura et al., 2008). One notable factor that differentiated the
current results from Moura et al.'s (2008) is the age of participants, in which the earlier study
included children between the ages of 4 and 8, while the participants of the current study ranged
from 19 to 27 years of age. The contribution of this difference is highlighted by further findings
of speech intelligibility characteristics in speakers with DS (Wild et al., 2018) in which word
intelligibility in general and vowel intelligibility specifically, were found to increase with age of
the participant. If children with DS demonstrate greater reduction in speech intelligibility than TD
peers in comparison to older speakers with DS, it is reasonable to assume that greater differences
in vowel acoustic space may also be a characteristic of vowel production in this younger cohort.
In fact, greater acoustic space differences between TD and DS groups in younger versus older
speakers have been previously reported (Vorperian & Kent, 2014).
Nonetheless, these results do correspond with some previous findings of limited group
differences for acoustic space data. Fourakis, Karlsson, Tilkens, and Shriberg (2010) reported a
comparable positioning of high vowels /i/ and /u/ within the acoustic space (e.g., non-compressed)
for speakers with DS to TD speakers, albeit shifted to lower F2 values. Furthermore, RochetCapellan and Dohen (2015) demonstrated that the vowel space area of young adults with DS was,
in fact, larger than those of TD speakers; the authors attribute this finding, in part, to increased
variability of productions within the acoustic space.
Calculation of vowel cluster areas was a more consistent differentiator between the speaker
groups, and perhaps a stronger indicator of vowel production proficiency. As reported above,
speakers with DS demonstrated significantly larger areas of 95% confidence ellipses surrounding
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individual vowel clusters than TD speakers, across all vowels, indicating greater intra-speaker
variability among participants within the DS group.

These results have significance when

considering production variability as a measure of overall proficiency, as well as in consideration
of the impact of variable vowel production on discrimination between vowels within the acoustic
space. In fact, Kim, Hasegawa-Johnson, and Perlman (2011) found that acoustic overlap degree
between vowels served as a better discriminator between speakers with dysarthria (secondary to
Cerebral Palsy) and typical controls than other acoustic space measures, to which they suggest that
greater contrasts between vowels are attributed not only to a larger vowel space for corner vowels
but also to reduced vowel formant variability. Although vowel space area was not a significant
group predictor in the current study, the acoustic variability within vowel clusters indicates that
speakers with DS demonstrate increased variability and reduced proficiency in vowel production.
An additional finding of interest from the results of vowel cluster ellipse areas was noted
in the /æ/ - /i/ vowel contrast in speakers with DS. Individual vowel comparisons within speaker
groups demonstrated that ellipse areas of the low vowel /æ/ were significantly larger than the
ellipses of the high vowel /i/. The group-level variability of these ellipse areas was also lowest for
the /i/ vowel within the DS group, as evidenced by the lowest standard deviation across all 4
vowels. As expected, no significant contrasts were noted between vowels for the TD speakers.
These results are supported by the literature, from both perceptual and articulatory perspectives.
Findings from intelligibility testing in speakers with DS across the age-span demonstrated earlier
development of production accuracy, as well as overall greater accuracy for high vowels /i/ and
/u/ than low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ (Wild et al., 2018). From an articulatory vantage point, differences
in production between high and low vowels (during perturbations) may be attributed to the
distinctive somatosensory feedback of the tongue against the palate and/or teeth (Gick, Allen,
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Roewer-Després, & Stavness, 2017) that accompanies the high versus the low vowels (Mitsuya,
MacDonald, Munhall, & Purcell, 2015). Furthermore, consistent lateral lingual bracing against
the upper structures of the oral cavity is noted in typical speakers for most consonants and vowels,
with the exception of /ɑ/ among the vowels (Gick et al., 2017). Although the current data confirm
that typically developing speakers produce all corner vowels at comparable levels of low
variability, the somatosensory feedback for high vowels may be particularly beneficial to speakers
with DS, in whom the motor speech system as a whole may be impaired.
It is interesting to note that results from calculation of the vowel ellipse areas correspond
generally to results from the VFD metric calculation. Significantly smaller dispersions from the
mean were noted for vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ in comparison to high vowels /i/ and /u/ in speakers with
DS, an outcome that corresponds with the increased variability of low vowel production in these
speakers, and specifically /æ/, as demonstrated from the ellipse areas of these vowels. Considering
the nature of the reduced dispersion for the low vowels, primarily along the dimension of F1, or
tongue height, it can be assumed that much of the variation in production of the low vowels in
speakers with DS is related to difficulties with the tongue-jaw coordination, a critical element in
production of these vowels (Johnson, Ladefoged, & Lindau, 1993; Westbury, Lindstrom, &
McClean, 2002).

In fact, this supposition provides further support for the already noted

coordination deficits within overall speech production in individuals with DS, on both the sound
(Wood, Wishart, Hardcastle, Cleland, & Timmins, 2009) and utterance levels (Kumin, 2006).
On a group level, speakers with DS demonstrated reduced low-vowel (/ɑ/ and /æ/)
proficiency in comparison to TD speakers, as indicated by the larger ellipse areas of vowel clusters.
The variability of F1 formants themselves among individual speakers with DS similarly suggests
that the impairment in low vowel production falls primarily along the tongue height and/or jaw
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dimension. Nonetheless, the high group-level variability for both F1 values as well as results of
the ellipse areas, as suggested by the group standard deviation of each, indicates that this reduced
proficiency is not uniformly demonstrated by speakers in the DS group. In fact, this finding
supports the increased phenotypic variation noted within the DS population as a whole (e.g., Kent
& Vorperian, 2013), which includes physiologic and neuromuscular characteristics of the
syndrome (Wild et al., 2018). Interestingly, high interspeaker variability was noted for F2 values
of /u/, for the TD group. This can most likely be attributed to vowel fronting of /u/ among 3 TD
speakers, which is a noted phenomenon in various North American dialects (Clopper et al., 2005).
Furthermore, production proficiency of this vowel among individual TD speakers was noted to be
comparable with that of the other vowels, as indicated by the similar results of /u/ ellipse areas to
the other vowels.
Although the results of the acoustic metrics stated above do not entirely preclude the effects
of structural abnormalities on the vowel production of individuals with DS, they certainly reinforce
the notion that the speech impairment in this population may be related to additional factors that
impact upon the articulatory accuracy and overall speech intelligibility, and specifically those
relating to speech-motor characteristics of speech production. As such, these results provide
information not only in terms of the nature of the speech impairment in speakers with DS, but also
for designing most effective treatments for increasing speech intelligibility. However, as reflective
of the speech production system as a whole, the acoustic signal can only provide inferential
information regarding the contribution of individual articulators to the resulting speech output.
Further evidence of articulator-specific data, as obtained from ultrasound images, will be presented
in the following chapter; these results will provide additional insight into lingual involvement
within vowel production.
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Chapter 5: Articulatory Analysis – Ultrasound
The purpose of the ultrasound measurements was to obtain tongue shape data for the four
corner vowels (/ɑ/, /æ/, /i/, /u/) in speakers with Down syndrome (DS), in comparison to those
obtained from typically developing (TD) controls, with specific reference to the curvature of the
tongue shapes and differentiation between them. Data collection procedures were detailed in
Chapter 3.
5.1
5.1.1

Methods
Data Processing
Following data collection, the ultrasound images were transferred from the collecting

computer to a Western Digital portable hard-drive (1 Terabyte data storage capacity), made
compatible for both Macintosh and Windows operating systems. These images were then moved
for analysis to a Dell Optiplex computer, model 755, with a Windows 7 Professional Intel Core2
Duo processor and a 32-bit Operating System. Images were viewed on the 19-inch Dell LCD
Monitor, model 1908FP, with 1280 x 1024 resolution. Contours of midsagittal tongue curves were
be obtained by the MATLAB based GetContours tracking computer software (Tiede, 2016; Tiede
& Whalen, 2015) downloaded onto the Dell computer listed above, in which images of interest
were obtained by pre-determined time points on the concurrent acoustic recording, using notation
on the Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017) TextGrid. These images were specified as those located
at the midpoint of the vowel as determined by the synchronized acoustic recording, and were
assumed to depict the maximal constriction of the tongue during production of the target vowel.
The GetContours program converted the ultrasound video to individual images, based on
the given frame rate (59.94 Hz), and displayed the specified images for tracking by reading the
concurrent acoustic Praat Textgrid. The remaining images of the ultrasound video could also be
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visualized by scrolling forward or backward within the GetContours program. Each target image
was fit with 16 reference points, manually placed along the visible tongue curve (Figure 11). The
positioning of these points was specified as fitted immediately below the visible white line of the
tongue shape, as this line is noted to be the ultrasound display of change in material through which
the ultrasound waves pass, in this case from fluid-based tissue to air (Stone, 2005). Tracking of
the tongue contour occurred between the jaw shadow, anteriorly (Figure 12), and the hyoid bone
shadow, posteriorly (Figure 13), if visible on the image. Ultrasound images in which all or
portions of the tongue contour were not visible or could not be reliably tracked were discarded
(Figure 14). Following placement of the 16 reference points, 100 XY-coordinate points along the
specified curve were interpolated and automatically exported into a data file. All further analyses
were conducted with the 100 data points per curve. As noted earlier, approximately 31% of all
ultrasound images could not be accurately tracked due to poor imaging of the tongue contour,
across all participants. This occurred most frequently in high vowels /i/ and /u/, due to the
orientation of the tongue relative to the ultrasound scan lines, as well as the distance of the tongue
edge from the probe within these stimuli.

anterior

anterior
Figure 12: Sample Ultrasound image with jaw
shadow visible (left of dotted red line)

Figure 11: Sample GetContours tracking of
ultrasound image
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anterior

anterior
Figure 13: Sample ultrasound image with hyoid
bone shadow visible (right of dotted red line)

5.1.2

Figure 14: Sample ultrasound image that was
discarded due to poor imaging of tongue contour

Shape Metrics
Analysis of tongue contours was conducted using various measures to calculate the

curvature and/or complexity of the shape, as developed by Dawson and colleagues (Dawson, 2017;
Dawson et al., 2016). It should be noted that the obtained tongue shapes were not collected with
reference to any other structure within the speaker’s oral cavity or general head positioning, due
to the fact that neither head stabilization nor probe/head tracking methods were employed during
the data collection. Although such methods can be employed during ultrasound imaging studies
in order to ensure direct association between tongue positioning and oral/head space (Whalen et
al., 2005), considerations for the added complexity of instruction and overall cognitive skills of
the participants led to the decision not to use these methods in the current study.
Measures of tongue curvature and/or complexity have the relative benefit of being
comparatively unaffected by probe displacement during ultrasound recording (Ménard et al., 2012)
as well as by differences in size of the tongue shape (Stolar & Gick, 2013). As such, they offer a
robust alternative to articulatory analysis in the absence of tongue positional information.
Measures of tongue curvature and/or complexity used in the current study include the Modified
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Curvature Index (MCI), the Procrustes Analysis, and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
analysis, all calculated from a Python (Python Software Foundation, 2016) script (Dawson, 2017),
as described in Dawson et al. (2016). These measures were applied to the obtained tongue shapes,
in order to determine both the degree of differentiation and tongue shape curvature/complexity in
each of the participant groups and as group comparisons. Although all three analyses are based
on the two-dimensional shape of the ultrasound image, each analysis features slight differences in
terms of curvature and classification calculations, and therefore also provide distinct, although
complementary, information. Each of the measures used in the current analysis are described
below.

5.1.2.1 Modified Curvature Index (MCI)
The first measure, the MCI, is a measure of the tongue shape curvature, with specific
reference to the curvature degree and number of inflections of a single shape, and therefore also
indicative of the complexity of a shape (Dawson et al., 2016). In this method, curvature values
are calculated at each point on the curve and then integrated along the arc length of the curve to
yield a single index for each shape. Modified from a previously reported measure of tongue
curvature (Stolar & Gick, 2013), the current method calculates the curvature integrals along the
length the curve itself, as opposed to the x-axis, as proposed by Stolar and Gick (2013). Although
the complexity values for each shape are unit-less, their magnitudes can be compared, with lower
values along the continuum indicating less curved or complex shapes, and higher values indicating
more complex or curved shapes. With this metric, shapes with greater degrees of curvature for a
single shape inflection will have higher values than a shape with a flatter overall inflection (e.g., a
narrow vs. a wide arced shape), and curves with multiple inflections will have higher complexity
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values than those with a single curve or inflection. Tongue shapes for specific speech sounds have
previously been differentiated in terms of their complexity, with certain vowels (e.g., /ɪ/, /æ/, /ʌ/)
demonstrated as having relatively low complexity values and certain consonants (e.g., /ɹ/, /l/)
having high complexity values (Dawson et al., 2016). These results can be easily understood in
consideration of the multiple constrictions necessary for production of the liquids, specifically the
rhotic /ɹ/, and the multiple tongue inflections likely generated during articulation of this sound.

5.1.2.2 Procrustes Analysis
The second metric, the Procrustes analysis, calculates the sum of the squared differences
between any two shapes, following translation, rotation, and scaling of the two images that are
superimposed upon each other (Dawson et al., 2016). In the current comparison of the tongue
shapes, each target shape, across all four corner vowels is compared to a single “resting” or prephonatory shape for each speaker separately, taken from a point on the ultrasound video
immediately preceding a speech-sound production, as conducted by Dawson and colleagues
(2016). Despite the potential differences in resting shape characteristics between speakers, this
choice of individual resting shapes ensures that all shape comparisons for a given speaker (e.g.,
between the vowel and resting shape) occur within similar oral cavity and/or tongue dimensions.
The calculation of the Procrustes measure yields a single value depicting the difference between
the target vowel shape and the resting shape. Similar to the MCI, the values obtained from the
Procrustes analysis are unit-less, although smaller values indicate smaller differences between the
vowel and resting shape, and larger values indicating greater differences between the two. As
complimentary to the MCI metric, the Procrustes provides a measure of comparison between the
speech-elicited tongue curve itself with the speaker’s individual neutral tongue curve. A sample
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comparison of the resting shape to a single token vowel shape for a speaker with DS to a token
vowel shape is displayed in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Sample Procrustes comparison of vowel shapes to a prephonatory shape, for a single speaker with
DS. The blue curve represents the neutral “resting” shape, while the black curve a sample individual vowel
shape token (/ɑ/) for this speaker. The plotted shapes are rotated and scaled, as per the analysis.

5.1.2.3 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
The final metric, the DFT, utilizes the Fourier series analysis, which is commonly applied
to acoustics and refers to the representation of complex waves that are comprised from simple sine
waves (Dawson et al., 2016). In its application to the articulatory analysis, the DFT considers each
tongue shape as if it was fit with a sine wave, in the spatial (and not frequency) domain
(Liljencrants, 1971). As with any application of the Fourier series analysis, the Discrete Fourier
Transform equation yields both real and imaginary numbers for multiple coefficients, as well as
the magnitude of these coefficients. In its application to the tongue shape, the first coefficient of
the DFT (both real and imaginary parts) fits the tongue shape with a larger-scale wave and provides
characterization of the most prominent features of the shape, while higher coefficients provide
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characterization of smaller differences in the shape (Dawson et al., 2016). The magnitude of the
curve, also termed the modulus, provides quantification of the amplitude of the wave fit to the
tongue curve, although this magnitude is not in direct reference to any concrete physical structure.
Therefore, the modulus values of the first component provide the magnitude, or the amplitude, of
the largest fitted sine wave to the tongue curve, and thus a general measure of curvature degree of
the target tongue shape. In fact, the magnitude of the first component might be considered similar
to another measure of curvature described in Zharkova (2013a), in which the distance of the highest
point on the tongue curve is calculated in relation to its base.
In the current analysis, data are calculated for the first three DFT components.
Visualization of the vowel categories is possible with the DFT plot, in which real numbers of the
first coefficient are plotted on the x-axis and imaginary numbers of the first coefficient on the yaxis. A sample plot of DFT results is presented below (Figure 16) in which 95% confidence
ellipses surround each group of vowel data. Although the DFT does not intrinsically provide
information regarding complexity of the tongue shapes, as calculated or inferred from the
previously described MCI and Procrustes metrics, it has been reported to be the most successful at
differentiating phonemes from each other, in comparison to the other shape metrics (Dawson et
al., 2016). In its application to the current study, the DFT is used to gauge tongue shape
differentiation, or any lack thereof, in speakers of both participant groups.
To determine the accuracy and degree to which the tongue shapes could be classified and/or
differentiated from each other within a single speaker, a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was
performed on each speaker’s DFT data. The LDA uses jackknifed (i.e., leave one out) predictions,
with the accuracy of classification based on prediction of a single missing value from the data set
(Dawson et al., 2016). Two LDA analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2017), using the
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‘MASS’ package (Venables & Ripley, 2002), one for the first component of the DFT alone, and
one on all three components of the DFT together. As noted above, the higher components of the
DFT describe the smaller-scaled featured of the target shape and are therefore expected to provide
at least some additional power in classification and/or differentiation of the vowels.

Figure 16: Sample DFT plot, from real and imaginary numbers of the first component, for a single speaker
(TD). Vowel tokens are surrounded by 95% confidence ellipses for each vowel.

5.1.3

Statistical Analysis
Results of each of the shape metrics are presented below, with both summary statistics as

well as quantitative analysis using statistical models. Summary statistics included speaker- and
group-level means and standard deviations for each set of vowel data, as well as the coefficient of
variation (COV) as a measure of relative intra- and inter-speaker variability (as in Preston &
Koenig, 2012). The COV was calculated as the proportion of the standard deviation relative to the
mean (Equation 8) for each set of vowel results, for both speaker and group data.
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Equation 8
𝜎𝜎

COV = 𝜇𝜇

In order to determine whether the groups differed in tongue shape curvature and/or
complexity, and whether any potential difference varied across vowels, linear mixed effects (LME)
models were applied to the data obtained from the MCI, Procrustes, and DFT-modulus metrics,
using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2017). The linear mixed effects
model was chosen for the data analysis due to its consideration of both fixed and random effects
as well as its relative strength in dealing with missing or unbalanced data (Baayen et al., 2008).
Separate LME models were constructed for each metric, with the resulting values set as the
dependent variable. Fixed effects for each model included Group and Vowel, as well as the
interaction of Group by Vowel, to test whether vowels differed in the measures between the two
groups. Random effects included both Speaker and Word Stimulus as random intercepts, in order
to account for individual differences related to speaker characteristics, as well as any impact the
difference in word tokens may have had on the tongue shapes for vowels.
As noted in Chapter 4, the LME models were designed with a-priori considerations of
random effects, to focus on variables that were related to the hypotheses of the study. Because
variable performance across vowel categories is a meaningful detail in the current data, the
statistical model did not include vowels as a random slope (e.g., (1+Vowel|Speaker)). By
assuming that the vowel slopes are fixed and unvarying across the four corner vowels, we can test
whether the curvature or complexity values differed by vowels across groups. Any variation in
vowel slopes is ultimately a point of interest related to the presented hypotheses, and therefore the
final model did not mathematically correct for this variable. Furthermore, the final model did not
include Group as a random slope or with Speaker nested within Group, as the current study is
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explicitly testing the hypothesis that the DS group differs from the TD group on the proposed
articulatory measures.
In each of the models, the intercept represents the TD group producing the vowel /ɑ/; all
comparison of effects represent the change in estimate relative to this intercept. Nonetheless, the
interpretation of the model’s results is difficult due to the presence of Main effects with multiple
levels, as well as to the presence of the interaction between factors (Schielzeth, 2010). Therefore,
post-hoc analysis was necessitated to explore both across-group and within-group vowel
comparisons (see Figure 17).

Figure 17: Vowel comparisons, across groups and within groups, as obtained from post-hoc analyses.

All post-hoc analyses were conducted using the lsmeans package (Lenth, 2016) in R (R Core
Team, 2017), in which least-square means, or adjusted prediction means, were obtained from the
fitted LME model, and used for both comparisons (e.g., across and within group) and significance
testing.
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5.2

Results: Articulatory
For each of the metrics, results are presented for both summary statistics and for

quantitative analysis of the obtained data. Explanation of the qualitative and quantitative analyses
will be made in relation to group comparisons, as well as in relation to intra- and inter-subject
variability.

5.2.1

Shape Metrics

5.2.1.1 Modified Curvature Index (MCI) Analysis
The MCI values obtained from the current data are summarized (Table 19), and presented
visually in the graphs below (Figure 18).

Group data, including standard deviations and

coefficients of variation (COV) are also presented (Table 20). As described above, lower MCI
values are indicative of shapes characterized by reduced curvature and/or complexity, while higher
values are indicative of increased curvature and/or complexity.

Table 19: Participant data of MCI means and standard deviations for each of the four vowels

MCI
Group
TDF1
TDF2
TDF6
TDM5
TD
TDM7
TDM8
TDM9

/ɑ/
mean
(sd)
2.67
(0.47)
2.83
(0.35)
2.55
(0.44)
3.39
(0.33)
2.08
(0.29)
3.29
(0.34)
2.95

/æ/
mean
(sd)
2.22
(0.31)
2.39
(0.43)
2.25
(0.27)
3.33
(0.32)
1.87
(0.19)
2.52
(0.34)
2.13
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/i/
mean
(sd)
2.52
(0.30)
2.91
(0.34)
2.75
(0.34)
3.09
(0.29)
2.73
(0.25)
2.53
(0.21)
2.70

/u/
mean
(sd)
2.77
(0.34)
2.93
(0.41)
2.74
(0.26)
3.12
(0.28)
2.87
(0.19)
2.83
(0.29)
2.79

TDM10
DSF5
DSF7
DSF8
DSM2
DS
DSM3
DSM9
DSM10
DSM11

(0.68)
2.34
(0.32)
2.16
(0.45)
1.98
(0.42)
2.10
(0.22)
2.33
(0.37)
1.89
(0.22)
2.17
(0.26)
2.06
(0.19)
2.02
(0.29)

(0.26)
2.82
(0.37)
2.00
(0.27)
2.06
(0.49)
2.04
(0.29)
2.53
(0.37)
2.17
(0.35)
2.36
(0.23)
1.96
(0.18)
2.28
(0.25)

(0.18)
2.94
(0.23)
3.02
(0.61)
2.72
(0.65)
2.53
(0.32)
2.70
(0.21)
3.07
(0.51)
3.15
(0.49)
2.60
(0.31)
2.69
(0.31)

Figure 18: Speaker data of MCI results; TD speakers are in the left column.
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(0.19)
3.35
(0.41)
2.89
(0.67)
2.42
(0.46)
2.65
(0.27)
3.00
(0.46)
2.14
(0.30)
2.47
(0.18)
2.36
(0.13)
2.59
(0.34)

As evidenced from the graphed and visualized data of the MCI results, speakers varied in their
patterns of results. From initial observations, low vowel /æ/ was more likely to have lower
curvature/complexity values than high vowels /i/ and /u/, although a wide range of values was
found across participants in both speaker groups. Interestingly, perhaps the widest range of MCI
values was noted for participants in the DS group (DSF5, DSM3), indicating speaker specific
vowel differentiation.
The coefficient of variation (COV) was calculated for both speaker-level (Figure 19) and
group-level data (Table 20), in order to describe both intra- and inter-speaker variability. Speakers
within both TD and DS groups demonstrated relatively comparable variability of obtained results,
across vowels, although slightly increased variability was demonstrated for some speakers in the
DS group, for vowels /i/ (COV >0.15 for speakers DSF7, DSF5, DSM3) and /u/ (COV >0.15 for
speakers DSF5, DSF7, DSM2). Group-level (inter-speaker) variability was higher for the TD
group for low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ (/ɑ/ COV = 0.21, /æ/ COV=0.22) than the DS group (/ɑ/ COV =
0.16, /æ/ COV= 0.17), while slightly greater inter-speaker variability was noted for the DS group
for high vowels /i/ and /u/ (COV= 0.18 for both vowels) than the control group (TD COV = 0.12
for both /i/ and /u/).
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Figure 19: Coefficient of variation (COV) for individual speaker MCI data, across vowels and groups. Black
points represent the average COV for that vowel/group.
Table 20: Group means, standard deviations (SD) and coefficient of variations (COV) for MCI data

Vowel
/ɑ/
TD
MCI
mean
SD
COV

2.74
0.59
0.21

/æ/
DS
2.09
0.33
0.16

TD

/i/
DS

2.43
0.53
0.22

2.20
0.37
0.17

TD
2.76
0.33
0.12

/u/
DS
2.83
0.50
0.18

TD
2.90
0.35
0.12

DS
2.57
0.46
0.18

MCI: Statistical Analysis (LME)
As noted above, fixed effects for the linear mixed effects model included Group and Vowel,
as well as the interaction of Group by Vowel, to test whether vowels differed in the measures
between the two groups. Random effects included both Speaker and Word Stimulus as random
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intercepts, in order to account for individual differences related to speaker characteristics, as well
as any impact the difference in word stimuli may have had on the tongue shapes for vowels. The
final LME model used for the statistical analysis of MCI values is listed as follows:
MCI ~ Group * Vowel + (1 | Speaker) + (1 | Stimulus), data = All_Data

Results from the linear mixed effect model for MCI values are listed in Table 21 below.

Table 21: LME results for MCI data

Fixed effects:
Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept)

2.77

0.08

18.5

32.976

< 0.00 ***

GroupDS

-0.67

0.11

16

-5.877

0.00 ***

Vowelae

-0.33

0.05

22

-7.071

0.00 ***

Voweli

0.00

0.05

26.3

-0.024

0.98

Vowelu

0.17

0.05

26.2

3.704

0.00 **

GroupDS:Vowelae

0.42

0.05

2126

8.86

< 0.00 ***

GroupDS:Voweli

0.71

0.05

2130

14.628

< 0.00 ***

GroupDS:Vowelu

0.29

0.05

2128

6.025

0‘***’

0.001‘**’

0.01‘*’

0.05‘.’

0.00 ***

--Signif. codes:

0.1' '

1

Results of the LME model for the MCI values revealed a significant Main Effect of Group
(β=-0.67, SE=0.11, t(16)= -5.877, p<0.001), as well as for Vowel /æ/ (β=-0.33, SE=0.05, t(22)= 7.071, p<0.001), and Vowel /u/ (β=-0.17, SE=0.05, t(26.2)= 3.704, p=0.001). The interactions
were also significant for Group(DS)xVowel /æ/ (β=0.42, SE=0.05, t(2126)= 8.86, p<0.001),
Group(DS)xVowel /i/ (β=0.71, SE=0.05, t(2130)= 14.628, p<0.001), and Group(DS)xVowel /u/
(β=0.29, SE=0.05, t(2128)= 6.025, p<0.001).
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Due to the multi-level factors and significant interaction terms, all interpretation of LME
results was conducted from the post-hoc analyses, in order to obtain estimates and significance of
group comparisons. The predicted means (Mp) for group post-hoc comparisons were obtained
using the following code in R:
MCI.mean = lsmeans(MCI.lme, pairwise ~ Group|Vowel, adjust="Tukey")

Degrees of freedom were calculated using the Satterthwaite method and the confidence interval
level was set at 0.95. Results of the predicted means calculations for estimates and group
comparisons of each vowel, as obtained from the above code, are listed as follows (Table 22),
with significant contrasts highlighted:

Table 22: Predicted means (lsmeans) for LME model of MCI data; statistically significant contrasts are
highlighted in the contrasts segment below

Predicted means (Mp)
lsmean
Vowel= ɑ:
TD
2.77
DS
2.10
Vowel= æ:
TD
2.44
DS
2.19
Vowel= i:
TD
2.77
DS
2.81
Vowel= u:
TD
2.94
DS
2.56
Vowel contrasts:
Contrast
Estimate
TD-DS
0.67
Vowel = ɑ:
Vowel = æ:

0.25

SE

df

lower.CL

upper.CL

0.08
0.08

18.48
18.54

2.59
1.92

2.94
2.28

0.08
0.08

18.23
18.46

2.26
2.01

2.61
2.36

0.08
0.08

18.20
18.33

2.59
2.64

2.94
2.99

0.08
0.08

18.19
17.98

2.77
2.39

3.12
2.74

SE

df

t.ratio

p.value

0.11

16.02

5.877

<.0001

0.11

15.86

2.198

0.0433
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Vowel = i:

-0.04

0.11

16.21

-0.392

0.7003

Vowel = u:

0.38

0.11

16.03

3.338

0.0042

Results of individual vowel contrasts between the groups demonstrates that tongue shape
complexity of the two groups, as measured by the MCI metric, differed significantly between
groups for three of the four vowels: /ɑ/ (t(16.02) = 5.877, p<.0001), /æ/ (t(15.86) = 2.198, p=0.043),
and /u/ (t(16.03)=3.338, p=0.004), with TD speakers demonstrating greater complexity of tongue
shapes for each these vowels than participants with DS. The largest difference in complexity
values was noted for /ɑ/ (TD /ɑ/ > DS /ɑ/ =0.67 MCI units), followed by /u/ (TD /u/ > DS /u/ =
0.38 MCI units), and finally by /æ/ (TD /æ/ > DS /æ/ = 0.25 MCI units). No statistically significant
difference was noted for the /i/ vowel comparison (t(16.21) = -0.392, p=0.700). A graph of the
predicted estimate comparisons is demonstrated in Figure 20 below:

Figure 20: Comparison of predicted MCI means between groups
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In addition to the consideration of group differences for the MCI measure, determining whether
tongue shape complexity differed among the vowels themselves, within each participant group,
was also a point of interest. The lsmeans predictions within the current linear mixed effects model
were also calculated for all vowel contrasts, using the Tukey method for comparing a family of 8
estimates. To calculate the significance of all contrasts simultaneously, the following code in R
was used:
MCI.mean2 = lsmeans(MCI.lme, pairwise ~ Group*Vowel, adjust="Tukey")

The intra-group contrasts from within the total comparison list are presented below; the statistically
significant contrasts are highlighted (Table 23). It should be noted that due to the inclusion of all
contrasts in the statistical calculation, the significance of the group comparisons decreased, leaving
only the /ɑ/ vowel group comparison statistically significant (t(16.02) = 5.877, p=0.005), although
the group comparison for /u/ appeared to be approaching significance (t(16.03)=3.338, p=0.063).
Table 23: Predicted means contrasts for MCI values, across and within speaker groups. Significant contrasts
(and approaching significance) are highlighted.

contrast
TD,ɑ - DS,ɑ
TD,æ - DS,æ
TD,i- DS,i
TD,u - DS,u

Estimate
0.67
0.25
-0.04
0.38

SE
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

df
16.02
15.86
16.21
16.03

t.ratio
5.877
2.198
-0.392
3.338

p.value
0.001
0.401
1.000
0.063

TD,ɑ - TD,æ
TD,ɑ - TD,i
TD,ɑ - TD,u
TD,æ - TD,i
TD,æ - TD,u
TD,i - TD,u

0.33
0.00
-0.17
-0.33
-0.51
-0.17

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

22.01
26.3
26.17
25.18
25.15
30.66

7.071
0.024
-3.704
-7.173
-10.944
-3.794

<.0001
1
0.0193
<.0001
<.0001
0.0133

DS,a - DS,æ
DS,ɑ - DS,i
DS,ɑ - DS,u

-0.09
-0.71
-0.46

0.05
0.05
0.05

23.04
27.16
25.44

-1.838
-15.162
-9.980

0.603
<.0001
<.0001
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DS,æ - DS,i
DS,æ - DS,u
DS,i - DS,u

-0.63
-0.37
0.25

0.05
0.05
0.05

26.71
25.04
30.08

-13.361
-8.125
5.520

<.0001
<.0001
0.000

As evidenced from the intra-group vowel comparisons, most vowels within each speaker group
were significantly different from each other, with two notable exceptions: First, within the TD
group, MCI values of the /ɑ/ vowel was not significantly different than complexity of the /i/ vowel
(t(26.03)=0.024, p=1.00). Second, within the DS group, complexity of the /ɑ/ and /æ/ vowels did
not differ significantly from one another (t(23.04) =-1.838, p=0.6026). Within the TD group, the
order of shape complexity progressed in the following order, from lowest to highest complexity:
/æ/ (Mp: 2.436 MCI units) < /i/ (Mp: 2.768 MCI units), /ɑ/ (Mp: 2.769 MCI units) < /u/ (Mp: 2.942
MCI units). Within the DS group, the order of shape complexity progressed in the following order,
from lowest to highest complexity: /ɑ/ (Mp: 2.099 MCI units), /æ/ (Mp: 2.186 MCI units) < /u/
(Mp: 2.561 MCI units) < /i/ (Mp: 2.813 MCI units).

5.2.1.2 Procrustes Analysis
The Procrustes values obtained from the current data are summarized (Table 24), and
visually presented in the graphs below (Figure 21). Group data, including standard deviations and
coefficients of variation (COV), are also presented (Table 25). As described above, lower
Procrustes values are indicative of smaller differences between the target vowel shape and the
single pre-phonatory resting shape, whereas higher values are indicative of a greater difference
between the two.
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Table 24: Procrustes means and standard deviations (SD) for vowels, per participant

Procrustes

Group
TDF1
TDF2
TDF6
TDM5
TD
TDM7
TDM8
TDM9
TDM10
DSF5
DSF7
DSF8
DSM2
DS
DSM3
DSM9
DSM10
DSM11

/ɑ/
Mean
(SD)
1.09
(0.29)
1.22
(0.21)
0.96
(0.26)
0.87
(0.20)
0.48
(0.12)
1.38
(0.18)
1.26
(0.20)
0.90
(0.26)
0.54
(0.12)
0.58
(0.16)
1.03
(0.24)
0.92
(0.26)
1.22
(0.24)
0.73
(0.16)
0.53
(0.20)
0.56
(0.16)

/æ/
Mean
(SD)
0.71
(0.13)
0.85
(0.25)
0.49
(0.19)
0.69
(0.20)
0.76
(0.22)
0.43
(0.14)
1.00
(0.15)
0.62
(0.15)
0.76
(0.13)
0.55
(0.28)
0.74
(0.26)
0.77
(0.14)
0.77
(0.27)
0.54
(0.19)
0.72
(0.24)
1.07
(0.19)
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/i/
Mean
(SD)
1.41
(0.21)
1.30
(0.20)
1.70
(0.24)
2.15
(0.30)
2.57
(0.28)
0.84
(0.12)
1.33
(0.19)
1.66
(0.24)
1.86
(0.27)
1.00
(0.39)
1.57
(0.24)
1.70
(0.24)
1.58
(0.22)
1.71
(0.24)
1.37
(0.19)
2.29
(0.33)

/u/
Mean
(SD)
0.64
(0.25)
1.41
(0.43)
1.61
(0.31)
1.83
(0.51)
3.24
(0.50)
2.17
(0.27)
1.81
(0.40)
2.51
(0.33)
1.21
(0.27)
0.56
(0.33)
2.07
(0.44)
1.67
(0.40)
0.55
(0.23)
1.80
(0.40)
1.09
(0.33)
2.41
(0.46)

Figure 21: Speaker data of Procrustes results; TD speakers are in the left column.

Similar to the patterns of MCI data discussed above, the Procrustes results also demonstrated
varying patterns across speakers.

Low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ were noted to have lower

curvature/complexity values than high vowels /i/ and /u/, although individual speaker’s patterns of
data spread across vowels differed from each other. Of note, one speaker from the TD group
(TDM7) demonstrated the largest span of Procrustes values across vowels, while a speaker from
the DS group demonstrated the smallest range across vowels (DSF7). Nonetheless, further patterns
of the data range across vowels appeared to be speaker-specific, not group-specific.
The coefficient of variation (COV) was calculated for both speaker-level and group-level
data, in order to describe both intra- and inter-speaker variability (Figure 22, Table 25). Overall
COV’s were notably higher for the Procrustes results than those obtained from the MCI data,
indicating overall greater variability of the Procrustes data, across all participants. As evidenced
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from the COV measures on both the group and speaker level, comparable levels of both intraspeaker and inter-speaker variability were observed for each of the vowels. An exception was
found in the /i/ vowel Procrustes results, in which a single speaker with DS (DSF7) demonstrated
higher variability of Procrustes values within /i/ vowel production, in comparison to the relatively
small COV values and relative uniformity among the remaining participants, in both groups.
Furthermore, relatively larger inter-speaker variability was noted for the vowel /u/ in comparison
to the other vowels, across both TD (COV/u/ = 0.46) and DS groups (COV/u/ = 0.51).

Figure 22: Coefficient of variation (COV) for individual speaker Procrustes data, across vowels and groups.
Black points represent the average COV for that group.
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Table 25: Group means, standard deviation (SD), and coefficient of variation (COV) for Procrustes data

Procrustes Analysis
/ɑ/
TD

/æ/
DS

TD

/i/
DS

TD

/u/
DS

TD

DS

mean

1.03

0.76

0.69

0.73

1.59

1.63

1.80

1.41

SD

0.35

0.31

0.25

0.26

0.54

0.42

0.84

0.72

COV

0.34

0.41

0.37

0.36

0.34

0.26

0.46

0.51

Procrustes: Statistical Analysis (LME)
As noted above, fixed effects for the linear mixed effects model included Group and Vowel,
as well as the interaction of Group by Vowel, to test whether vowels differed in the measures
between the two groups. Random effects included both Speaker and Word Stimulus as random
intercepts, in order to account for individual differences related to speaker characteristics, as well
as any impact the difference in word stimuli may have had on the tongue shapes for vowels.
The final LME model used for the statistical analysis of Procrustes values is listed as follows:
procrustes ~ Group * Vowel + (1 | Speaker) + (1 | Stimulus), data = All_Data

Results from this LME model are listed in Table 26 below.

Table 26: LME results for Procrustes data

Fixed effects:
Estimate

Std. Error

(Intercept)

1.03

0.09

17.10

10.88

0.00

***

GroupDS

-0.27

0.13

16.00

-2.03

0.06

.

Vowelae

-0.35

0.05

22.70

-7.58

0.00

***

Voweli

0.58

0.05

28.50

12.38

0.00

***

Vowelu

0.80

0.05

28.30

17.11

0.00

***
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df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

GroupDS:Vowelae

0.32

0.05

2124.60

6.04

0.00

***

GroupDS:Voweli

0.29

0.06

2131.60

5.21

0.00

***

GroupDS:Vowelu

-0.14

0.05

2128.30

-2.58

0.01

**

--Signif. codes:

0‘***’

0.001‘**’

0.01‘*’

0.05‘.’

0.1' '

1

Results of the LME model for the Procrustes values revealed the Main Effect of Group
approaching significance (β=-0.27, SE=0.13, t(16)= -2.03, p=0.059), while Vowel Main Effects
were significant for all vowels: Vowel /æ/ (β=-0.35, SE=0.05, t(22.70)= -7.58, p<0.001), Vowel /i/
(β=0.58, SE=0.05, t(28.5)= 12.38, p<0.001) and Vowel /u/ (β=0.8, SE=0.05, t(28.3)= 17.11,
p<0.001). The interactions were also significant for Group(DS)xVowel /æ/ (β=0.32, SE=0.05,
t(2124)= 6.04, p<0.001), Group(DS)xVowel /i/ (β=0.29, SE=0.06, t(2131.6)= 5.21, p<0.001), and
Group(DS)xVowel /u/ (β=-0.14, SE=0.05, t(2128.3)=-2.58, p<0.01).
Due to the multi-level factors and significant interaction terms, all interpretation of LME
results was conducted from the post-hoc analyses, in order to obtain estimates and significance of
group comparisons. The predicted means for group post-hoc comparisons were obtained using the
following code in R:
proc.mean2 = lsmeans(proc.lme, pairwise ~ Group|Vowel, adjust="Tukey")

Degrees of freedom were calculated using the Satterthwaite method, with the confidence interval
level set at 0.95. Results of the predicted means (Mp) calculations, as obtained from the above
code, are listed as follows (Table 27), with significant contrasts highlighted.
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Table 27: Predicted means (lsmeans) for LME model of Procrustes data; statistically significant contrasts are
highlighted in the contrasts segment below

Predicted means (Mp)

Vowel= ɑ:
TD
DS
Vowel= æ:
TD
DS
Vowel= i:
TD
DS
Vowel= u:
TD
DS

lsmean

SE

df

lower.CL

upper.CL

1.033
0.766

0.095
0.095

17.140
17.190

0.832
0.565

1.233
0.966

0.682
0.739

0.095
0.095

16.910
17.120

0.483
0.539

0.882
0.939

1.609
1.630

0.095
0.095

17.080
17.210

1.409
1.430

1.809
1.830

1.828
1.420

0.095
0.094

17.070
16.870

1.628
1.221

2.027
1.619

t.ratio

p.value

Contrasts
Contrast
TD-DS
Vowel = ɑ:

Estimate

SE

df

0.267

0.132

15.990

2.030

0.059

Vowel = æ:

-0.06

0.13

15.84

-0.44

0.669

Vowel = i:

-0.021

0.132

16.160

-0.161

0.874

Vowel = u:

0.407

0.132

15.990

3.096

0.007

Results of individual vowel contrasts between the groups indicated that a group difference was
significant for the /u/ vowel (t(15.99)=3.096, p=0.007), with TD speakers demonstrating a greater
difference between this vowel and the resting shape by 0.41 Procrustes units, on average. No
further inter-group vowel comparisons reached statistical significance, although the /ɑ/ vowel
comparison closely approached significance (t(15.99)=2.03, p=0.059). A graph of the predicted
means is presented in Figure 23 below:
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Figure 23: Comparison of predicted Procrustes means between groups

As noted in the MCI results listed above, calculating intra-group vowel comparisons was of
theoretical importance, as it provides information regarding difference in vowel shape from a
neutral shape, and thus a measure of shape distinction, for each of the corner vowels. The intragroup contrasts from within the total comparison list are presented below (Table 28) with the
statistically significant contrasts highlighted. It should be noted that due to the inclusion of all
contrasts in the statistical calculation, the significance of the group comparisons decreased, leaving
no group comparison statistically significant.

Table 28: Predicted means contrasts for Procrustes values, across and within speaker groups

contrast
TD,ɑ - DS,ɑ
TD,i - DS,i
TD,æ - DS,æ
TD,u - DS,u

estimate

SE

df

t.ratio

p.value

0.267
-0.021
-0.057
0.407

0.132
0.132
0.131
0.132

15.990
16.16
15.84
15.990

0.267
-0.021
-0.057
0.407

0.494
1.000
1.000
0.098
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TD,ɑ - TD,æ
TD,ɑ - TD,i
TD,ɑ - TD,u
TD,æ - TD,i
TD,æ - TD,u
TD,i - TD,u

0.350
-0.576
-0.795
-0.927
-1.145
-0.219

0.046
0.047
0.046
0.046
0.046
0.046

22.680
28.470
28.320
26.930
26.910
34.46

0.350
-0.576
-0.795
-0.927
-1.145
-0.219

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.00

DS,æ - DS,i
DS,æ - DS,u
DS,ɑ - DS,æ
DS,ɑ - DS,i
DS,ɑ - DS,u
DS,i - DS,u

-0.891
-0.681
0.026
-0.865
-0.655
0.210

0.047
0.046
0.047
0.047
0.046
0.046

29.110
26.780
24.060
29.710
27.320
33.760

-0.891
-0.681
0.026
-0.865
-0.655
0.210

<.0001
<.0001
0.999
<.0001
<.0001
0.001

As evidenced from the intra-group vowel comparisons, most vowels within each speaker group
were significantly different from each other, with one notable exception: Within the DS group, no
difference was noted between the /ɑ/ and /æ/ vowels in terms of degree of distinction from a neutral
tongue shape (t(24.06)=0.556, p=0.991). Progression of shape distinction from the resting shape,
as indicated by increasing Procrustes values, differed between the two speaker groups. For TD
speakers, the order of progression was noted as follows: /æ/ (Mp: 0.68 Procrustes units) < /ɑ/ (Mp:
1.03 Procrustes units) < /i/ (Mp: 1.61 Procrustes units) < /u/ (Mp: 1.83 Procrustes units). For
speakers with DS, the order of progression differed for the high vowels, as follows: /æ/ (Mp: 0.74
Procrustes units), /ɑ/ (Mp: 0.77 Procrustes units) < /u/ (Mp: 1.42 Procrustes units) </i/ (Mp: 1.63
Procrustes units). Although tongue shapes of /u/ in the DS group maintained a difference from the
low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/, they did not differ from the neutral shape as distinctively as /i/ vowel
shapes; this trend was opposite in TD speakers.
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5.2.1.3 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
The DFT calculations generate both real and imaginary numbers for each Fourier
component. A total of three components were included for the vowel shapes, with first component
providing characterization of the most salient features of the target curve, and subsequent
components describing finer tuned characteristics of the shape. Although the numbers obtained
from the real and imaginary DFT results are unit-less and do not inherently describe the shapes
along a continuum of any specific feature, plots of real and imaginary numbers of the first
component of the DFT provide a means of shape differentiation by vowel clusters, individually by
speaker. Using results from the first component of the DFT alone, a sample plot of a TD speaker
is presented in Figure 24; plots from all speakers can be found in the Appendix.

Figure 24: Sample DFT plot, from real and imaginary numbers of the first component, for a single speaker
(TD). Vowel tokens are surrounded by 95% confidence ellipses for each vowel.

To determine the degree of differentiation between vowels within the DFT results, a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) was implemented, using the ‘MASS’ package (Venables & Ripley,
2002) in R (R Core Team, 2017). The LDA featured jackknifed (“leave-one-out”) predictions, in
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which each vowel trial is systematically left out of the sample and a prediction made for its target
vowel category, based on training from all remaining trials. This method has previously been used
in determining classification of speech sounds with DFT data (Dawson et al., 2016). The LDA
was used in two separate calculations, the first with results of only the first DFT component, and
the second with results from all three DFT components. The following codes were used for
calculation of the LDA’s, for both the first component and all three components, respectively
(“CV=TRUE” indicates jackknifed predictions):

First component:
lda_1 <- lda(Vowel ~ real_1 + imag_1, data=SubsetDF, na.action="na.omit", CV=TRUE)

All three components:
lda_2 <- lda(Vowel ~ real_1 + imag_1 + real_2 + imag_2 + real_3 + imag_3, data=SubsetDF,
na.action="na.omit", CV=TRUE)

Results of the LDA analyses for each of the four vowels are presented in Figure 25 for the analysis
of the first Fourier component and Figure 26 for all three components. A table of the results lists
the individual proportions for LDA classification results, separately for the first and then all three
components (Table 29, Table 30). Each table also features the total proportion of accurate vowel
classification for each speaker. In these tables, proportions of 1.0 for individual vowels and/or
total vowel classification are highlighted.
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Figure 25: Result of LDA of DFT, first component, across vowels and groups

Figure 26: Result of LDA of DFT, all three components, across vowels and groups
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Table 29: LDA results of DFT, first component – proportion of correct discrimination for each of the vowels;
highlighted boxes indicate complete discrimination from other vowels within a speaker

Group

TD

DS

Speaker
TDF1
TDF2
TDF6
TDM5
TDM7
TDM8
TDM9
TDM10

First Component of DFT
/ɑ/
/æ/
/i/
0.971
0.971
0.925
0.789
0.853
0.909
0.971
1.000
0.667
0.750
0.857
0.793
0.946
0.976
1.000
1.000
0.950
0.971
0.917
1.000
0.929
0.933
1.000
0.868

/u/
0.956
0.912
0.756
0.714
1.000
1.000
0.974
1.000

Total (1)
0.954
0.863
0.861
0.789
0.978
0.978
0.957
0.947

DSF5
DSF7
DSF8
DSM2
DSM3
DSM9
DSM10
DSM11

0.680
0.735
0.868
1.000
1.000
0.970
0.750
0.933

0.727
0.837
0.927
0.896
0.912
0.977
0.929
0.913

0.782
0.780
0.851
0.963
0.924
0.963
0.830
0.946

0.815
0.686
0.630
1.000
0.813
0.921
0.737
0.938

0.889
0.862
0.929
0.971
1.000
0.979
0.968
1.000

Table 30: LDA results of DFT, all three components – proportion of correct discrimination for each of the
vowels; highlighted boxes indicate complete discrimination from other vowels within speaker

Group

TD

DS

Speaker
TDF1
TDF2
TDF6
TDM5
TDM7
TDM8
TDM9
TDM10

Three components of DFT
/ɑ/
/æ/
/i/
0.971
0.971
0.975
0.947
0.941
0.909
0.971
1.000
0.704
0.958
1.000
1.000
0.946
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.929
0.933
1.000
0.921

DSF5
DSF7
DSF8
DSM2
DSM3
DSM9
DSM10

0.800
0.824
0.868
1.000
1.000
0.939
0.841

0.852
0.800
0.741
1.000
0.844
0.921
0.842
94

0.963
0.793
0.964
0.971
1.000
0.958
0.935

/u/
0.933
0.882
0.854
1.000
0.967
1.000
0.974
0.893

Total (3)
0.961
0.921
0.896
0.991
0.978
1.000
0.978
0.939

0.818
0.860
0.878
0.938
0.971
1.000
0.857

0.861
0.823
0.866
0.975
0.950
0.957
0.865

DSM11

1.000

1.000

0.962

0.870

0.964

Overall, the high proportion of discrimination for all vowels combined (“Total”), ranging
from 82% to 100% discrimination across both speaker groups, indicates the strength of this method
for classifying tongue shapes of corner vowels. Inclusion of the only the first component of the
DFT yielded a total percentage of discrimination ranging from 78.9% to 97.8% in the TD speakers,
and from 78% to 96.3% in the speakers with DS. Increased discrimination of the vowels was found
when all 3 components of the DFT were included into the discriminant analysis function, in
comparison to the first component of the DFT alone, with percentages ranging from 89.6% to
100% in TD speakers, and from 82.3% to 97.5% in speakers with DS. A two-tailed, two-sample
t-test was calculated to determine whether the total proportions of classification differed between
the two groups. A Levene’s test using the F distribution was used to check whether the assumption
of equality of variance for t-tests was met; results indicated no significant group differences of
variance (F(7,7)=.373, p=0.2165). Results of the t-test indicated no significant group mean
differences at the α=0.05 level, although the difference closely approached significance
(t(14)=2.0395, p=0.0674). Results of the LDA including all three DFT components were also
notable for higher proportions of discrimination for individual vowels in both speaker groups.
When comparing the speaker groups, the proportion of /æ/ vowels discriminated correctly
(proportion of 1.0) was greater among the TD speakers than the equivalent in speakers with DS,
although only slight differences were apparent for the remaining vowel discrimination proportions
between the two groups.
As described above, the modulus of the DFT is the magnitude of the sine wave fit to the
tongue curve, and therefore also a measure of the curve amplitude. The modulus of the first
component, namely the largest fitting sine wave to the tongue curve, provides a general measure
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of curvature, similar to curvature measures used in previous research (Ménard et al., 2012). The
results of the DFT modulus values are presented below (Figure 27, Table 31).

Figure 27: DFT modulus means, per vowel and group

Table 31: Means of DFT modulus values, by speaker and vowel

DFT Modulus Values
Speaker
TDF1
TDF2
TDF6
TDM5
TD

TDM7
TDM8

/ɑ/
Mean (SD)
27.85
(2.48)
38.88
(3.11)
39.31
(3.39)
36.58
(4.05)
25.95
(2.70)
23.72
(2.20)

/æ/
Mean (SD)
27.96
(1.74)
39.00
(3.42)
40.58
(1.78)
37.16
(3.75)
34.89
(2.36)
35.63
(3.42)
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/i/
Mean (SD)
47.48
(2.13)
57.16
(1.80)
56.44
(2.91)
56.93
(2.48)
56.09
(2.93)
41.87
(2.83)

/u/
Mean (SD)
39.88
(3.07)
58.46
(3.78)
56.56
(3.52)
55.87
(4.31)
62.07
(4.53)
58.43
(2.58)

TDM9
TDM10
DSF5
DSF7
DSF8
DSM2
DSM3
DS
DSM9
DSM10
DSM11

24.53
(2.81)
35.44
(1.88)
29.85
(1.90)
28.54
(3.18)
43.93
(2.95)
33.14
(3.35)
24.87
(3.32)
29.52
(2.99)
39.66
(3.52)
33.15
(2.87)

28.70
(1.89)
42.36
(2.54)
31.36
(2.20)
31.03
(2.49)
39.41
(4.67)
40.94
(2.74)
32.57
(3.25)
31.29
(2.54)
35.75
(2.84)
38.48
(2.67)

50.91
(2.23)
57.94
(2.48)
44.83
(3.32)
41.43
(5.70)
51.89
(2.34)
54.59
(2.93)
47.72
(2.11)
54.00
(3.02)
47.91
(2.07)
54.04
(3.53)

56.58
(3.97)
64.24
(2.90)
37.37
(2.79)
37.81
(4.28)
56.24
(4.25)
55.70
(3.86)
41.44
(3.26)
54.69
(3.61)
52.58
(3.42)
55.28
(4.44)

As noted above, fixed effects for the linear mixed effects model included Group and Vowel,
as well as the interaction of Group by Vowel, to test whether vowels differed in the measures
between the two groups. Random effects included both Speaker and Word Stimulus as random
intercepts, in order to account for individual differences related to speaker characteristics, as well
as any impact the difference in word stimuli may have had on the tongue shapes for vowels.
The following LME model was used for calculating both across and within group differences:
mod.lme = lmer(mod_1 ~ Group*Vowel + (1|Speaker) + (1|Stimulus), data=All_Data);

Results from the linear mixed effect model for the DFT modulus values are listed in Table 32
below.
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Table 32: LME results for DFT modulus values

Fixed effects:
Estimate

Std. Error

df

t value

Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept)

31.43

1.91

15.50

16.49

GroupDS

1.65

2.65

14.50

0.62

0.54

Vowelae

4.42

0.63

18.80

7.04

0.00 ***

Voweli

21.73

0.62

21.60

35.23

< 0.00 ***

Vowelu

24.54

0.62

21.50

39.83

< 0.00 ***

GroupDS:Vowelae

-2.44

0.55

2124.10

-4.44

0.00 ***

GroupDS:Voweli

-5.04

0.57

2128.00

-8.89

< 0.00 ***

GroupDS:Vowelu

-8.48

0.56

2125.90

-15.21

< 0.00 ***

0.00 ***

--Signif. codes:

0‘***’

0.001‘**’

0.01‘*’

0.05‘.’

0.1' '

1

Results of the LME model for the DFT modulus values revealed no significance for the Main
Effect of Group (β=1.65, SE=2.65, t(14.50)= 0.62, p=0.543), while Vowel Main Effects were
significant for all vowels: Vowel /ae/ (β=4.42, SE=0.63, t(18.80)= 7.04, p<0.001), Vowel /i/
(β=21.73, SE=0.62, t(21.60)= 35.23, p<0.001) and Vowel /u/ (β=24.54, SE=0.62, t(21.50)= 39.83,
p<0.001). The interactions were also significant for Group(DS)xVowel /ae/ (β=-2.44, SE=0.55,
t(2124.1)= -4.44, p<0.001), Group(DS)xVowel /i/ (β-5.04, SE=0.57, t(2128)= -8.89, p<0.001), and
Group(DS)xVowel /u/ (β=-8.48, SE=0. 56, t(2125.9)=-15.21, p<0.001).
Due to the multi-level factors and significant interaction terms, interpretation of LME
results was conducted from the post-hoc analyses, in order to obtain estimates and significance of
group comparisons. The predicted means for group post-hoc comparisons were obtained using the
following code in R:
mod.mean2 = lsmeans(mod.lme, pairwise ~ Group|Vowel, adjust="Tukey")
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Results of the predicted means (Mp) calculations, as obtained from the above code, are listed as
follows (Table 33) with significant contrasts highlighted:

Table 33: Predicted means (lsmeans) for LME model of DFT modulus data; statistically significant contrasts
are highlighted in the contrasts segment below

Predicted means (Mp)
lsmean
Vowel= ɑ:
TD 31.427
DS 33.078
Vowel= æ:
TD 35.846
DS 35.054
Vowel= i:
TD 53.160
DS 49.768
Vowel= u:
TD
55.967
DS 49.142
Vowel Contrasts
Contrast
Estimate
TD-DS
-1.651
Vowel = ɑ:

SE

df

lower.CL

upper.CL

1.906
1.907

15.460
15.480

27.375
29.025

35.480
37.131

1.905
1.906

15.410
15.460

31.797
31.002

39.895
39.107

1.901
1.902

15.310
15.340

49.118
45.725

57.201
53.811

1.901
1.899

15.300
15.260

51.926
45.104

60.008
53.180

SE

df

t.ratio

p.value

2.650

14.48

-0.623

0.543

Vowel = æ:

0.791

2.648

14.440

0.299

0.769

Vowel = i:

3.392

2.652

14.520

1.279

0.221

Vowel = u:

6.825

2.650

14.480

2.575

0.022

Results of individual vowel contrasts between the groups demonstrates that DFT modulus values
differed significantly only for the /u/ vowel (t(14.48)=2.575, p=0.022), with TD speakers
demonstrating greater values of the DFT modulus, and therefore overall greater amplitudes of the
tongue shapes for this vowel, than speakers with DS. No statistically significant difference was
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noted for any of the further vowel comparisons. A graph of the predicted estimate comparisons is
demonstrated in Figure 28 below:
Figure 28: Comparison of predicted DFT modulus (first component) means between groups

In addition to the consideration of group differences for the DFT modulus results, determining the
difference in curve amplitude between the vowels themselves, within each participant group, was
of interest. The lsmeans predictions within the current linear mixed effects model were also
calculated for all vowel contrasts, using the Tukey method for comparing a family of 8 estimates.
To calculate the significance of all contrasts simultaneously, the following code in R was used:
mod.mean = lsmeans(mod.lme, pairwise ~ Group*Vowel, adjust="Tukey")

The intra-group contrasts from within the total comparison list are presented below; the statistically
significant contrasts are highlighted (Table 34). It should be noted that due to the inclusion of all
contrasts in the statistical calculation, the significance of the group comparisons decreased, leaving
no group comparison with statistical significance.
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Table 34: Predicted means contrasts for DFT modulus values, across and within groups

Predicted means (Mp)
contrast
TD,ɑ - DS,ɑ
TD,æ - DS,æ
TD,i - DS,i
TD,u - DS,u

Estimate
-1.651
0.791
3.392
6.825

SE
2.650
2.648
2.652
2.650

df
14.48
14.440
14.520
14.480

t.ratio
-0.623
0.299
1.279
2.575

p.value
0.998
1.000
0.893
0.240

TD,ɑ - TD,æ
TD,ɑ - TD,i
TD,ɑ - TD,u
TD,æ - TD,i
TD,æ - TD,u
TD,i - TD,u

-4.418
-21.732
-24.540
-17.314
-20.122
-2.808

0.628
0.617
0.616
0.612
0.611
0.600

18.82
21.610
21.510
20.900
20.860
24.40

-7.039
-35.226
-39.833
-28.303
-32.915
-4.680

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.002

DS,ɑ - DS,æ
DS,ɑ - DS,i
DS,ɑ - DS,u
DS,æ - DS,i
DS,æ - DS,u
DS,i - DS,u

-1.977
-16.690
-16.064
-14.713
-14.088
0.626

0.633
0.621
0.613
0.618
0.611
0.597

19.49
22.140
21.060
21.850
20.790
24.000

-3.121
-26.897
-26.215
-23.792
-23.064
1.048

0.084
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.962

As evidenced from the intra-group vowel comparisons, most vowels within each speaker group
were significantly different from each other, with two exceptions: Within the DS group, both the
high vowels and the low vowels did not differ significantly from each other in terms of curve
amplitude (/i/-/u/: t(24.00) =1.048, p=0.962; /ɑ/-/æ/: t(19.49)=-3.121, p=0.084). All other intragroup comparisons were significant, indicating generally distinct vowel curve amplitudes. The
order of curve amplitude within the TD group progressed in the following order: /ɑ/ (Mp: 31.43
units) < /æ/ (Mp: 35.05 units) < /i/ (Mp: 53.16 units) < /u/ (Mp: 55.97 units). The progression of
vowel curve amplitude within the DS group progressed in the following order: /ɑ/ (Mp: 33.08
units), /æ/ (Mp: 35.05 units) < /u/ (Mp: 49.14 units), /i/ (Mp: 49.77 units).
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5.3

Discussion: Articulatory-Ultrasound
A variety of analyses were applied to the ultrasound tongue shape data, for articulatory

characterization of vowel production contrasting typically developing (TD) speakers and speakers
with Down Syndrome (DS). The implications of these results are two-fold, as they contribute both
to the clinical literature of articulatory differences in speakers with DS, as well as to the general
literature of ultrasound tongue shape analysis. Vowels have long been identified along the features
of tongue height and advancement, as inferred from studies of vowel acoustics (e.g., Peterson &
Barney, 1952) and as demonstrated in articulatory investigations (A. Lee, Zharkova, Gibbon, &
Ball, 2013; J. Lee, Shaiman, & Weismer, 2016; Russell, 1928). However, less information has
been available regarding the tongue shape during production of vowels. A few studies have, in
fact, characterized tongue shape during the production of vowels (Dawson et al., 2016; Hashimoto
& Sasaki, 1982; Morrish et al., 1985; Stolar & Gick, 2013; Stone et al., 1987), although only a few
have applied the investigation to characterizing articulation of vowel production in clinical
populations (e.g., Zharkova, 2013b). Articulatory data regarding vowel production in speakers
with DS are particularly limited, with few studies noted (e.g., Bunton & Leddy, 2011). The current
results provide a significant addition to the articulatory literature of vowel production in
individuals with DS.
The current study used a variety of metrics to characterize tongue shapes both in terms of
the curvature of the shape as well as differentiation of the shapes from each other. These metrics
include the Modified Curvature Index (MCI), the Procrustes Analysis, and the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), as presented in Dawson et al. (2016).
The MCI metric provided a measure of curvature and/or complexity of the vowel tongue
shapes, with higher values indicative of greater degrees of curvature and/or a greater number of
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inflections along the curve for a given vowel shape. The TD speakers had higher MCI values than
the speakers with DS for all vowels except for /i/; this difference was most notable in the /ɑ/ vowel.
The progression of MCI complexity within the set of vowels also differed between the groups: for
the TD speakers, progression was in the order of /æ/ (lowest) < /i/, /ɑ/ < /u/ (highest), while
speakers in the DS group demonstrated the complexity progression in the order of /æ/ (lowest), /ɑ/
< /u/ < /i/ (highest).
The current results contrast with previous reports of smaller curvature degrees for low
vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ in typical speakers, in comparison to high vowels /i/ and /u/ (Ménard et al.,
2012; Stone et al., 1987). However, visual inspection of the tongue curves in the current study
indicated that /ɑ/ shapes in three of the eight TD speakers (TDM5, TDM8, TDM9) featured a
smaller inflection in the anterior portion of the tongue surface, in addition to the primary inflection
of the tongue curve. This factor may have consequently increased the MCI complexity values for
these shapes and would not have been accounted for with the curvature measures used in the
previous literature. Notably, Ménard et al. (2012) estimated the degree of curvature from the
calculation of the highest point of the curve relative to its base, without calculation of further
inflections along the arc of the curve, and found the progression of curvature degree in the order
of /ɑ/ </i/ < /y/, /e/ < /o/ < /u/. Similarly, Stone and colleagues (1987) calculated the curvature
degree of vowel shapes from the maximal point of curvature, as estimated from tongue curves fit
with up to 15-20 reference points, a considerable contrast from the 100 points fit to the curves in
the current study. Based on their calculation of maximal curvature magnitudes, vowels increased
in curvature in the order of /ɑ/ < /æ/ < /u/ < /o/ < /i/. If the relatively high MCI values obtained
for the /ɑ/ vowel by the TD speakers in the current study are attributed to the complexity of the
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curve as opposed to its general curvature, it is reasonable to predict a similar progression of general
curvature across vowels as indicated in the previous studies.
The presence of the anterior inflection noted in the low vowel /ɑ/ has previously been noted
in the literature. Stone et al. (1987) revealed two patterns of maximal curvature points in the
tongue shape data of vowels, in which both unimodal and bimodal patterns of curvature inflections
were observed. As Stone and colleagues state, this bimodal pattern of curvature was selectively
found in /ɑ/, /æ/, and /o/ vowel shapes, and occasionally /u/, although in no instance of /i/
production. As in the current data, the previously reported bimodal inflection pattern was
characterized by a smaller inflection anteriorly, and a larger inflection posteriorly. The authors of
this earlier study suggest that specific muscle activity patterns contribute to these varied curvature
patterns, an element of vowel articulation that may not be consistently demonstrated in speakers
with muscle and/or articulatory coordinating deficits (Stone et al., 1987). Interestingly, the
curvature and/or complexity of the low vowels produced by the speakers with DS in the current
study had consistently low values, and with little variation between /ɑ/ and /æ/ on the curvature
measures. Although specific muscle activity information is not available from the analyses, this
lack of differentiation and reduced complexity of low vowels may be indicative of differences in
lingual muscle functioning during speech production for the speakers with DS, specifically for low
vowel production.
As described earlier, the Procrustes analysis quantifies the difference between two given
shapes, and, as with the MCI metric, provides continuous values. In the current application of the
Procrustes analysis, the vowel tongue shapes were compared to a single non-speech, neutral resting
tongue shape (Dawson et al., 2016). Although this metric does not inherently calculate curvature
or shape complexity, differences of the vowel shape from the non-speech tongue shapes provide a
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means of comparison to a neutral curve, and thus the degree of differentiation from it and/or
between the vowels. Results of the Procrustes analysis indicated that the TD and DS speaker
groups differed from each other only minimally for each of the between-group vowel comparisons.
A significant difference was noted only for the vowel /u/, with TD speakers demonstrating higher
Procrustes values for this vowel than speakers with DS, although group differences for /ɑ/ closely
approached significance. If lower Procrustes values indicate a greater similarity between the target
vowel shape and a resting, neutral shape, speakers with DS are achieving less differentiation of /u/
vowels, and to some extent for /ɑ/, than their TD counterparts. This reduced differentiation,
whether associated with structural morphology or motor control profiles, can potentially impact
on the overall accuracy of production.
Within-group vowel comparisons for the Procrustes results revealed differentiation
between most vowels, within each of the TD and DS speaker groups, with the exception of the /ɑ/
and /æ/ vowel comparison in speakers with DS. The progression of increased values in the
Procrustes metric differed slightly between the two groups: TD speakers demonstrated vowel
progression in the order of /æ/ < /ɑ/ < /i/ < /u/, while speakers with DS demonstrated progression
in the order of /æ/, /ɑ/ < /u/ < /i/. The lack of differentiation between the low vowels among the
speakers with DS may indicate a reduced ability to differentiate the shapes along the front-back
vowel continuum, while the reversal of Procrustes values for the /i/ and /u/ vowels between the
two groups implies a noted dissimilarity for production of /u/; this will also be discussed later, in
conjunction with further articulatory findings.
The progression of vowels along the given metric continuum for each of the Procrustes and
MCI analyses is similar for both speaker groups. TD speakers consistently demonstrated greater
values within each of the metrics for /ɑ/ in comparison to /æ/, as well as greater values for /u/ than
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for /i/, while speakers with DS consistently demonstrated a lack of differentiation between /ɑ/ and
/æ/, as well as greater values for each metric in /i/ vowel production than /u/. The suggested
reasoning for the difference in MCI values for /ɑ/ shapes among the TD speakers may apply to the
difference in the Procrustes values as well. If the presence of an additional point of inflection
along the tongue curve contributed towards increased complexity values for the MCI metric, it is
reasonable to assume a comparable increase in shape differentiation from the neutral shape within
the Procrustes analysis. Nonetheless, the TD speakers maintained a distinction between the /ɑ/
and /i/ vowels in the Procrustes results, in contrast to the similar values between these two vowels
in the MCI analysis. Perhaps this can be supported by the nature of each analysis, as the MCI
metric directly calculated the curvature and/or multiple inflections of the curve, while the
Procrustes analysis measured only the sum of squared distances between the two shapes (vowel
and neutral shapes). Presumably, the greater curvature values of /ɑ/, and therefore increased
differentiation between /ɑ/ and /æ/ can be anticipated in the metric that directly measures the
additional inflection in the tongue curve, namely the MCI metric.
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) provided a means of differentiation between the
vowel shapes, for speakers in both the TD and DS groups. Although the real and imaginary
numbers of the DFT do not measure the shapes with an inherent continuum of values, as in the
MCI and Procrustes metrics, they allow for calculating the discrimination of shapes from one
another. In fact, Dawson et al. (2016) noted that this metric provides optimal differentiation of
tongue shapes, in comparison to intra-speaker classification of tongue shapes using the MCI and
Procrustes metrics, alone or combined. In the current study, overall discrimination between
vowels ranged from 82% to 100%, using all three components of the DFT, and the group
differences for discrimination rates approached significance, with lower percentages of accurate
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discrimination within the DS group than in TD controls. Although speakers with DS varied in
their articulatory profiles of vowel production based on the DFT results, the potential for reduced
discrimination between vowel tongue shapes in comparison to TD speakers, has significant
implication for proficiency of vowel production. This reduced differentiation of vowels supports
the articulatory results reported by Bunton and Leddy (2011), in which speakers with DS
demonstrated a reduced articulatory working space, and thus reduced articulatory distinctiveness,
of the four corner vowels than TD controls. The authors of this earlier study note that while
articulatory differences in speakers with DS may be related to anatomical or structural
characteristics of the disorder, the results also strongly point in the direction of reduced control for
both precision of articulatory movements, as well as for adaptation of these movements to the
potentially atypical anatomy. Although the current data do not provide movement and positional
information of the tongue during vowel production, it is reasonable to assume that a reduction of
tongue shape distinctiveness may also be associated with reduced kinematic differentiation of
vowel production, a factor that can potentially have a negative impact on vowel accuracy and
speech intelligibility (e.g., J. Lee, Littlejohn, & Simmons, 2017).
Accuracy of individual vowel differentiation rates varied between participants, regardless
of group, although more instances of 100% correct identification were found among TD speakers
than speakers with DS. This was noted for the /æ/ vowel in particular, with 100% discrimination
of this vowel for six of the eight TD speakers, whereas only two speakers with DS received this
level of accuracy for the low-front vowel. Interestingly, a large difference in discrimination
accuracy between the two LDA analyses (using the first versus all three components) was noted
for /ɑ/ among TD speakers. This may be explained with similar reasoning to the high values of
MCI for this vowel. As noted earlier, an anterior tongue inflection was found for three TD speakers
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within the /ɑ/ vowel. This inflection may not have been characterized by the first component of
the DFT alone, but may have been characterized by the higher components, that provide a more
detailed representation of the tongue shape. As such, a greater level of accuracy was expected
with discrimination using all three components of the DFT.
The DFT modulus was the final metric of vowel tongue shape analysis used for group
comparison. As with any Fourier Transform calculation, results include not only the real and
imaginary numbers of the fitted wave, but also the magnitude, or amplitude, of this wave. Early
research describing the application of the DFT in the context of tongue shape measurement reports
the efficacy of using the magnitude values to characterize the tongue shape curvature (Liljencrants,
1971). Although the current data do not provide positional information of the tongue curve in
reference to further oral structures, as this earlier study did, the modulus (magnitude) values
obtained from the first component of the DFT describe the general curvature degree along a
continuum of values, allowing for comparisons of the curves between groups and between vowels.
The modulus results correspond strongly with results from the MCI and Procrustes metric, as well
as with previous tongue shape literature (e.g., Stone et al., 1987), with curvature increasing in the
progression from low vowels to high vowels. In fact, the low modulus values for the /ɑ/ vowel,
across groups, confirm the earlier assumption that any increased complexity noted from MCI
calculations for this vowel among TD speakers is likely not attributed to greater overall curvature,
but rather to additional inflections along the shape of the tongue.
Group comparisons of the modulus values revealed differences between the TD and DS
groups only for the /u/ vowel. Further differences were noted for intra-group vowel comparisons,
as the TD speakers demonstrated differentiation of all vowels from each other, while no difference
was noted for both the /ɑ/-/æ/ and /i/-/u/ contrasts among speakers with DS. Taken together, as
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well as in conjunction with the previously summarized MCI and Procrustes results, it can be
asserted that speakers with DS have reduced tongue curvature and/or complexity for /u/ in relation
to the high vowel /i/. However, the factor(s) contributing to this difference between the high
vowels cannot be determined definitively without further investigation, and may be understood in
one of two approaches: physiological and/or motor control differences. This dissimilarity of high
vowels /i/ and /u/ has been noted previously in the literature, specifically related to acoustic
findings of vowel production in speakers with DS. Moura et al. (2008) found higher F2 values for
/u/ in young speakers with DS than in TD peers, to which they suggest results from limited tongue
movement in the high, posterior oral area due to maxillary hypoplasia (underdeveloped maxillary
bones) and reduced pharyngeal space in the speakers with DS. Although differences in oral
structures necessary for /u/ production (e.g., velo-palatal structures; Savariaux, Perrier, &
Orliaguet, 1995) in speakers with DS may be one plausible reasoning of /u/ shape differences in
the current data, the group differences for this vowel’s shape found here may instead be attributed
to reduced motor control for lingual shape formation.
An additional observation from the data is the consistent similarity between the high vowel
/i/ across speaker groups. This finding is particularly meaningful when taking into consideration
the effects of palatal morphology on the shape of the tongue during vowel production (Brunner,
Fuchs, & Perrier, 2009; Lammert, Proctor, & Narayanan, 2013), as well as the reported general
palatal shape differences in speakers with DS, including a high-arched and narrow palatal vaults
(e.g., Dellavia et al., 2007). If speakers with DS demonstrated comparable results on MCI and
Procrustes analyses to TD speakers for the /i/ vowel, it is reasonable to suggest that palatal
differences do not significantly affect lingual shape during production of vowel sounds in these
speakers. Remarkably, no difference was noted for the /i/ vowel between the two groups, across
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all articulatory measures, implying comparable speech-motor skill for a highly curved tongue
shape between DS and TD speakers, despite the reported differences in oral cavity dimensions and
palatal morphology in the DS population. Compatibly, this vowel has previously been found to
have particularly high levels of production accuracy in speakers with DS, as measured perceptually
(Bunton et al., 2009; Wild et al., 2018).
Variability
Despite the variability of speech production characteristics in individuals with DS within
perceptual (Wild et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2015), acoustic (Moura et al., 2008; Rochet-Capellan
& Dohen, 2015), and articulatory investigations (Timmins et al., 2009, 2007), results from the
articulatory analyses in the present study did not strongly confirm the findings of both intra- and
inter-speaker variability in speakers with DS. Although increased group-level variability was
noted for speakers with DS in DFT vowel discrimination results, somewhat comparable levels of
group variability were noted for the remaining measures.

Interestingly, this inter-subject

variability was relatively high for the Procrustes analysis, for both speaker groups, perhaps a
function of the sensitivity of this analysis to variance within the data. The novelty of these analyses
in both typical and clinical populations limits the availability of “norms” for these results.
Nevertheless, the variability within the presented results highlights the uniqueness of individual
speaker’s articulatory profiles, a point previously noted in the relation of tongue kinematics to
concurrent acoustics, or the lack thereof, in typical speakers (J. Lee et al., 2016; Perkell, Matthies,
Svirsky, & Jordan, 1993). In fact, individual speakers from both groups demonstrated the widest
ranges of tongue curvature values across vowels, for both the MCI (speakers DSF5, DSM3) and
Procrustes (speaker TDM7) analyses. In somewhat contrasting findings to those of previous
studies (e.g., Timmins et al., 2009), intra-speaker variability of articulatory measures was not
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remarkably higher in speakers with DS, although results of at least some articulatory variability
(e.g., /u/ vowel data of Procrustes analysis) did minimally point in this direction.
Overall, differences in tongue shape curvature and complexity between the TD and DS
groups indicate that speakers with DS rely on reduced tongue shape complexity for three of the
four corner vowels, and reduced differentiation between all vowels in at least some speakers with
DS, in comparison to TD peers. Nonetheless, the lack of differentiation between vowels of parallel
height by speakers with DS, notably between the low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/, may indicate a specific
difficulty with the fine-tuned differentiation between these low vowels. This may be attributed to
structural differences, such as smaller skeletal structures of the lower and middle facial areas
(Uong et al., 2001; Wild et al., 2018) and/or reduced motor control for these speech movements.
Although interpretation of the articulatory data is limited by the reliance on tongue shape
information to the exclusion of overall dimensions of movement within space, further clarification
of articulatory information will be available when brought in context of the acoustics results. This
comparison between acoustic and articulatory data will follow in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6: Acoustic/Articulatory Comparisons
On a general level, acoustic and articulatory data are strongly linked across various speech
sounds and instrumental techniques, with fairly consistent relation to the effects of lingual
positions on acoustic formant values (J. Lee et al., 2016; Mefferd & Green, 2010; Noiray, Iskarous,
& Whalen, 2014). However, there is also a noted non-linearity between acoustic and articulatory
data in the speech of healthy speakers (e.g., Dromey, Jang, & Hollis, 2013; Mefferd & Green,
2010), which may be a function of various factors. These include both motor equivalence (Perkell
et al., 1993), in which multiple motor acts and coordinative movements may engender comparable
acoustic results, and quantal effects (Stevens, 1989; Stevens & Keyser, 2010), in which articulatory
movements have both relatively stable corresponding acoustic values as well as points of sudden
and considerable acoustic changes for small articulatory movements. For speakers with motor
speech impairment, the association between acoustic and articulatory characteristics of speech
production can be compared to that of healthy speakers, in at least some clinical populations
(Mefferd, 2015); however, this relationship is not consistent across speech disorders and may be
impacted by the nature and specific features of the impairment on the motor speech system
(Mefferd, 2015; Yunusova et al., 2012). While certain motor speech disorders (e.g., dysarthria
associated with Parkinson’s disease) feature overall reduction in movements, and thus related
articulatory and acoustic output, others (e.g., ALS) may be characterized by compensatory
movements for some, but not all, of impaired articulatory features, and therefore a lack of
articulatory-to-acoustic correspondence (Mefferd, 2015). Further differentiated impairment of
articulator-specific movements has also been noted in children with cerebral palsy (CP), in which
Nip, Arias, Morita, and Richardson (2017) reported greater impairment of tongue tip than jaw
movements in comparison to controls. Presumably, incongruent deficits of articulators will also
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have inconsistent impact on speech sound production. In the current study, the acoustic and
articulatory measures both featured vowel-specific patterns of results; as such, the comparison of
these two domains will be presented separately by vowel, as follows.

Vowel: /i/
Across both acoustic and articulatory analyses within the present research, both the DS and
TD speaker groups exhibited consistently corresponding results for the vowel /i/: Participants with
DS demonstrated, in the acoustic domain, equivalent distances from the weighted centroid and, in
the articulatory domain, similar degrees of tongue shape curvature, complexity, curve amplitude,
and discriminability as the TD speakers. These results are somewhat surprising in light of the
noted structural differences in palate shape and concavity in speakers with DS (Hennequin et al.,
1999), and in conjunction with the influence of palatal morphology on tongue shape during
production of the high front vowel in typical speakers (Gick et al., 2017; Lammert et al., 2013).
Nonetheless, these results support previously reported high levels of perceptual accuracy and
relatively early development for this vowel within speakers with DS (Bunton et al., 2009; Wild et
al., 2018). The consistency of the tongue shape and position for production of /i/ in typical
speakers has been noted in the literature, in which unique patterns of muscle activation (e.g.,
activation of both the anterior and posterior portions of the genioglossus muscle) facilitate stable
tongue configurations for production of this vowel (Honda, Takano, & Takemoto, 2010), with
some aspects of production consistency across languages (Jackson & McGowan, 2012).
Furthermore, as described earlier in Chapter 4 (Acoustics), high levels of production accuracy can
be at least partially attributed to the natural somatosensory feedback of the hard palate to the lateral
margins of the tongue (Buchaillard, Perrier, & Payan, 2009; Mitsuya et al., 2015), also termed
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lateral bracing (Gick et al., 2017). This combination of muscular and sensory features of /i/ vowel
production creates a certain degree of biomechanical saturation effect, in which variation of
articulatory movements, and therefore also the corresponding acoustic output, is physiologically
limited (Mooshammer, Perrier, Fuchs, Geng, & Payan, 2001; Perkell et al., 1997).

These

saturation effects are also considered to be an extension of the non-linear quantal effects, albeit
between articulatory movements and vocal tract configurations, with an indirect relation to the
resulting acoustics (Honda et al., 2010; Perkell, 2012). With somewhat contrasting evidence,
Buchaillard et al. (2009) suggest that the saturation effect does not entirely account for the stability
of /i/ production, and that active control of the tongue during production of this vowel is necessary,
with specific reference to the genioglossus muscle activation.

However, these authors

acknowledge that the unique positioning of the tongue in contact with oral structures serves to
increase its stability, and thus reduce the necessary motor control for the tongue configuration.
The physiological factors of high-front vowel production and the associated feedback may be even
more beneficial for the speakers with DS than the TD controls, particularly in consideration of the
potential motor control deficits in this population.

Vowel: /u/
The high back vowel /u/ demonstrated a different pattern of association between acoustics
and articulatory data in the speakers with DS compared with TD speakers. Tongue shape analysis
for /u/ demonstrated group differences across all articulatory measures: Speakers with DS had
reduced tongue shape complexity and/or degree of curvature (MCI values), reduced differentiation
from a neutral shape (Procrustes values), and reduced curve amplitude (modulus of DFT), in
comparison to TD controls. In contrast, no significant group differences were revealed for acoustic
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data, for both dispersion from the centroid and for variability of productions within vowel cluster
ellipses. Although the current articulatory results provide information regarding tongue shape
alone, thus excluding positional information of the tongue within the oral cavity, this acoustic-toarticulatory association can potentially be explained by the presence of articulatory coordination
to reach phonetic output goals.
Articulatory characteristics of /u/ tongue shapes may be influenced by anatomical
differences of the oral and facial structures between individuals with DS and TD speakers. Among
other oral/facial structural anomalies, individuals with DS demonstrate maxillary hypoplasia
(underdevelopment of the upper jaw bone) and smaller oropharyngeal areas (Suri, Tompson, &
Cornfoot, 2010; Uong et al., 2001), which has been thought to be a factor in acoustic differences
for /u/, namely higher F2 values than for TD speakers (Moura et al., 2008). In contrast, Fourakis,
Karlsson, Tilkens, & Shriberg (2010) reported contrasting findings of F2 results for /u/ production
in speakers with DS, namely lower F2 values than TD peers and a lack of acoustic space
compression for high vowels, which they attribute to tongue backing during production of /u/. In
the current study, results of tongue shape disparities between speakers with DS and TD controls
may, in fact, be due to the oral or maxillary anatomical differences in the speakers with DS,
although this remains speculative in nature. Findings of reduced shape magnitude (modulus) of
the first component of the DFT in speakers with DS, when compared to values of TD speakers,
may indicate a restricted area in the posterior oral cavity in which the tongue could be displaced
(e.g., curve amplitude) for /u/ production. Further results of reduced tongue curvature from the
MCI data, as well as reduced differentiation from a neutral, pre-phonatory tongue shape in the
Procrustes analysis for the DS group confirm these hypothesized findings of possible limited
oral/pharyngeal area in which a highly curved tongue shape can be formed.
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However, the lack of difference in acoustic results between the two groups indicates that
the speakers with DS compensate for the articulatory differences with alternative coordinative
movements, in order to achieve the target acoustic output. This concept of inter-articulator
coordination has been demonstrated to a certain degree in studies of /u/ production in healthy
speakers (Perkell et al., 1993; Song, 2017), providing at least tentative support for the notion of
motor equivalence for reaching acoustic goals. Specifically for production of the vowel /u/, the
tradeoff of lingual constriction and lip rounding helps maintain the stable acoustic output.
Weismer, Yunusova, and Westbury (2003) similarly found this coordination in speakers with
dysarthria secondary to Parkinson’s disease or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), in which
comparable patterns of lingual-labial timing coordination during production of /u/ were noted with
healthy controls, albeit with slight differences in the speakers with dysarthria. Despite the potential
motor control and coordination difficulties in the DS population (e.g., Rupela, Velleman, &
Andrianopoulos, 2016), the speakers with DS in the current study presumably relied on labiallingual inter-articulator coordination in order to compensate for any structural and/or articulatory
differences. More specifically, if lingual constriction was impaired due to structural and/or motor
deficits, speakers with DS may have compensated with labial rounding to maintain the acoustic
target. These findings also support previously reported articulatory data of fricative production in
speakers with DS. Timmins et al. (2009) investigated the production of /ʃ/ in children and
adolescents with DS using EPG. They found a larger variety of EPG tongue-palate contact patterns
for perceptually accurate tokens of /ʃ/ production in the speakers with DS, in comparison to TD
control speakers, which they partially ascribe to differences in oral/facial anatomy in the DS group
(Timmins et al., 2009). An additional explanation for the discrepant acoustic and articulatory
results in the speakers with DS might be explained by tongue position within the vocal tract as a
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whole. Production of the high, back vowel /u/ is typically achieved with the constricted tongue
positioned at approximately the midpoint of the vocal tract length, as determined from formant
data (Dunn, 1950; Mermelstein, 1967). It is perhaps this maintenance of equal-sized front and
back cavities, and not the complex tongue shape, that ensures the stable acoustics for /u/.

Vowels: /ɑ/ and /æ/
Acoustic and articulatory data of the low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ from the current results provide
insight into the nature of the speech impairment in speakers with DS. Results of the tongue shape
metrics revealed group differences in tongue shape curvature and/or complexity for both /ɑ/ and
/æ/, as evidenced from the MCI data, as well as a group difference in shape distinction from a
neutral, non-phonatory for /æ/ that was approaching significance, from the Procrustes data.
Although results of the DFT metric revealed that the amplitude of the tongue shape for the low
vowels (modulus of the DFT) did not differ across groups, there was a reduction of discriminability
of the vowel /æ/ among speakers with DS, in comparison to the other vowels, when tongue shapes
were plotted by the real and imaginary components of the DFT. In each of the MCI and Procrustes
analyses, tongue shapes of the low vowels were significantly different from one another among
TD speakers but failed to demonstrate significant differences for speakers with DS. Taken
together, these results indicate that there may be a specific lack of shape complexity for the low
vowels, as well as a lack of differentiation between /ɑ/ and /æ/ in terms of tongue shape curvature
and complexity.
Although direct comparison of acoustic and articulatory shape results is limited, due to the
lack of positional information of the tongue of which the acoustics infer, the overall trend of
acoustic findings supports the significant group differences in production of the low vowels in
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contrast to high vowels /i/ and /u/. Speakers with DS demonstrated shorter dispersions overall of
low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/ from the weighted centroid than TD speakers, as well as notably greater
variability of vowel clusters within the acoustic space, as measured by individual speaker vowel
ellipse sizes. In conjunction with the articulatory data of reduced tongue shape complexity and
reduced differentiation between low vowel tongue shapes, these data generally point to muscular
and/or motor control or coordination deficits of the tongue in combination with related structures
(e.g., the jaw) for production of, and differentiation between, the low vowels in speakers with DS.
As evidenced from individual speaker data of the articulatory measures, speakers with DS did not
demonstrate any notably greater variability of tongue shape results than did the TD speakers, in
seeming contrast to the larger ellipses of vowel clusters in the acoustic space for individual
speakers with DS, in what may be a lack of motor equivalence. Nonetheless, as opposed to the
articulator-specific tongue shape data, the acoustic variability is reflective of the coordinative
speech system as a whole, indicating a reduced proficiency of these vowel targets, similar to the
pattern of reduced system maturation seen in children, as compared to adults (Vorperian & Kent,
2007; Yang & Fox, 2013).
Combined acoustic and articulatory results of low vowel production can be related to some
evidence of muscle composition differences in speakers with DS. Previous histological studies of
tongue tissue in speakers with DS following partial glossectomy have reported increased levels of
calcium and copper, as well as degeneration nerve endings within neuromuscular junctions of
tongue muscles, in comparison to tissues obtained from controls (Yarom et al., 1987; Yarom,
Sagher, Havivi, Peled, & Wexler, 1986). This finding may be a causal factor of hypotonia of
tongue musculature in this population (Yarom et al., 1987). Further evidence of muscular
abnormalities related specifically to jaw movements could also be inferred from studies of DS
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mouse models, to the extent that this information can be applied to the muscular functioning in
humans. Glass and Connor (2016) studied the functioning of oral muscles related to mastication
in mouse models of DS and reported biochemical differences in only some of the muscles; these
were noted to be the anterior and posterior digastric muscles, which are critical for jaw movements
and mastication.

Production results of the two low vowels strongly support recently reported intelligibility
data of vowel production, in which the low corner vowels were found to have reduced perceptual
accuracy, greater variability, and develop later than high vowels in speakers with DS (Wild et al.,
2018). In their explanation of these findings, Wild et al. (2018) discuss the contribution of the jaw
to the proficiency of low vowel production in speakers with DS, in combination with the reduced
somatosensory feedback of the oral structures, or lingual bracing, during production (Gick et al.,
2017). Interestingly, Wild and colleagues (2018) also state that reduced pharyngeal space in
speakers with DS may be an additional factor in impaired low vowel production, as it may
contribute to a reduced articulatory working space and therefore also reduced acoustic space.
Although anatomical/structural differences in speakers with DS may certainly be a contributing
factor to these articulatory differences of low vowel production in the current study, it should be
noted that they were present despite the lack of differences in overall acoustic space area (VSA)
between the groups. If vowel space area of corner vowels reflects the maximal lingual positions
for production (Liu et al., 2005), comparable acoustic spaces between the DS and TD groups
indicates at least some level of similar overall area in which articulatory displacement can occur,
in contradiction to the suggestion of Wild et al. (2018).
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Discussion
A few general conclusions are evident from the acoustic-articulatory associations within
the current data. As demonstrated from the description of the results, differences between the DS
and TD speaker groups are vowel specific, with low vowels demonstrating notably greater overall
group distinctions than high vowels across both articulatory and acoustic domains.

This

manifestation of differentiated vowel impairment has been previously noted in the literature for
adult speakers with dysarthria. Yunusova, Weismer, Westbury, & Lindstrom (2008) found more
consistent differences in jaw and/or tongue movements for low vowels between speakers with
dysarthria secondary to ALS and PD, while high vowels were similar in the three groups. The
authors note that these findings indicate greater impairment associated with movements requiring
larger articulatory displacement and/or faster speeds (Yunusova et al., 2008). For speakers with
DS, certain physiological structures and functions may be more affected than others, whether in
relation to the required coordination of structures and/or the complexity of the target movements
(e.g., precision of jaw/tongue coordination with little proprioceptive feedback in /ɑ/ and /æ/).
An additional conclusion from the current data is related to the correlation of tongue shape
with vowel acoustics. Although tongue position (e.g., height, advancement) has long been the
relating factor of articulatory characteristics to concurrent acoustics (Peterson & Barney, 1952),
the current results demonstrate at least some degree of association between tongue shape and
corresponding acoustic data, even to the exclusion of positional information of the tongue within
the oral cavity. In fact, tongue shape during vowel production has previously been correlated with
tongue height (Stone et al., 1987), a finding which has been supported in the current study by the
results of the Procrustes analysis and curve amplitude measure (modulus of the DFT).
Nonetheless, the multi-articulatory coordination of the speech system as a whole limits the direct
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association of acoustics and tongue shape data, particularly in the absence of kinematic
information relating to tongue height and advancement.
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Chapter 7: Intelligibility Testing
This chapter presents the single-word intelligibility testing of participants with DS. For
individuals with speech disorders, measures of speech intelligibility provide insight into the
speaker’s proficiency as an effective communicator (Kent et al., 1989). Furthermore, an analysis
of the obtained errors allows for determination of the factors contributing to potentially reduced
intelligibility. Within the current study, results of intelligibility testing were also correlated with
acoustic and articulatory findings of vowel production, to consider the association of vowel
production, or any impairment thereof, with speech intelligibility.

7.1

Methods
Intelligibility testing and analysis was conducted only for the productions by participants

with DS, in order to obtain single-word intelligibility scores for comparisons both for participants
within this group, as well as with previously reported acoustic and articulatory data. The
intelligibility assessment used for the testing, the Test of Children’s Speech (TOCS+; Hodge &
Gotzke, 2010; Hodge et al., 2009), is a computer-based assessment, in which participants’ word
and sentence-level productions are recorded and later presented to listeners, for scoring and
analysis of intelligibility. As part of the recording, each participant is presented with an acoustic
stimulus of a target word or sentence, accompanied by visual stimuli of both a picture and
orthographic representation, and is instructed to repeat the target; no reading skills are required.
Although the participants in the current study were considerably older than the child speakers used
for validation of this intelligibility assessment (Hodge & Gotzke, 2014), the TOCS+ was chosen
in light of the potential cognitive deficits and limited reading abilities in the DS population. Wild
et al. (2018) reported that single-word intelligibility scores obtained by 6- and 7-year old TD
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children were above 90%. Due to the expected high scores of speech intelligibility for single-word
productions within adult TD participants, intelligibility data were not collected from the
participants within the control (TD) group of the current study.
Recordings of the word and sentence-level stimuli were conducted separately from the
ultrasound recording sessions already described. The participant was seated in a sound-treated
sound booth, with a computer screen displaying the visual stimuli. The TOCS+ software was
loaded onto a Dell XPS 8900 computer (Intel® Core™ Processor, i7-6700 CPU @3.40GHz; 16.0
GB RAM, 64-bit Operating System), and each participant wore a head-worn, behind the ear
microphone (Audio-Technica AT8538 Power Module), to ensure a consistent mouth-tomicrophone distance during recording. Stimuli were presented auditorally to the participant, in
conjunction with the visual representations, via speakers (Sony SRS A-27), at a listening level
self-reported to be comfortable by the participant. Word-level productions were elicited from one
of three word-lists, all consisting of 78 words, and all balanced for a pre-determined selection of
phonemic contrasts (Hodge & Gotzke, 2014). Stimuli were randomized during presentation to the
subject, even those from the same word-list. In the current study, both word- and sentence-level
productions were collected from the participants with DS; however, only word-level stimuli were
used for intelligibility scoring and phonemic contrast analysis.

7.1.1

Participants
A total of 16 healthy adult listeners participated in intelligibility judgments of single-word

productions recorded from speakers with DS. These participants were separate from those
included in the control group of the acoustic and articulatory analyses presented above. All
listeners were between 19 to 48 years of age (mean age: 28 years), of which 12 were female and 4
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were male. All listeners self-reported their primary language to be English, as well as no
significant history of cognitive, hearing, and/or speech-language impairment.

Furthermore,

listeners all passed a hearing screening conducted in a sound-treated booth, with presentation of
tones at 25dB HL for 500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 Hz, bilaterally. Listeners reported no consistent
exposure to individuals with DS.
Listeners were seated in a quiet room in front of a computer, on which the recorded stimuli
were presented. They were instructed to read through a word-list of all possible stimuli that would
be presented to them for transcription, following which they put on headphones for listening to the
recordings (AKG Studio-Monitor, K240 DF, 2x600 OHMS). Prior to the actual transcribing of
the word stimuli, each listener was presented with 3-4 sample words, in which they heard and
transcribed a sample word from the speaker. During this trial period, listeners were allowed to
adjust the volume of the stimuli to a level that was comfortable for listening. Subsequently,
listeners were instructed to listen to the presented word, and type the word they heard onto the
specified area on the computer screen. Word-level recordings were only presented once to each
listener, as determined by the TOCS+ software, and were randomized for each listener.
A total of three listeners transcribed each speaker’s word stimuli (as in Mahler & Jones,
2012). A different set of three listeners were included for each speaker, as each listener judged
recordings from only one or two speakers with DS. For listeners who transcribed more than one
speaker, the order of speakers was randomized, such that recordings were not presented repeatedly
as first or second in order to any single listener.
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7.1.2

Scoring & Analysis
Scoring and error analysis of the single-word productions from the intelligibility testing

was conducted from the listener transcriptions. Scoring of the transcription was conducted in a
“correct/incorrect” format, with each transcription compared to the original stimulus (as in Hustad,
2007). For each listener’s set of responses, the transcribed words that matched phonemically to
the stimulus word received a “correct” score, while all transcribed words that did not match the
intended stimulus received an “incorrect” score. Transcription responses that did not match
orthographically to the stimulus but did match phonemically (e.g., too for two) were scored as
correct. Words marked as incorrect included errors of phoneme omission, substitution, and
addition, as judged by the listeners’ transcription. A final score was obtained by calculating the
proportion of “correct” words from the total number of stimuli for each listener’s set of responses.
Within individual transcription sets, a few individual tokens were removed from the scoring, due
to reported difficulty transcribing from the listeners (e.g., the recording featured noise alone, the
stimulus did not sound like a word), or to technical error of the software (e.g., duplication of the
previously transcribed response). In these select cases, the word item was removed completely for
that listener’s transcription, and the total number of stimulus words was adjusted for calculation
of the final score. The three final scores obtained for each speaker, by each of the three listeners,
were averaged together for the final Intelligibility Score for that speaker.

7.1.2.1 Error Analysis
The analysis of errors was conducted in order to determine the relative contribution of
individual phonemic contrasts to the reduced intelligibility of the speaker, and thus identify
potential patterns of errors that may be associated with the speech of individuals with DS (Kent et
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al., 1989). The TOCS+ was designed with the inclusion of a pre-determined set of minimally
distinctive phonemic contrasts, in order to determine the pattern of errors in children’s speech.
Within the TOCS+ software, an option is available for closed set scoring and analysis, in which
the listener chooses the word most similar to what was recorded from a choice of minimally
contrasting words. Although this method of error analysis allows for easy identification of the
contrasts produced in error, it may not fully reflect the array of errors perceived by the listeners
and limits the listener to choosing from the predetermined word choices (Bunton et al., 2009). The
analysis conducted in the current study was an open set analysis, with errors determined according
the transcribed word, as described by Bunton and colleagues (2009). It should be noted, however,
that in contrast to Bunton et al.'s (2009) error analysis, which was conducted by the listeners using
IPA transcriptions, the current study relied on phonemic analysis based on the orthographic
response from the listener.

Contrasts
The contrasts used for the error analysis are listed in Table 35. They are a combined list
from the contrasts used in Bunton et al. (2009) and in Hodge & Gotzke (2011). The two lists were
essentially identical, with only minor differences in contrasts (e.g., tense/lax vowel; long/short
vowel) and or contrast labels. The error contrasts were also assigned to categories, as follows:
Vowel, Voicing, Place, Manner, and Syllable Shape (Hodge & Gotzke, 2011). A final category of
Other Consonant Substitution was included in the present study, in order to categorize errors that
did not fit objectively into the list of contrasts. It should be noted that certain errors fit into 2
different contrast-types, namely Vowel:Point/Center and Vowel: High/Low. Due to the potential
overlap, errors were placed in the Point/Center only if they matched the sample contrast given in
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(Hodge & Gotzke, 2011), namely /ɑ/ vs. /ʌ/ (“pop” vs. “pup”). All other errors that featured a
height distinction were placed in the Vowel: High/Low error contrast category. Additionally,
despite the potential difficulty with identifying phonetic ambiguities (e.g., “brown knee” vs.
“brownie”) in typical speech (Spencer & Wollman, 1980), this contrast was featured within the
TOCS+ stimulus list, and was therefore kept within the current analysis.
Similar to the analysis conducted by Bunton et al. (2009), words scored as incorrect could
feature multiple contrast errors, depending on the perceived stimulus. Following the error analysis
for a particular speaker, the number of errors for each contrast were averaged across those obtained
from all three listeners, such that the final occurrence list of each participant’s errors featured an
averaged frequency of the specific contrast error. The number of errors for each target contrast as
well as within each category was summed; they are presented in the Results section below.

Table 35: Intelligibility stimulus contrasts

Category

Error

Example(s)

Vowel

Vowel: Front-Back

“tell” for “toad”; “job” for “jab”

Vowel

Vowel: High-Low

“bake” for “bag”; “bed” for “bad”;
“pin” for “pen”; “hit” for “head”

Vowel

Vowel: Tense-Lax

“fool” for “full”

Vowel

Vowel: Point-Central

“pop” for “pup”; top” for “tub”

Vowel

Vowel: Null-Rhotic

“part” for “pot”; “jaw” for “jar”

Vowel

Mono/Diphthong

“tough” for “type”; “pot” for “pout”

Voicing

Voiced/Voiceless-Initial

“pet” for “bet”

Consonant
Voicing

Voiced/Voiceless-Final

“top” for “tub”

Consonant
Place

Place: stops

“map” for “mat”; “tub” for “cub”

Place

Place: Fricatives

“ship” for “sip”
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Place

Place: Nasal

“sin” for “sing”

Place

Fricative/Affricate

“match” for “mash”

Manner

Stop/Fricative

“fur” for “purr”

Manner

Stop/Affricate

“sham” for “jam”

Manner

Stop/Nasal

“money” for “brownie”

Manner

r/l

“rock” for “long”

Manner

r/w

“row” for “whoa”

Syllable Shape

Initial Glottal/Null

“edge” for “hedge”

Syllable Shape

Initial Consonant/Null

“men” for “N”

Syllable Shape

Final Consonant/Null

“tube” for “two”

Syllable Shape

Initial Cluster/singleton

“runny” for “brownie”

Syllable Shape

Final Cluster/Singleton

“toast” for “toes”; “fast” for “fat”

Syllable Shape

Syllable-1 vs. 2 words

“brownie” for “brown knee”

Other

Other consonant substitutions

“fell” for “fan”

7.1.3

Correlations
In addition to the analysis of error types for each speaker with DS, the calculated single-

word intelligibility scores were correlated with results from the acoustic and articulatory analyses,
in order to determine the degree to which differences in acoustic vowel space and/or vowel tongue
shapes relate to and/or are predictive of overall speech intelligibility. Measures of acoustics
correlated with intelligibility scores included averaged results of vowel dispersions from the
centroid and averaged vowel cluster ellipse size within the acoustic space, while the articulatory
measure used for the correlation included the results of vowel discrimination proportions from the
Discrete Fourier Transform metric, using all three DFT components, as reported in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5 respectively.
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7.2

Results: Intelligibility
Intelligibility testing results are presented for the single-word intelligibility scores of the

participants with DS, as well as for the analysis of errors that contributed towards the reduced
intelligibility.

Data from one female TD participant (TDF1) confirmed high single-word

intelligibility scores among TD participants, with an average score of >90% for this speaker.
Results of the single-word intelligibility scoring collected for the participants with DS,
across all three listeners, are presented below in Table 36. A wide range of scores were noted
among the speakers with DS, ranging from a score of 18% as the lowest score, to a score of 82%
as the highest.

Table 36: Speaker intelligibility scores, listed as proportions, across all 3 listeners, and the final averaged
score. The final speaker is from the TD group, confirming the high intelligibility of this speaker group.

Speaker

Listener 1

Listener 2

Listener 3

Total Intelligibility

DSF5

0.83

0.78

0.83

0.82

DSF7

0.36

0.36

0.43

0.38

DSF8

0.36

0.34

0.34

0.35

DSM2

0.72

0.73

0.64

0.70

DSM3

0.63

0.63

0.54

0.60

DSM9

0.65

0.64

0.72

0.67

DSM10

0.18

0.19

0.17

0.18

DSM11

0.82

0.73

0.87

0.81

TDF1

0.93

0.92

0.93

0.93

Results from the analysis of errors are displayed in Figure 29, with the type of error grouped by
overall error category. The averaged occurrences of each error type across all three listeners were
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summed for all speakers, with errors categorized as Other featured separately. Of the errors
categorized into individual contrasts, the Vowel: High-Low contrast featured the greatest number
of errors, followed by Place: Fricatives, and then by Voiced-Voiceless: Final Consonant and
Place: Stops as occurring most frequently among the error contrasts. When grouped by overall
category (Figure 30), the Syllable Shape category featured the highest occurrence rate, followed
by Vowel errors, and then by those relating to Place of production as the three most frequently
occurring error categories. Only a few errors were noted for the analysis of the single TD speaker’s
results. These generally included one occurrence each of: Vowel: High-Low, Vowel: Tense-Lax,
Vowel: Null-rhotic, Place: Stops, Place: Fricatives, Final Cluster/Singleton, Syllable: 1 vs. 2
words, and Other.
Figure 29: Analysis of intelligibility errors: Total number of occurrences across speakers with DS, for each of
the specified contrasts; colors represented category type
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Figure 30: Analysis of intelligibility errors: Total number of occurrences across speakers, for each of the
specified categories of errors.

Correlations
Results of the correlations of intelligibility scores with acoustic and articulatory measures
are presented below, in Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33. Calculation of Pearson’s productmoment correlation was conducted with the Stats package in R (R Core Team, 2017) for each set
of variables. Intelligibility scores of the speakers with DS correlated strongest with averaged
acoustic ellipse size (r=-0.85, p=0.008), while weaker correlations were found with the
articulatory measure of overall vowel differentiation from the DFT metric (r=0.6, p= 0.114), and
the acoustic measure of averaged dispersion from the VFD metric (r=0.29, p= 0.493).
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Figure 31: Correlation of average vowel cluster ellipse size (acoustic) with single-word intelligibility scores for
speakers with DS

Figure 32: Correlation of average vowel dispersion (acoustic) with single-word intelligibility scores for speakers
with DS
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Figure 33: Correlation of DFT (3 components) Total Discrimination proportions (articulatory) with singleword intelligibility scores for speakers with DS

Discussion:
Intelligibility testing for the participants with DS was conducted in order to obtain an index
of overall speech intelligibility as well as an analysis of the errors contributing to any reduction
thereof. Results indicated a wide range of single word intelligibility scores, from 18% to 82%
among the participants in the current study. This range is notably wider than most scores reported
in previous literature for adult participants with DS. Bunton et al. (2009) reported scores ranging
from 41 to 75%, and Mahler and Jones (2012) reported scores of 63% and 73% among their two
participants.

Similarly, Timmins, Cleland, Wood, Hardcastle, and Wishart (2009) reported

percentages of consonants correct (PCC) among their participants with DS ranging from 40% to
87%. In a recent, comprehensive study on speech intelligibility profiles of children and adults
with DS, Wild et al. (2018) reported that while most participants above 19 years of age received
single-word intelligibility scores greater than 40%, a few adult participants, primarily males,
received significantly lower scores. The large range of intelligibility scores in the current study,
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in comparison to some of the previous ones, may be related to the differences in the number of
participants and/or the methods for obtaining the overall score, as well as the general inter-subject
variability noted in speakers with DS (Wild et al., 2018).
The errors contributing to the reduced intelligibility were analyzed from open set
intelligibility transcriptions, for the 23 error contrasts listed above. The total number of error
occurrences across all participants provides insight into which errors contribute most towards the
intelligibility deficit among speakers with DS. As indicated from the results of the error analysis,
the single most frequently occurring contrast was noted to be the High-Low Vowel contrast,
followed by Place of Fricatives and then by Voiced-Voiceless: Final Consonant and Place of
Stops. These results are somewhat incongruent with the error analysis presented by Bunton et al.
(2009), in which the single most frequent error contrast among speakers with DS was noted to be
the Initial Cluster/Singleton followed by Final Cluster/Singleton, and then by Place: Fricatives as
the three errors with greatest proportion of occurrence.
Nonetheless, a few points of distinction between the current and previous intelligibility
assessments may explain these discrepancies.

First, the transcription of the intelligibility

productions in Bunton et al. (2009) were conducted in IPA, by listeners familiar with phonetic
transcriptions, while the current study included non-expert listeners, with transcriptions conducted
using orthography alone. This difference may have influenced the transcribed stimulus, and thus
the error analysis as well, as a closer phonemic transcription may have more accurately reflected
the perceived errors. Furthermore, the error analysis in the current study did not include a
Long/Short Vowel category, as included in Bunton et al., due to the noted overlap between this
contrast and High/Low Vowel. The present data included the High/Low Vowel contrast, as well as
the Tense/Lax Vowel contrast, as conducted in Hodge & Gotzke (2011), and errors in the current
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study that fell along a vowel height continuum were classified mostly as High/Low Vowel errors.
In fact, errors in vowel contrasts (e.g., High/Low, Front/Back) were noted within the six most
frequently occurring error categories in Bunton et al. (2009), as were Fricative Place, a result
similar to the present study’s data. Finally, discrepancies between the present results and those
presented in previous literature could also be attributed to stimuli-set differences, and thus the
occurrence frequency of target contrasts, as well as to the noted variability in speech production
among speakers with DS (Kent & Vorperian, 2013).
The results from the error analysis provide additional insight into the nature of the speech
production impairment in speakers with DS. While certain errors related to consonant articulation
(e.g., place of articulation of stops, fricatives) may be attributed, in part, to potential structural
differences in these speakers (Timmins et al., 2009), these and others (e.g., vowel errors) may also
be indicative of motor control deficits for positioning of the articulators within the oral cavity
(Bunton et al., 2009). Furthermore, as evidenced from the present analysis, errors of voicing may
also have an impact on overall speech intelligibility in this population. It should be noted that the
high proportion of vowel errors noted in the current study, and specifically those of the High-Low
contrast, correspond with the general acoustic findings reported earlier in Chapter 4, specifically
related to deficits in vowel production along the tongue height dimension (low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/)
among speakers with DS.
Correlations of single-word intelligibility scores with measures of acoustics and
articulation for vowel production indicated that only average vowel cluster ellipse size correlated
strongly with the single word intelligibility results, such that greater ellipse size of vowel clusters
in the acoustic space were predictive of reduced speech intelligibility in the speakers with DS.
Measures of vowel dispersion from an acoustic centroid were correlated minimally, while a
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moderate correlation was noted for the overall proportions of articulatory discrimination (DFT
data) of vowel tongue shapes with the intelligibility results. It should be noted that closer
inspection of the articulatory-intelligibility correlation indicated that the reduced strength of
correlation may have been attributed to the data of a single speaker (DSF5), whose intelligibility
scores were high and discrimination proportion of tongue shapes was relatively low. Although
this could imply some disparity in ultrasound recording for this speaker, there was no specific
indication of such from her ultrasound results. For the remainder of speakers, a strong positive
correlation was noted between overall proportion of tongue shape discrimination and single-word
intelligibility scores.
The exceptions notwithstanding, the results of the correlations provide insight into the
predictors of speech intelligibility in the DS population.

Although measures of acoustic

centralization did not provide any indication of perceptual accuracy of the overall speech signal,
the variability of the vowel acoustics did, in fact, strongly predict the single-word intelligibility
scores.

Increased intra-speaker variability, a commonly cited characteristic of the speech

impairment in individuals with DS (Barnes et al., 2009; Hamilton, 1993; Timmins et al., 2009),
may in fact be a function of immature and/or reduced speech-motor control, as found in the
acoustic patterns of children (Ménard, Schwartz, Boë, & Aubin, 2007). These results support the
notion that the speech impairment in speakers with DS is not only related to structural differences
of the oral/speech mechanism, but to speech motor control deficits as well. Further, the range of
both intelligibility scores and the associated speaker-specific variability demonstrate the
continuum of skills and confirm the inter-speaker variability in this population (Kent & Vorperian,
2013; Wild et al., 2018).
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The lack of a strong direct correlation between tongue shape data and intelligibility scores
does not reduce the magnitude of lingual contribution to speech production. Instead, these results
imply a greater system of articulatory coordination and the impact of additional variables on
perception of overall intelligibility, including supra-segmental factors such as vocal quality and
intensity (e.g., Miller, 2013). Further discussion of intelligibility characteristics in relation to
acoustic and articulatory results, as well as potential approaches for treatment of the speech
impairment for individuals with DS will be discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusion
The current study investigated articulatory and acoustic features of vowel production in
speakers with DS in comparison to TD peers, using ultrasound images to explore tongue shape
characteristics in speakers with DS during production of corner vowels, as related to the curvature
of the tongue shape and degree of differentiation between vowels. Articulatory data of tongue
shapes were compared to those of TD peers, as well as to acoustic measures of vowel formant
space and to speech intelligibility scores. These results contribute to the understanding of the
acoustic, articulatory, and intelligibility profiles of speakers with DS, which can provide valuable
information for both determining the nature of the speech disorder in this population and planning
effective intervention.

8.1

Acoustic Analysis
Measures of acoustic vowel formant space are frequently employed to investigate various

features of speech production in disordered speech, both to infer articulatory movements and as an
indicator of speech intelligibility (Kent & Kim, 2003; Liu et al., 2005). However, inconsistency
of results from the application of these metrics to various clinical populations highlights both the
varied sensitivity of metrics to population impairments as well as the specificity of acoustic
features the metric is intended to measure (Fougeron & Audibert, 2011; Lansford & Liss, 2014b).
As such, the acoustic analysis of the current study incorporated several measures of acoustics, in
an effort to best describe the articulatory features and determine group differences between
speakers with DS and TD peers. These measures included Vowel Space Area (VSA; Vorperian &
Kent, 2014), the Formant Centralization Ratio (FCR; Sapir, Ramig, Spielman, & Fox, 2010), the
DS Vocalic Anatomical Functional Ratio (DS-VR; Moura et al., 2008), the Vowel Formant
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Dispersion metric (VFD; Karlsson & van Doorn, 2012), and ellipse areas of vowel clusters
(McCloy et al., 2014).
The results of the present study support some previously reported findings of vowel
production in DS, but also include novel results that deepen the understanding of acousticarticulatory relationships. In contrast to the previously reported reduction of acoustic vowel space
area (VSA) in both children (Moura et al., 2008; Vorperian & Kent, 2014) and adults (Bunton &
Leddy, 2011) with DS, the 8 participants in the current study did not exhibit any difference in VSA
results in comparison to TD peers. Similar results were found for the DS-VR and the FCR, for
which the DS and TD speaker groups did not differ significantly from each other. These latter
findings contrast with the previously reported sensitivity of these two measures in distinguishing
the speech of children with DS (DS-VR; Moura et al., 2008) and adults with dysarthria secondary
to degenerative disease (FCR; Sapir, Ramig, Spielman, & Fox, 2010) from healthy control
speakers. The lack of group differentiation indicates that speakers with DS in the current study
did not demonstrate a compressed acoustic space of the high vowels alone (DS-VR), nor of the
acoustic space as a whole, in comparison to TD peers. Interestingly, Rochet-Capellan and Dohen
(2015) found larger acoustic vowel spaces for young adult speakers with DS in comparison to TD
controls, which they attribute to a greater degree of acoustic variability in the DS group.
Nonetheless, results of the vowel formant dispersion metric (VFD; Karlsson & van Doorn,
2012) significantly differentiated the speaker groups in the current study, albeit for only two of the
four corner vowels. Speakers with DS exhibited shorter dispersions of low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/
from a weighted acoustic centroid, in comparison to TD peers, while /i/ and /u/ distances were
equivalent across the two groups. Comparison of acoustic vowel cluster areas for individual
speakers also highlighted significant group differences, in which speakers with DS exhibited
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greater vowel ellipse sizes overall in comparison to TD speakers, although individual vowel
comparison indicated significant distinction of ellipse areas only for the /æ/ vowel, with /ɑ/
approaching significance. The differentiation between vowels, with specific reference to low
vowel distinction, supports recently reported perceptual results of vowel development and
accuracy in speakers with DS, in which reduced accuracy and greater variability were noted for
low vowel production in comparison to TD peers (Wild et al., 2018). Taken together, results of
the significant acoustic findings indicate that speakers with DS demonstrate reduced proficiency
of vowel production along the tongue height dimension, with regard to both centralization of the
vowel to an acoustic centroid as well as consistency of production. This finding also corresponds
to the high proportion of intelligibility errors for the High/low vowel contrast, reported both in
previous studies (Bunton et al., 2009), as well as in the current study.

8.2

Articulatory (Ultrasound) Analysis
Results of the tongue shape analysis metrics (Dawson et al., 2016) applied to vowel

production in speakers with DS, are a novel contribution to the articulatory data in this population.
Previous literature describing the articulatory characteristics of speech production in speakers with
DS have focused primarily on consonants, using the instrumental technique of electropalatography
(EPG; Hamilton, 1993; Timmins, Cleland, Wood, Hardcastle, & Wishart, 2009; Timmins,
Hardcastle, Wood, & Cleland, 2011; Wood, Wishart, Hardcastle, Cleland, & Timmins, 2009). In
the single study combining articulatory and acoustic investigation of vowel production in speakers
with DS, Bunton and Leddy (2011) reported overall smaller acoustic and articulatory spaces for
two male adults with DS, in comparison to age- and gender-matched controls. Although results
from the current study cannot be directly compared to those previously reported in articulatory
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investigations due to differences in instrumentation, a few similar conclusions can be made.
Analysis of tongue shape data in the current study was conducted using metrics of shape
curvature and complexity alone, to the exclusion of any positional information of the tongue
relative to oral/facial structures (Dawson et al., 2016). Overall, results of the present study confirm
earlier findings of tongue shape analysis in typical speakers, specifically for differentiation of
vowel shapes by curvature, as well as for the progression of curvature among vowels, from low
vowel to high vowels (Morrish et al., 1985; Stone et al., 1987). Although tongue position along
the dimensions of height and advancement inherently distinguish vowels (Dromey et al., 2013),
some level of vowel differentiation can be achieved with tongue shape data alone.
The current articulatory data partially support earlier findings of reduced articulatory vowel
distinction in speakers with DS in comparison to TD controls (Bunton & Leddy, 2011). Similar
to the conclusions of Bunton and Leddy (2011), results of the present study indicate that reduced
tongue shape curvature, complexity and/or differentiation in speakers with DS may not be solely
a factor of structural/anatomical deficits, but may be a function of muscular functioning deficits
and/or reduced speech motor control in this population (Hennequin et al., 1999; Rupela et al.,
2016). While differences in curvature degree and/or amplitude of the /u/ tongue shapes for
speakers with DS may imply a structural limitation for achieving a highly curved and extended
tongue shape, reduced curvature complexity of the low vowels /ɑ/ and /æ/, as well as the lack of
distinction between them in speakers with DS may indicate deficits in muscular function and/or
lingual control for fine-tuned features of vowel production. This dual nature of the articulatory
deficit in speakers with DS has been previously reported in EPG studies, in which certain
articulatory patterns are attributed to structural deficits and others to motor control impairment
(Hamilton, 1993; Timmins et al., 2009; Wood et al., 2009). Taken together with the acoustic data
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from the current study, these results indicate a certain degree of articulatory coordination for
achieving acoustic targets, particularly for differentiated high vowels, as well as a noted lack of
inter-articulator proficiency for less contrastive low vowel production involving jaw movements.

8.3

Speech Intelligibility
The measurement of speech intelligibility provides an index of a speaker’s communicative

efficiency and is therefore critically relevant to speakers with various forms of speech impairment
(Miller, 2013). Within the current study, the measure of speech intelligibility was essential in
order to provide a baseline of participants’ communicative skills and a context within which
articulatory and acoustic characteristics of speakers with DS could be interpreted. The Test of
Children’s Speech (TOCS+; Hodge, Daniels, & Gotzke, 2009; Hodge & Gotzke, 2010) was used
to obtain single-word intelligibility scores of speakers with DS, based on transcriptions of the
stimuli by healthy adult listeners unfamiliar with the speech of individuals with DS. Results of
the current data demonstrated a wide range of intelligibility scores for the speakers with DS,
ranging from 18% to 82% on whole word identifiability. Although adult participants with DS
typically demonstrate single-word intelligibility scores above 40% (Bunton et al., 2009; Wild et
al., 2018), the wide range of intelligibility profiles noted in the current study has been previously
documented (Wild et al., 2018).
Correlations of intelligibility scores with both articulatory and acoustic data obtained in the
current study yielded interesting findings.

The articulatory measure of overall vowel

differentiation, as obtained from the discriminant analysis results of the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), was chosen as the data used for the correlation, as it gives a more holistic
reflection of the speaker’s differentiation between vowel tongue shapes (Dawson et al., 2016).
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Acoustic data used for the correlation with intelligibility results included results of metrics in
which group differences were found, namely dispersion of vowel tokens from a centroid (Karlsson
& van Doorn, 2012b), as well as individual speaker variability of the vowel clusters within the
acoustic space, as measured by the size of 95% confidence ellipses surrounding each vowel
grouping (McCloy et al., 2014). For both of these acoustic measures, averages across all vowels,
for each speaker, were used for the correlation.
A non-significant though moderately strong correlation between intelligibility and
articulatory measures provides limited support for an association between the two domains. The
results of tongue shape discrimination (DFT results) reflect a level of overall articulatory accuracy,
or lack thereof, among speakers with DS. Considering the tongue’s primary role in vowel
production (Russell, 1928), it is not surprising that this degree of association exists. In fact, further
support for this correspondence is evidenced by the observation that a single speaker’s data
lowered the overall correlation between the articulatory and intelligibility results, in which this
speaker demonstrated the highest intelligibility score but a relatively low degree of tongue shape
differentiation between vowels. For the remaining speakers, a particularly strong correlation
between these two measures would have been documented. Nonetheless, these results also
demonstrate the lack of a strong direct association between tongue shape and overall intelligibility
skills. As noted previously, tongue shape data do not fully reflect the tongue’s contribution to the
production of the vowel segment, and articulatory data may not consistently parallel the final (e.g.,
acoustic) output (Mefferd & Green, 2010). Furthermore, while the tongue plays a critical role in
speech production, and thus speech intelligibility, the degree of perceptual accuracy of the final
speech signal is, in fact, influenced by a combination of features, including vocal quality, speech
rate, and other supra-segmental aspects of speech production (Kent et al., 1994; Miller, 2013).
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Correlations of the intelligibility data with the acoustic results were meaningful in only one
of the two comparisons. No correlation was noted for the average distance of dispersion from the
acoustic centroid with intelligibility scores. This finding is not entirely surprising given the
comparable dispersions for the high vowels /i/ and /u/ between the DS and TD groups. In contrast,
a strong correlation was found between intelligibility scores and the degree of vowel cluster
variability in the acoustic space, as measured by individual speakers’ averaged vowel cluster
ellipse sizes. These results support previously reported correlation between vowel category
variability and speech intelligibility (McCloy et al., 2014), and can be explained by the fact that
the variability of individual vowels within the acoustic space, and therefore their decreased
contrast, acts to reduce the perceptual accuracy during production (H. Kim et al., 2011). As noted
earlier, this variability also indicates a reduced maturity and/or proficiency of the speaker’s motor
speech system as a whole (McGowan & McGowan, 2014; Vorperian & Kent, 2007). In fact,
disordered vowel acoustics may not only serve as an index to overall speech intelligibility, but
may be a contributing factor to the speech deficit itself (Lansford & Liss, 2014a). It seems
reasonable, therefore, that speakers with increased acoustic variability also present with profiles
of reduced overall speech intelligibility.
In contrast to the non-significant findings of the vowel space area (VSA) metric in the
current data, Liu et al. (2005) found that reduced acoustic space in speakers with dysarthria
secondary to cerebral palsy (CP) strongly correlated with the speakers’ speech intelligibility
scores. Similarly, Lansford and Liss (2014a) reported that the metrics of corner vowel dispersion,
F2 slope, and the degree of spectral overlap between vowels were the best predictors of overall
speech intelligibility in speakers with dysarthria. Yet, while the acoustic measures used in the
previous studies for acoustic-intelligibility correlations differed from the one used meaningfully
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in the current study, they, too, reflect a reduction in articulatory distinctiveness for vowel
production. The differences between the previous and current studies also serve to highlight the
diverse articulatory profiles of speakers with motor speech impairment, and the variable sensitivity
of the metrics in identifying nuances of the particular disorder (Fougeron & Audibert, 2011;
Lansford & Liss, 2014b).

8.3.1

Error Analysis
Analysis of the errors from the open-set transcriptions provides additional insight into the

speech impairment and the factors contributing to the intelligibility deficit in speakers with DS.
Of the 23 phonemic contrasts used for the analysis, the contrast with the single highest occurrence
of errors was noted to be the High-Low vowel contrast; this contrast was followed by Place:
Fricatives contrast and then by Place: Stops and Voiced-Voiceless Final Consonant contrasts with
high number of occurrences. The high rate of vowel errors along the height continuum is not
surprising, considering the current findings of acoustic and articulatory differences in the low
vowels, as described above. Some degree of caution must be taken in interpreting these results,
however, as this finding may also indicate a certain susceptibility of high/low vowel contrasts to
be perceived in error, particularly within orthographically transcribed data. Nonetheless, as noted
earlier (Chapter 7: Intelligibility), this error contrast is associated with tongue/jaw control (Ansel
& Kent, 1992), and has previously been reported with high prevalence in the intelligibility analysis
of speakers with DS (Bunton et al., 2009).
The high frequency of occurrence of two other contrasts in the current analysis, namely
Place: Fricatives and Place: Stops, supports similarly reported results for such contrasts, as
Bunton et al. (2009) list these two place-of-articulation error contrasts within the top six highest
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error categories in speakers with DS. Difficulties with articulation of sounds of increasing
complexity, and of fricatives in particular, have long been reported in the speech of individuals
with DS (Roberts et al., 2005; Stoel-Gammon, 1980; Van Borsel, 1988a), and instrumental
investigations have similarly described articulatory variability in production of /s/ and /ʃ/
(Hamilton, 1993; Timmins et al., 2009, 2007). Considering the complex precision required for the
production of certain fricatives (Kent & Kim, 2003), it is not surprising that fricative production
may be impaired in speakers with motor control deficits (Y. Kim, 2017; Tjaden & Turner, 1997).
Although certain articulatory patterns have been attributed to anatomical differences in speakers
with DS, in production of both fricatives (Timmins et al., 2009) and stop consonants (Timmins et
al., 2011), perceived errors with place of articulation for fricatives and stops may also be reflective
of difficulties with the posture and control of lingual movements for speech (Bunton et al., 2009).
The final error contrast that was found to have a high occurrence in the current data was
noted to be Voiced-Voiceless Final Consonant. This finding is a novel one in relation to the
previously reported data, in which Bunton et al. (2009) did not list any errors for this contrast.
However, voicing errors have certainly been reported in previous studies as occurring in the speech
of individuals with DS, particularly in final consonant positions (Barnes et al., 2009; Roberts et
al., 2005; Van Borsel, 1988a). In their analysis of intelligibility errors in adult speakers with
dysarthria secondary to CP, Ansel and Kent (1992) list the Voiced-Voiceless Final Consonant
contrast as having low intelligibility, and explain this finding as related to the speakers’ difficulty
with the control of vowel duration preceding the final consonant. While speakers with DS may
demonstrate voicing coordination difficulties at the laryngeal level (M. Lee et al., 2009), it can be
suggested that the durational cue of the preceding vowel may also be a factor in the perception of
final consonant voicing. Further investigation of vowel duration and other acoustic correlates of
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intelligibility contrasts (Ansel & Kent, 1992) in speakers with DS is certainly warranted, and
would shed light on the nature of the perceptual errors in this population.

8.4

Variability
A predominant feature of individuals with DS noted consistently in the literature is the

phenotypic variation across various domains (Kent & Vorperian, 2013). With specific reference
to their findings of inter-subject variability as related to speech production and/or intelligibility,
Wild et al. (2018) note that several factors may be responsible for group-level differences,
including variation of anatomical irregularities, hearing status, and/or language and cognitive
skills, among others. Results from the acoustic and intelligibility analyses in the current study
confirm these findings of inter-speaker variability within the DS group, with individual speaker
outcomes falling along a continuum. However, for certain articulatory measures, there was a noted
lack of increased group level variability for the DS group relative to the TD control group, with
both speaker groups demonstrating comparable degrees of inter-speaker variability for several of
the tongue shape metrics. As noted in Chapter 5, typical speakers often present with unique
articulatory profiles, with individualized patterns of association between tongue kinematics and
concurrent acoustics (J. Lee et al., 2016; Perkell et al., 1993; Song, 2017). The relatively
comparable degree of group-level performance for at least some metrics may also be more a
function of the type of mathematical analysis than reflective of articulatory variability as a whole.
Variability of performance can be discussed not only on the group-level, but on the speaker
level as well.

In consideration of intra-speaker characteristics of speech-production and

intelligibility, previous findings report that speakers with DS demonstrate variability and/or a lack
of consistency within their perceptual (Wild et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2015), acoustic (Moura et
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al., 2008; Rochet-Capellan & Dohen, 2015), and articulatory (Timmins et al., 2009, 2007) profiles;
these results have been found to indicate reduced maturation and/or motor control of the speech
mechanism (e.g., Moura et al., 2008; Rochet-Capellan & Dohen, 2015). Results from the current
articulatory analyses demonstrate relatively comparable levels of intra-subject variability between
speakers in both groups, in comparison to the noted increased speaker-level variability in the
acoustic data for speakers with DS, as evidenced from the vowel cluster ellipse data. Although a
lack of correspondence between articulatory and acoustic variability has been reported for typical
speakers by Mefferd & Green, (2010), further study is certainly needed to determine if this pattern
holds true across additional articulatory metrics within clinical populations, and specifically with
positional information of the tongue within the oral cavity.

8.5

Clinical Implications
Results of the current study have several clinical implications for the consideration of

speech production deficits in speakers with DS. Perhaps most importantly, these results provide
insight into the nature of disorder, which, in turn, can help guide decisions regarding intervention
approach and treatment targets. Overall, the findings from the current study indicate that while
anatomical and/or structural differences in speakers with DS may have potential impact upon
speech production skills, differences in speech motor control may also be a contributing factor to
the speech impairment.

These results support earlier findings of motor-speech disorder

characteristics in children with DS, including features corresponding to combined symptoms of
both dysarthria and childhood apraxia (Rupela et al., 2016). Accordingly, results from the current
study also support the use of a motor-based approach in assessment and treatment, with a focus on
lingual precision and control, inter-articulatory coordination, and consistency of productions.
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Motor–based approaches for the treatment of motor speech disorders have been previously
studied and used effectively in the treatment literature, with applications for the treatment of both
apraxia of speech (e.g., Maas, Butalla, & Farinella, 2012; Strand & Debertine, 2000) and dysarthria
(e.g., Levy, 2014; Levy, Ramig, & Camarata, 2013; Park, Theodore, Finch, & Cardell, 2016; Sapir,
Spielman, Ramig, Story, & Fox, 2007). Although the specific regimen and particular details of
the treatments may differ depending on the characteristics of the disorder and target population,
they all incorporate principles designed to increase and enhance the learning of the motor skill,
also called Principles of Motor Learning (Maas et al., 2008). In specific application to the speech
impairment in DS, Mahler and Jones (2012) report at least some positive outcomes of the Lee
Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT), a treatment that incorporates principles of motor learning, in
two adults with DS. Intervention for impaired articulation in speakers with DS using ultrasound
biofeedback was also reported as successful (Fawcett et al., 2008). As Preston, Brick, and Landi
(2013) note, visual feedback of complex articulatory movements and/or configurations relies on
certain principles that optimize the motor learning of target speech sounds. While further
interventions may be relevant to the treatment of disordered speech in speakers with DS,
incorporation of conditions that will facilitate enhanced learning of the motor skill into the
therapeutic design can have significant implications for successful outcomes within speech
production and overall intelligibility.
Additionally, results from the current study may help guide treatment goals, with specific
consideration of potentially impaired vowel production in this population. Although vowels are
not often a common target in traditional articulation treatment approaches (Gibbon, 2013), they
may, in fact, be important therapeutically, for a number of reasons. First, as noted above, impaired
vowels are among the errors found in the analysis of intelligibility, and they may have an impact
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on the perceptual accuracy of the speech signal (Lansford & Liss, 2014a). Furthermore, vowel
production is considered to be an early acquired developmental skill and therefore, targeting
vowels within treatment would re-establish the developmental progression of speech production
(Gibbon, 2013). Finally, intervention focused on vowel production would increase lingual control
on a general level, a skill necessary not only for production of vowels, but for speech production
at large (Wild et al., 2018). It should also be noted that certain interventions (e.g., Clear speech)
facilitate improved vowel distinctiveness, even without directly treating vowels as a therapeutic
target, as evidenced from recent clinical research conducted with children with CP (Levy, Chang,
Ancelle, & McAuliffe, 2017).
The efficacy of treatments for speech production impairment in speakers with DS is not a
well-studied topic in the clinical literature, in comparison to other developmental motor speech
disorders, including cerebral palsy (Levy, 2014; Levy et al., 2017), and childhood apraxia of
speech (e.g., Maas et al., 2012; Strand, Stoeckel, & Baas, 2006). In addition to the LSVT treatment
application noted above (Mahler & Jones, 2012), relatively few other studies have demonstrated
therapeutic outcomes for articulation and/or intelligibility in both children (Camarata et al., 2006;
Wood et al., 2009) and adults (Fawcett et al., 2008) with DS. Wild et al. (2018) note that speakers
with DS continued to demonstrate overall improvement of speech intelligibility until 16 years of
age, a finding that implies potential gains in speech intervention during this period. Similar reports
of therapeutic gains through adolescence have been noted for expressive language intervention in
individuals with DS (Chapman, Hesketh, & Kistler, 2002). As reported by Mahler and Jones
(2012), treatment of speech production deficits may be effective for adults with DS as well.
However, further study is certainly needed to determine the level of efficacy of treatment in this
population both within and beyond the period of developmental change. A final point, although
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certainly not of least significance, should be noted in the clinical consideration of variability of
speech production skills and intelligibility profiles of speakers with DS. The range of variability
within speakers with DS necessitates that assessment and intervention be individualized and
catered towards the speaker’s characteristics and proficiency level for various aspects of speech
production.

8.6

Limitations and Future Directions
While the current study presented both novel and supportive findings regarding vowel

production and intelligibility skills in speakers with DS, it also reinforces the need for further
investigation of articulatory characteristics within this population. As reported earlier, the findings
of tongue shape data are inherently limited for consideration of lingual articulation in its totality
for vowel production, due to the lack of positional information available. The study of tongue
kinematics in combination with shape analysis for vowel production is certainly warranted, both
to determine potential group differences of articulatory profiles and establish the relative
contribution of tongue shape to vowel production, in relation to positional information. Such
instrumentation may include the use of ultrasound with head correction (e.g., HOCUS; Whalen et
al., 2005), and/or electromagnetic articulography (Perkell et al., 1992; Schönle et al., 1987).
Despite the often-severe intelligibility deficits in speakers with DS, as evidenced from the
single-word intelligibility scores, several measures in the current study did not yield significant
group differences between TD and DS speakers, across both articulatory and acoustic metrics.
This may be attributed to several factors, including coarticulatory and complexity considerations
in stimuli selection. First, the intelligibility testing included assessment of consonants, while the
remaining measures in this study were exclusively focused on the vowels. Further, the current
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stimuli were chosen to feature single-word stimuli, with the inclusion of non-lingual consonants
in initial position of the word, in order to avoid coarticulatory effects of lingual consonants on the
vowels. While this was intentional for the current analyses in order to study the tongue shape and
acoustic characteristics of the vowel itself, inclusion of these variables might have resulted in
greater group distinctions. Production of lingual consonants within a word stimulus adds a level
of complexity that affects both acoustic and articulatory characteristics. In fact, J. Lee et al. (2016)
reported that both acoustic and articulatory working space were reduced in consonant contexts of
increased complexity (e.g., initial /d/ versus /h/), in typical speakers. Conceivably, any added
complexity to the word stimulus would elicit greater differences in the DS group, in comparison
to TD peers, particularly in light of the previously reported difficulty for complex speech sounds
in this population (e.g., Roberts et al., 2005). Similarly, results of sentence-level stimuli may also
yield greater group distinctions, as speakers with DS demonstrate greater difficulty with utterances
increasing in length and complexity (Kumin, 2006). A final limitation to the current study is the
small number of participants on which the analyses are conducted. Further investigation of
articulatory characteristics with additional participants would strengthen the reported findings and
conclusions.

8.7

Conclusions
The current investigation of articulatory and acoustic characteristics of vowel production

in speakers with DS contributed to the literature of speech impairment in this population and
provided further insight into of the nature of the speech disorder. Although many of the initial
hypotheses were confirmed, some novel, and perhaps unexpected results were demonstrated as
well. Results of the shape analyses of the ultrasound tongue data confirmed the efficacy of these
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metrics in characterizing and differentiating the corner vowels by tongue shape, across both
speaker groups. Albeit with certain exceptions, curvature of tongue shapes generally increased
from the low to the high vowels, and all four vowels were differentiated from each other on the
speaker level, for at least one articulatory metric. Group comparisons confirmed the originally
stated hypotheses, with low vowels /a/ and /ae/ and high-back vowel /u/ characterized by reduced
curvature/complexity and differentiation among speakers with DS, in comparison to TD controls.
A greater tendency of reduced differentiation between shapes of all four vowels among speakers
with DS was also found.
Acoustic analysis of vowel production only partially confirmed the hypothesized results of
vowel space reduction in speakers with DS, in comparison to TD controls. Of the five metrics
applied to the acoustic data, three failed to demonstrate group differences for acoustic vowel space
and/or centralization (VSA, FCR, DS-VR). In contrast, measures of acoustic dispersion from a
weighted centroid (VFD metric) revealed smaller dispersions of low vowels /a/ and /ae/ among
speakers with DS than TD controls. Greater variability of acoustic data, as measured by vowel
cluster ellipse size, was also evident among speakers in the DS group. Finally, as hypothesized,
single-word intelligibility scores correlated moderately with measures of tongue shape
differentiation and strongly with acoustic measures of variability among speakers with DS. Error
analysis of intelligibility results also revealed a high proportion of vowel errors along the
dimension of height (High-Low vowel contrast). Taken together, these results confirm the
suggested contribution of inter-articulatory coordination (e.g., jaw) within vowel production, as
well as the potential impact of motor control deficits on speech production in this population.
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Appendix
Table 37: Formant means and standard deviations (sd) in Hz, for each speaker and vowel

Formant means (standard deviations) in Hz
/ɑ/
Speaker
DSF5

DSF7

DSM10

DSM11

DSM2

DSM3

DSM9

DSM10

DSM11

TDF1

TDF2

TDF6

/i/

/u/

F1

F2

F1

F2

F1

F2

1042.59

1541.70

1008.97

1852.79

446.95

2855.46

(33.53)

(66.27)

(58.77)

(95.67)

833.97

1374.29

803.67

1737.42

(60.84) (101.81)

(88.18)

(73.95)
DSF8

/æ/

865.74

F1
505.17

F2
1596.44

(19.61) (152.63)

(16.69) (141.15)

462.77

479.93

2474.32

1324.21

(19.93) (132.47)

(31.41) (150.42)
434.03

1434.88

896.53

1700.10

430.40

2651.78

(110.15) (163.70)

(86.97)

(250.42)

(29.90) (164.70)

(30.56) (114.10)
413.61

2351.40

1061.62

801.60

1442.92

739.58

1764.64

350.93

1316.87

(99.48)

(115.28)

(80.73)

(125.85)

(40.68) (125.27)

(65.14) (134.65)

823.01

1207.30

778.57

1744.58

338.89

2189.44

408.99

(47.74)

(46.05)

(77.30)

(101.40)

(32.54)

(97.36)

681.61

1212.41

774.73

1743.45

339.91

2323.39

(69.65)

(59.94)

(98.89)

(52.03)

739.92

1290.46

678.70

1555.58

(52.76)

(83.04)

(64.47)

(94.41)

760.66

1155.17

782.36

1486.00

(44.84)

(35.03)

(48.16)

(73.46)

801.60

1442.92

739.58

(99.48)

(115.28)

823.01

1228.77

(56.31) (122.59)
356.00

1135.25

(30.82) (115.28)

(27.20) (147.22)

309.38

371.10

2448.70

1194.83

(20.64) (200.97)

(23.27) (163.80)

326.30

2356.30

361.90

1120.60

(20.14) (100.21)

(19.46)

(94.43)

1764.64

350.93

413.61

1316.87

(80.73)

(125.85)

(40.68) (125.27)

(65.14) (134.65)

1207.30

778.57

1744.58

338.89

2189.44

408.99

(47.74)

(46.05)

(77.30)

(101.40)

(32.54)

(97.36)

801.75

1373.23

804.64

1691.22

370.65

2864.98

(76.73)

(52.92)

(66.06)

(53.21)

1030.73

1460.41

1036.11

(57.60)

(33.47)

842.91

1236.77

2351.40

1228.77

(56.31) (122.59)
419.33

1667.92

(17.84) (130.07)

(24.75) (112.17)

1832.56

358.18

2744.58

409.91

(66.98)

(68.81)

(24.82)

(64.98)

883.86

1692.73

435.87

2843.11
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1596.47

(14.94) (227.81)
417.94

1882.52

TDM5

TDM7

TDM8

TDM9

TDM10

(32.15)

(38.76)

(57.31)

(50.57)

(26.52)

(96.99)

(23.46) (119.70)

908.35

1403.90

856.47

1788.58

328.14

2418.21

407.51

1257.91

(40.75)

(53.95)

(49.37)

(48.94)

(16.43)

(90.12)

(30.55)

(74.89)

740.46

1153.75

759.58

1406.77

278.99

2030.05

330.82

1077.45

(23.54)

(27.80)

(24.14)

(34.65)

(10.18)

(39.35)

(18.85)

(71.33)

831.74

1185.23

925.82

1580.39

313.23

2071.13

336.57

1166.70

(27.35)

(36.63)

(56.28)

(65.90)

(15.74)

(49.63)

766.75

1171.33

782.50

1418.61

308.94

2346.40

357.18

1071.91

(26.47)

(23.34)

(24.34)

(43.48)

(15.62)

(98.58)

(31.46)

(70.44)

766.75

1246.73

749.13

1574.38

312.88

2027.57

349.86

1313.34

(33.86)

(80.43)

(26.50)

(33.09)

(15.27)

(61.03)

(25.20) (119.31)

(19.13) (101.41)

Table 38: Means and standard deviations (sd) of normalized formants, for each speaker and vowel

Vowel
/ɑ/

/æ/

/i/

/u/

Speaker F1norm F2 norm F1 norm F2 norm F1 norm F2 norm F1 norm F2 norm
(sd)
(sd)
(sd)
(sd)
(sd)
(sd)
(sd)
(sd)
TDF1
TDF2
TDF6
TDM5
TDM7
TDM8
TDM9
TDM10
DSF5
DSF7

1.07
(0.37)
0.94
(0.17)
0.83
(0.14)
1.02
(0.15)
0.81
(0.11)
0.68
(0.10)
0.92
(0.12)
1.04
(0.16)
1.02
(0.12)
1.03

-0.94
(0.09)
-0.84
(0.07)
-1.14
(0.07)
-0.82
(0.12)
-0.69
(0.08)
-0.92
(0.10)
-0.57
(0.05)
-1.02
(0.25)
-0.81
(0.12)
-0.66

1.08
(0.32)
0.96
(0.20)
1.01
(0.26)
0.82
(0.19)
0.90
(0.11)
1.02
(0.20)
0.99
(0.11)
0.96
(0.12)
0.90
(0.21)
0.87

-0.39
(0.09)
-0.11
(0.13)
-0.29
(0.09)
0.04
(0.11)
0.02
(0.10)
0.15
(0.18)
-0.05
(0.09)
0.00
(0.10)
-0.24
(0.17)
0.14
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-0.99
(0.09)
-1.10
(0.08)
-0.99
(0.12)
-1.19
(0.06)
-1.26
(0.05)
-1.15
(0.06)
-1.14
(0.07)
-1.05
(0.07)
-1.11
(0.07)
-0.97

1.62
(0.22)
1.67
(0.13)
1.83
(0.18)
1.46
(0.20)
1.78
(0.11)
1.47
(0.13)
1.88
(0.21)
1.40
(0.19)
1.57
(0.28)
1.76

-0.75
(0.12)
-0.94
(0.05)
-1.07
(0.10)
-0.89
(0.12)
-1.02
(0.08)
-1.07
(0.09)
-0.92
(0.14)
-0.88
(0.09)
-0.90
(0.06)
-0.87

-0.43
(0.19)
-0.57
(0.44)
0.06
(0.22)
-1.15
(0.17)
-0.90
(0.20)
-0.97
(0.32)
-0.78
(0.15)
-0.81
(0.31)
-0.71
(0.26)
-0.77

DSF8
DSM2
DSM3
DSM9
DSM10
DSM11

(0.40)
0.92
(0.47)
0.70
(0.34)
1.12
(0.28)
1.06
(0.21)
0.91
(0.47)
0.95
(0.21)

(0.13)
-0.32
(0.27)
-0.76
(0.13)
-0.58
(0.17)
-0.80
(0.07)
-0.65
(0.29)
-0.95
(0.11)

(0.55)
1.05
(0.37)
1.15
(0.48)
0.80
(0.34)
1.16
(0.22)
0.62
(0.38)
0.75
(0.35)

(0.19)
0.12
(0.42)
0.36
(0.11)
-0.05
(0.19)
-0.18
(0.14)
0.15
(0.31)
0.36
(0.25)

(0.11)
-0.93
(0.13)
-0.96
(0.15)
-1.15
(0.11)
-0.95
(0.09)
-1.22
(0.19)
-1.22
(0.15)

(0.29)
1.70
(0.27)
1.58
(0.24)
1.77
(0.41)
1.46
(0.19)
1.62
(0.31)
1.45
(0.24)

(0.17)
-0.91
(0.13)
-0.88
(0.13)
-0.82
(0.12)
-0.78
(0.09)
-0.92
(0.31)
-0.91
(0.25)

(0.33)
-0.94
(0.19)
-0.93
(0.31)
-0.78
(0.33)
-0.86
(0.18)
-0.97
(0.34)
-0.90
(0.30)

Figure 34: Vowel Formant plots, in normalized formants. Two plots are featured per speaker: Distance of
vowel tokens from weighted centroid, and vowel clusters surrounded by 95% confidence ellipses.
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Figure 35: DFT plots (first component) for each speaker; the real numbers of the first component are located
on the x-axis, and the imaginary numbers on the y-axis. Tokens are surrounded by 95% confidence ellipses
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